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Welcome to the County of Split and Dalmatia,
to the ancient Dalmatia in Croatia!

This part of the Adriatic coast can be reached by air, sea, and land.
Roads are long known and open, and destinations familiar. Our harbours,
ports, and marinas are visited by passenger ships and ferries, yachts and
sailing ships steaming various flags; roads are constantly improved (a
motorway is under construction!); railroads are modernized, and airports
receive more and more passengers.

The majority of our guests come because of the sea-warm, clean and
crystal clear, and our beaches along the coasts and islands of central Dal-
matia, particularly those gravel beaches around Makarska or Zlatni Rat
in Bra~, famous throughout the world.

In hotels, camps, and private accommodation on Hvar, Bra~, Vis, and
[olta, and other, smaller islands, same as in Trogir area, Ka{tela, Omi{,
around Biokovo, our guests will find comfortable accommodation, kind
hosts, and high level tourist service.

Dalmatia was visited by many since the Antiquity. Tourist promoters
(mildly exaggerating!) say that Diocletian's Palace was not only a sum-
merhouse of a Roman emperor, but also a Tusculum, the first weekend-
house in history. On these historical and geographical areas, the Greek
and Romans were present even before the great emperor (known for
growing cabbage for which he rejected to return to the throne!). He
chased Christians, but it was exactly in his Salona that the Christianity in
Croats began, and his mausoleum is a cathedral.

Our coast has some valuable archaeological finds and monuments,
Greek, Roman, Early Christian, and Medieval, all through to today.
There are monuments still under ground and in the sea. The cultural her-
itage was being discovered by domestic and international researchers,
who wrote about it and admired it.

Health tourism on our coast started in the second half of 19th c., when
people discovered therapeutic effect of Mediterranean climate, healing
properties of the sea, and miraculous fragrances, sounds, and colours of
the climate. To a great extent, these properties have been preserved,
although the modern way of living is changing the natural environment.

If you love sport, there are almost unlimited opportunities. Stay and
play on the sea and under its surface, on high mountains, on Cetina
rapids, on stadiums and playgrounds. Competitions and tournaments
take place on daily basis, particularly in summer. 

Evenings seem to be predestined for entertainment, encounters, and
playing. There are festivals (Split Festival is international!), evenings
with diverse programs of domestic or visiting groups, dancing terraces
with Croatian or international music, artistic events, and jovial associat-
ing.

Dalmatia is a region suitable for relaxed and pleasant stay. This is a
land of sun, a land of song, and physical pleasures. Lovers of Dalmatia
say that here all their senses are open, ranging from erotic sunbathing on
lonely beaches and wistful sunsets, to the cool and rest in Dalmatian
stone churches. Maybe you didn't know that the second half of May and
the entire June are beautiful, with temperature suitable for swimming,
and beaches are not crowded. That time is ideal for vacations of families
with children, to which July and August temperatures may be too high. I
also recommend to elderly tourists, besides May and June, to come in
September and October. Some hotels provide accommodation through-
out the winter, and if you decide to come in late autumn or winter, you
will be delighted with colours and fragrances of oranges, mandarins, and
lemons when harvested, pleasant walks in calm nature, sound of pine
trees and waves, and warm sun throughout the winter.

Lovers of good cuisine will find on our coast an abundant choice of
gastronomic specialties, primarily fish, for which Dalmatia is known
outside our borders. To lovers of nature and healthy way of life, we rec-
ommend the harvesting of olives, ancient Mediterranean crop, which
was almost forgotten in this area, but is renewed today. So, if you come
in October, you may go harvesting olives, purchase virgin olive oil, and
swim in the still warm sea. Besides, there are great wines recognized and
accepted for long. They will make the pleasure of your stay full and open
an invitation for your return.

We believe that this review will make you interested in new ways of
spending your vacations, which will not come down to sunbathing and
swimming, but become unforgettable adventures.

The Tourist Board of the County of Split and Dalmatia and its offices
in all tourist places, as well as all agencies, hotels and restaurants will do
their best to make your stay at our coast and in the hinterland preserved
in your most beautiful memories.

Welcome to the Adriatic!

Editorial Board
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tian Adriatic. It is the meeting point of international
(for Italy – Ancona), coastal (Rijeka – Zadar – Split
– Stari Grad – Kor~ula – Dubrovnik) and local ferry
lines. There are also ferry lines Makarska – Bra~, and
Drvenik – Hvar. In recent years, there are also fast
(catamaran) lines from Split to the islands of central
and southern Dalmatia (Split – Hvar – Vela Luka –
Ubli, Split – Bol – Jelsa, Split – Vis, Split – [olta). 

The International Split Airport with several daily
flights for Zagreb and some European cities, is the
largest by size and significance in Croatia, while the
airport on the island of Bra~ was built to accept small
airplanes.

Landscape
The landscape of the County of Split and Dal-

matia is delimited with the mountains of Dinara and
Kame{nica on the north, hills and smaller mountains
of Vilaja, Mose} and Svilaja on the west, open sea
southern of the pelagic islands of Vis, Bi{evo, Svetac,
and Jabuka on the southwest, and the border with
Lower Neretva Region on the southeast. Its charac-
teristic is change of limestone reefs with low-laying
stone ground, with scattered karst valleys (Imotsko
polje – 95 km2, Sinjsko polje – 64 km2, Vrgora~ko
polje – 37 km2) and narrow flysch zones (Ka{tela,
Poljica). That is where all the three longitudinal zo-
nes characteristic for Dalmatia are entwined: littoral,
islands, and hinterland.

The littoral is smallest in size but demographical-
ly and economically the most significant whole. It is
located from the cape of Plo~a on the northwest to
the Lower Neretva region on the southeast. The zone
is narrow, surrounded with steep limestone sections
of Kozjak (779 m), Mosor (1339 m) and Biokovo
(1762 m). The mountain of Biokovo is especially sig-
nificant for tourism for beauty of its expressed karst
phenomena (sinkholes, caves, karst valleys, etc.), and
endemic flora and fauna, protected as park of nature.
Its tourist offer (high level eco-tourism) is an excel-
lent supplement to the nearby Makarska littoral, area

of developped mass seaside tourism. Makarska lit-
toral owes its most developed  tourism in the county
primarily to the attractive white gravel beaches. The
commercial focus of the county is in Split urban
region, including part of the island of ^iovo with the
town of Trogir, Ka{tela Bay, narrow city area of
Split, Poljice littoral all through to the town of Omi{.

The islands are: Bra~ (395 km2), Hvar (300 km2),
Vis (90 km2), [olta (59 km2), ^iovo (29 km2), and a
great number of small islands and islets: Drvenik
Veli, Drvenik Mali, [}edro, Svetac, Jabuka, Bi{evo,
and Palagru`a (the archipelago that is also the south-
ernmost point of Croatia). All these islands have
steeper southern (pelagic) coasts, while their north-
ern coasts are gradually descending towards the sea.
Vidova gora (780 m) on Bra~ is the highest peak on
Croatian islands. The attractive gravel beach Zlatni
rat in Bol on Bra~ is the most famous Croatian beach.

The coastal part of the County of Split and Dal-
matia may be divided to several smaller units: Ka-
{tela littoral, Split littoral, Poljica and Omi{ littoral
and Makarska littoral (riviera) – with the most deve-
loped tourism in the county. One of the major factors
of different tourism value of these parts is the usabil-
ity of the coast determined by the number and quali-
ty of beaches. Ka{tela littoral is located along the
Ka{tela Bay between Trogir and Split, at some 20 km
length. For early urbanisation and later primarily
industrial function, its tourist value was of secondary
importance. Split littoral is known in terms of tou-
rism and recreation for its beaches ranging from
Ba~vice and Trstenik to Duilovo and Stro`anac. Polji-
ca and Omi{ littoral encompasses a narrow coastal
area between the mouth of @rnovnica and Vrulje cove,
to the south of Omi{. Along the coast, there are shal-
low coves with gravel heaps (beaches) and promon-
tories formed on sites of more resistant limestone.

Zagora is the region separated from the coastal
zone by the limestone sequence of Kozjak – Mosor –
Biokovo. Its karst region is less developed, and the
traditional agriculture kept for long the leading place
in its economic structure. Although there are certain
potentials for tourism, they have not been sufficient-
ly used so far.

Climate and vegetation
Climate is mostly Mediterranean (coast and

islands), and Sub-Mediterranean. Harsh mountainous
climate is characteristic of Zagora and high moun-
tainous regions. Mediterranean climate provides sea
swimming opportunities for 5–6 months a year. Sum-
mer is dry and warm (average summer temperature in
Split amounts to as high as 26 ºC), and winter is mild
with relatively large quantity of precipitations. In

Geography of the County of Split and
Dalmatia
Surface area: 4 524 km2

Population (2001.): 463 676
Population density: 102.5 inh/km2

Seat of the County: Split
Split population: 175 140
Towns: 16
Municipalities: 39
Highest peak: Sv. Jure (Biokovo), 1762 m
Longest river: Cetina, 101 km
Largest lake: Peru~ko jezero, 13 km2

Largest island: Bra~, 395 km2

Sunniest town: Hvar, 2697 hours/year

Location and traffic position
The County of Split and Dalmatia is located in the

central part of the historical Croatian region of Dal-
matia. With land surface area of 4 524 km2 (8 % Croa-
tian surface area), it is the second largest among the
Croatian counties. The county also encompasses
9473 km2 sea surface. According to its administrative
and territorial structure, the county has 16 towns and
39 municipalities, and its centre is Split, second lar-
gest city in Croatia (175 140 inhabitants).

Split is also  a very important traffic intersection.
The major road is the Adriatic Highway (Rijeka –
Dubrovnik) and the second largest is the road Split –
Knin – Plitvice Lakes – Zagreb. We must also men-
tion the road connecting Split with Bosnia and Her-
zegovina, very important hinterland. Once Zagreb –
Split Motorway is completed (completion is schedu-
led for 2005), the county will be closer to Zagreb and
central Croatia, but also the tourist emitting regions
of the Central Europe (Slovenia, Austria, Germany,
Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia). Split is connec-
ted with Zagreb also by a railroad, but so far its sig-
nificance is secondary, until its modernisation.

Besides, Split is the major ferry port on the Croa-

County of Split and Dalmatia
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hinterland, daily and annual temperature differences
are higher. A curiosity is that the town of Hvar with
its 2697 sunny hours a year is the sunniest town in
Croatia. 

The major winds of the area are bora, blowing
from the mainland towards the sea and mostly
announcing colder and clearer weather, and sirocco,
blowing from the sea towards the mainland, and
mostly announcing warmer and cloudier weather.

The area of this county was originally fully grown
with the Mediterranean and Sub-Mediterranean veg-
etation, the most representative species being holm-
oak, Aleppo pine, and Dalmatian black pine on the
islands and along the coast, and pubescent oak, and
hop hornbeam and oriental hornbeam in Zagora. In
the mountains, the major species are beech and fir.
However, thousands of years of human activities
have replaced the natural vegetation of the Mediter-
ranean and Sub-Mediterranean area with various
forms of degraded vegetation (shrubs), so that the
original preserved holm oak and Aleppo pine woods
exist only on less populated areas of central Dalma-
tian islands and coastal mountains (Biokovo).

Waters
Lack of water is, along with the karst, the main

natural feature of the county. The prevailing karst
background is reflected in rich and complex under-
ground water circulation and proportional poverty of
surface waters. Besides the river of Cetina (length –
101 km), the main watercourse – of exceptional im-
portance for water supply, water power facilities, and
lately also for alternative tourism (such as rafting),
significant watercourses are only on the area of con-
tact of flysch zones and limestone, where abundant
springs come out. A significant source of water po-
wer is Peru~a Lake (13 km2), the largest artificial la-
ke in Croatia, formed on the river of Cetina. 

However, the most important water resource is de-
finitely the Adriatic Sea, with its far known proper-
ties (temperature, purity, colour, translucency) along
the attractive coast, one of the main attraction factors
for numerous tourists.

Population and places

Ten largest towns

Town Population  (2001) 
Split 175 140
Solin 15 850
Makarska 13 381
Sinj 11 468
Trogir 10 907
Podstrana 7 341
Omi{ 6 565
Ka{tel Stari 6 448
Ka{tel Su}urac 6 236
Ka{tel Novi 5 309

According to 2001 census, there were 463 676
inhabitants (10.4 % Croatian population) living in the
County of Split and Dalmatia. Population density in
the County amounted to 102.5 inh./km2, which is
much above the average density of Croatian popula-
tion (78.5 inh./km2). More than two thirds of the
county population live in its coastal area (69.3 %),
somewhat less than a fourth in Zagora (23.5 %), and
the islands are inhabited with only 7.2 % population.
Such arrangement is the result of the traditional emi-
gration from the islands and Zagora, with simultane-
ous birth rate fall. On the other hand, after the World
War 2, the coast was immigrated by population from
the islands and Zagora. It was stimulated by advan-
ced industrialisation and urbanisation processes. Out
of ten major towns in the county, where more than a
half of its population is living (55.8 %), as much as 8
of them are in the area of Split agglomeration – elon-
gated coastal zone from Trogir to Omi{. The only
town in Zagora among the ten largest in the county is
the town of Sinj also gravitating towards Split. It is
interesting that the largest town on islands, the town
of Hvar, where in 2001 there were 3672 inhabitants,
is not among the first ten largest towns.

The prevailing nationality are Croats (96.3 %),
and the first place in the religious structure is held by
Roman Catholics (92 %).

Economy
The County of Split and Dalmatia, same as major-

ity of coastal counties, was the scene of powerful
socio-economic processes stimulated by the littorali-
sation, i.e. transfer of the economic and population
focus of life from the hinterland to the coast. Such
processes were after World War II related to strong
urban orientation and industrialisation in the littoral.
Traditional activities (agriculture, fishing) were too
abruptly abandoned, and at the same time people
were employed in the industry and construction, and
later in services (trade, traffic, hospitality industry,
tourism, etc.). Such social transition led to backslid-

ing and loss of rural population (particularly in
Zagora and on islands) and increased migration to
towns (particularly Split).The industrialisation phase
in the socialist Yugoslavia, besides its positive conse-
quences, had also many negative ones. An example
may be the ecologically unacceptable heavy industry,
the main cause of pollution of Ka{tela Bay, which is
recently recovering from the effects of excessive
industrialisation with great efforts and investments. 

After the collapse of Yugoslavia and Croatia's
gaining independence, the county was stricken with
unemployment, decline of numerous companies, par-
ticularly in industry and shipbuilding, for direct and
indirect consequences of the Patriotic War for
Independence (1991–1995) but  in the sector of trade
and tourism, some new jobs have been open.

Tourism is the branch of economy that is fastest
and most successful to recover after the full collapse
caused by the War for Independence. With return to
the tourism sales level prior to the war, efforts are
made to raise the quality of accommodation and
enrich the entire tourist offer, so that the local tou-
rism can be competitive on ever demanding global
tourist market. In the last decade, strong development
of nautical tourism occurred, so that the county now
has 5 marinas with modern equipment. Last years,
efforts are made to promote the selective tourism
forms (rural, eco-tourism, cultural tourism, etc.) to
supplement the seasonal tourist offer. 

According to the share in total income of the
county in 2001, trade is at the convincing first place
(43,5 %). Second is the processing industry (31.05
%). Out of industry branches, we must mention the
shipbuilding (Split, Trogir), machine building (Split,
Imotski), electrical industry (Split, Dugi Rat, Omi{),
textile industry (Split, Sinj, Imotski), chemical indus-
try (Solin, Split, Dugi Rat, Ka{tel Su}urac, Ka{tel
Kambelovac, Ka{tel Novi, Trogir), construction
material industry (Ka{tel Su}urac, Split, Pu~i{}a) and
food industry (Split, Omi{, Makarska).

There are two UNESCO listed world heritage
units in the county – Diocletian's Palace in Split
(since 1979), and old core of the town of Trogir
(since 1997), which should have a more adequate
place in the further development of tourism.

The County of Split and Dalmatia was in 2001
visited by 1050906 tourists (13.4 % tourists in Croa-
tia) with 6 075 612 bed/nights (14 % of all bed/nights
in Croatia). Foreign tourists were prevailing with as
high as 84.9 %, mostly from Czech Republic, Ger-
many, Poland, Italy, and Slovenia. According to the
tourist sales, the leading municipalities and towns in
the county were: Hvar, Ba{ka Voda, Split, Podgora,
and Makarska, which confirms the fact that Makar-
ska littoral is the part of the county most visited by
the tourists.
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There is a good reason why
Diocletian's Palace and the his-
torical heart of Split as a unique
whole are registered in UNESCO
register of monuments. Split is
the town nested in the shell of
Diocletian's Palace where the
emperor withdrew after abdica-
tion in 305 A.D. It is a well-pre-
served palace with its walls, em-
peror's mausoleum, temple, court-
yard – Peristyle forming the en-
trance to Vestibule, accessing the
emperor's apartments. The under-
ground chambers are completely
preserved with numerous rooms
of various forms and vaults as a
projection of the emperor's apa-

rtments above. There are sufficient elements to re-enact in imagination,
but also scientifically, we would say virtually, the original appearance of
the imperial palace located just by the sea not far from Salona, the
metropolis of the Roman province of Dalmatia. A coloured drawing by
the French architect Ernest Hebrard has made a journey through time
possible: the palace is seen from above, from air, in a landscape with the
sea and a galley sailing, with buildings on which you can clearly recog-
nize porticos, roofs, windows... How wonderful must have been arches
and vaults on the façade of the palace along the hall with vaults reflect-
ing the sea. There are many such reconstructions ranging from plaster
models to perfect drawings due to which we may walk the streets, enter
the enclosed sanctuaries – surrounding of temples, find shelter under por-
ticos, enter the emperor's apartments.

The palace is imperial and so are the monuments. That means not only
architecture but also sculpture. We can only image the paintings. Some
mosaics have been discovered. Our imagination is triggered by the fact
that in the 16th century the writer Marko Maruli} saw some remains of a
mosaic on the Vestibule dome. The palace was doubtlessly full of statues,
some of which are still preserved. The walls of emperor's apartments
were covered with marble; after all, remains of marble, porphyry, and

Ivo Babi} Photo: Ivo Pervan

Split in Emperor Diocletian's Palace
The Palace is imperial and so are the monuments...

There is a good reason why Diocletian's Palace and
the historical heart of Split as a unique whole are reg-
istered in UNESCO register of monuments. Split is the
town nested in the shell of Diocletian's Palace where
the emperor withdrew after abdication in 305 A.D. 

Cathedral tower (13th c.);  Peristyle arcs in foreground, mausoleum in background

Lion on Peristyle in front of the cathedral staircase

Temple vault
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alabaster boards were found. There are many
monographs on Diocletian's Palace, and par-
ticularly representative is the one written by
the great Scottish architect Robert Adam in
1764, who dedicated it to the English king
and queen. The palace was also admired by
the Austrian emperors and Croatian-Hunga-
rian kings Franz I and Franz Joseph I. After
all, they should be given credit for repair of
many monuments in the palace.

Some of imperial marks are Egyptian mo-
numents, sphinxes, which of course have their
sepulchral symbolism. One is still there by
the emperor's mausoleum, and the other is by
the Jupiter's temple. The view of the sphinx
between the columns of Peristyle is one of the
most picturesque views of Split. Behind the
sphinx there is the polygonal surface of mau-
soleum, the wall obliquely distancing from a
spectator followed again by the portico co-
lumns, approaching and distancing with hier-
archies of heights. Sphinxes contribute to the
Palace's secrecy. On the one in Peristyle, there
are hieroglyphs with the list of towns in
Palestine conquered by the Egyptians.

In early Middle Ages, after migrations of new
nations, including Croats, fields and swamps
covered the ruins of Salona. But Diocletian's
palace turned into the town of Split. The myth
of its origin is cherished on the idea that its in-
habitants were refugees of Salona. In any case,
in the long centuries that followed, the palace

was the civilisation resort for the newcomers.
A palace of only one man, even if he was

an emperor, became big enough for a whole
small town. Actually, Split is a palace with
medieval incrustations. Describing the trans-
formations of the palace, the great French his-
torian Georges Duby used the words "sneak
in" and "nest in". Actually, the poetics of Split
is based on shifts in meanings of Christian
and pagan. On the western gate, for instance,
across the erased relief that presented the god-
dess of Victory, an early Christian cross was
carved in. The mausoleum of the emperor of
Diocletian, who at his time chased Christians,
was transferred to the Split cathedral where
Salona martyrs, Dujam and Sta{, are worship-
ped. Around the mausoleum – cathedral, there
are sarcophagi of Split archbishops and other
dignitaries. The columns of the mausoleum
portico in various colours and of various ori-
gins are very precious, some of them were
carved out of pink granite from Egypt, others
of cipolin. Above the staircase, providing ac-
cess to the mausoleum, the magnificent cathe-
dral tower was built in Romanesque style in
13th c. and decorated with sculptures. At the
entrance to the mausoleum – cathedral, there
is wooden doorframe carved in 1214 by the
Master Buvina, who covered them with relief
scenes of the life of Christ. In the interior of
the mausoleum – cathedral, we may discern
artistic interventions of later epochs. The Ro-

Original appearance of Diocletian's Palace according to E. Hebrard Historical heart of Split in Diocletian's Palace seen from the air

Sphinx on Peristyle in front of the 
mausoleum – cathedral

Early mediaeval sarcophagus of Archbishop Ivan in front of the baptistery (temple)Relief on the altar of St. Sta{ in the cathedral: 
Whipping of the Christ (Juraj Dalmatinac, 15. c.)

Underground vaults of Diocletian's Palace
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ever, that was still "down", as the monastery and the
church were on the upper, main floor above the base-
ment – substructure of the palace. Tombs were also
above in the cathedral, in its crypt consecrated to St.
Lucy. Namely, the floor of the mausoleum – cathe-
dral, stone mass above the crypt, was sufficiently
deep to dig out tombs. Although it has been resear-
ched for centuries, there are always new surprises. A
piercing eye will notice marks on the underground
walls carved by architects and builders of the palace
some of who appear to have been secretly Christians.
Some of the builders were, according to the marks,
from Orient, especially Jews. In recent excavations
of underground vaults in the southeastern part of the
palace, mostly preserved remains of the emperor's
dining room were found, with the great hall sur-
rounded with three small halls and entrance hall.
Some findings in the underground chambers point
out to the existence of a settlement that preceded the
palace. After all, it was to be expected that the space
near a natural port with sources of potable water was
inhabited from prehistory.

However, Diocletian's palace and the historical
heart of Split that developed inside it are not just
dead history. They are still lived in. There are numer-
ous museums and cultural institutions. It is pleasant
to sit on Peristyle and admire the monuments from all
epochs. In summer, there are evening concerts and
theatre shows. In the labyrinth of underground cham-
bers of various forms, sizes, and diverse vaults, there
are exhibitions, fairs, and scientific conferences.
Diocletian's Palace is teeming with tourists. For quite
a long time, it is famous as a magnificent monument
of global significance.

Two 16th and 17th century churches have sneaked
in underneath the architraves of Protiron on Peristyle.
But high above them, in guards' halls of the palace,
above its southern and northern gate, there are early
medieval churches. Very well preserved are walls of
the palace with its angular towers. The main gate
from which the road was leading towards Salona (so
called Golden Gate) must be imagined with sculp-
tures in the existing recesses. By the door, there were
once two polygonal towers. In the guard's hall above
the door, St. Martin's church nested in, with the pre-
served early medieval stone rail. The southwestern
tower was in the course of Middle Ages located with-
in the palace of the archbishop of Split, which encom-
passed the majority of former emperor's apartments.

The temple was very early conversed for needs of
the Christian cult. A sphinx is on the watch in front of
it. Close to it were two smaller round temples pre-
served mostly only in foundations, one of which was
dedicated to Venus and the other to Cybele – Great
Mother of Gods. The temple was turned into a bap-
tistery. The baptistery pool was made of early medi-
eval boards decorated with three-strand pattern; one
of the boards shows a Croatian king on a throne. The
underground chamber of the temple was in the Mid-
dle Ages also used as a church dedicated to St. Tho-
mas. Split has a very complex cultural genealogy of
epochs, especially of crypt of the temple and mau-
soleum and huge dark underground vaults.

When the underground vaults were cleared, as
they were almost filled up with centennial remains,
skeletons were hanging beneath the destroyed St.
Clara's monastery. Thus, tombs were not down in the
floor of the basement but above in the vault. How-

manesque pulpit of 13th c., like "architecture in archi-
tecture", was built of antique marble blocks in vari-
ous colours. Wooden choir benches, abundantly deco-
rated, are also in Romanesque style. The tomb – altar
of St. Dujam, with relief decorations and stone tent,
was erected and decorated in Gothic style in 1427 the
Master Bonino of Milano. The tomb of St. Amir with
the lying statute of the saint and scenes of his mar-
tyrdom was erected by Juraj Dalmatinac. In the art
collection of the cathedral, among other works of art,
there is also the Evangelistary from 7th c. The local
tradition wanted it to originate even from ancient Sa-
lona and to be found in St. Dujam's tomb. 

Peristyle on the other hand became the cathedral
square. Some things were demolished, some altered,
some holes were made; things were patched and built
as such strained circumstances allowed. It is an un-
usual coexistence of sphinxes, sarcophagi, early
Christian crosses, mediaeval tombs... The poetics of
Split are also dead sharing the intricately parcelled
space of Diocletian's shell with the alive. Romane-
sque and Gothic windows are opening on the palace
walls. But in the Middle Ages, numerous new hous-
es and palaces were also erected. A showpiece is the
palace of Papali} family built in 15th century by the
famous sculptor and architect Juraj Dalmatinac. The
atmosphere of Split was summarised by the French
travel writer Charles Yriarte: "Here, on the upper
floor, behind the bed, on the stairs, even in the clos-
et, suddenly a Corinthian capital springs up; then in
the floor or supporting a column protruding from a
wall. Then there is a bas-relief, an antique wall; then
again a hall formed by remnants of a building that
was once definitely a portico or a road."

Interior of the mausoleum – cathedral

Peristyle, the central area in the Diocletian's Palace

Choir benches in cathedral sacristy (13th c.)
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The historical heart of Trogir is a unique monu-
ment and since 1997 registered UNESCO cultural
heritage. The ellipsoid form of the settlement on the
island following the natural form of the ground
formed by sea streams in the straits points to its pre-
historic tradition. Truly, the archaeological excava-
tions have discovered traces of life going down to the
2nd millennium B.C. But the history of Trogir as a
town in the real sense of the word started in 3rd or 2nd

c. B.C. with the Greek colonization. The Greek town
of Tragurion was protected with walls probably con-
tinuing the forms of the prehistoric settlement, and
later along the line of medieval town walls. The net-
works of streets intersecting at right angles still fol-
low the town planning of Tragurion. The square is at
the same place where it was in the Greek era. Find-
ings from prehistory and Greek phase are best visible
in collection of stone fragments in Trogir Museum,
with also many stone monuments of Roman age
when Trogir was called Tragurium.

Trogir is one of few towns where life was not
extinguished in early Middle Ages at times of the
great movement of Ostrogoths and later Avars and

Slavs. Many me-
dieval churches of
Trogir are on sites
of early Christian ones, continuing the ancient tradi-
tions. St. Barbara's church is the most interesting ear-
ly medieval church, most probably from 11th century.
Remains of a six-sided St. Mary's church on the south-
eastern edge of the square originate from that time.
Its vestibule is in the ground floor of the town
church-tower above St. Sebastian's church (work of
Nikola Firentinac); that is where sarcophagi are exhi-
bited, excavated at the same point. The 12th and 13th

centuries were time of great prosperity of the town,
when walls, cathedral, monasteries, municipal palace
and many houses were built in Romanesque style. St.
John the Baptist's church is what remains of the repu-
table Benedictine monastery. Today, there is a gallery
in the church. Its portal is probably work of Master Ra-
dovan. The monastery of St. Dominic dates back to 14th

or 15th century, with exhibition of a collection of arts.
In 15th c., when several-centuries rule of Venice

was strengthened, many buildings were built. On the
southwestern part of the town, a castle of Kamer-

lengo was completed. On the northwestern edge of
the town, on the corner of the former walls, the round
fortress of St. Marco was added. After the Gothic, the
Renaissance spread as well, as seen on building lay-
ers of the municipal palace. The most valuable 15th

c. edifice is the Great Cipik's Palace on the square
opposite to the western façade of the cathedral. It
was decorated by Nikola Firentinac, Andrija Alesi,
and Ivan Duknovi}. 

On the south, there is the Municipal Loggia – a
porch serving as a courtroom. The Loggia was built
in Gothic style in 14th c., and in 15th c. decorated in
Renaissance relief by Nikola Firentinac. A large re-
lief presentation of the Croatian hero, Ban and bish-
op, Petar Berislavi} was carved by Ivan Me{trovi}.

The southern town gates of 1593 are also pre-
served. They are a tribute to the ancient, Roman
Trogir and its great men. Along the gate is the loggia
– a porch where visitors who were late to enter the
town took shelter. Today it's the fish market. Close to
it is the complex of Benedictine convent of St.
Nicholas where monastic life started in 11th c. There
is an art collection exhibited in the convent.

On the northern town gates, there is the medieval
statue of St. John keeping the entrance. Nearby is the
complex of Garagnin-Fanfogna Palace with the Tro-
gir Museum inside.

The Trogir cathedral of St. Lawrence (people call
it St. John's) is one of the most valuable monuments
on the eastern Adriatic. It is a monument already for
its position on the place of antique or even older
sanctuary. Some of the best sculptures of the Dalma-
tian art are located in the cathedral: famous 13th c.
portal  – work of Master Radovan and his followers;
the chapel of the beatified John of 15th c. as a unique
architectural and sculptural whole in global frames.

Precious are also the artistic accessories,
ranging from ritual objects to paintings
and works of art some of which are gifts
by the Hungarian-Croatian rulers. On
the west façade of the cathedral, in the
centre of the window there is the coat of
arms of the king Ludwig I. Anjou with
symbols of Anjou dynasty and Hunga-
rian kingdom. The construction of the
cathedral was supported by Hungarian
kings. In the cathedral, there is the tomb

Ivo Babi}

The historical heart of
Trogir and its cathedral

The Trogir cathedral of St. Lawrence (people call it
St. John's) is one of the most valuable monuments
on the eastern coast of the Adriatic. It is a monu-
ment already for its position on the site of the
antique or even older sanctuary. Some of the best
sculptures of the Dalmatian art are in the cathedral.

Andrija Alesi: relief presentation of Baptism of Christ
(15th c.), cathedral baptistery

Photo: Ivo Pervan

St. Martin giving part of his cloak to a
beggar, embroidery with golden and sil-
ver threads, set with pearls and jewels

(15th c.), cathedral sacristy 

Trogir cathedral on the main town square
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of Wilhelm, the
nephew of the
king Bela the IV,
who died in Tro-
gir at the time of
Tatar invasions.
At that time, in
1242 Trogir was
shelter for the
entire Hungarian
court. Of course,
the cathedral is

primarily a monument of Trogir, its com-
mune, and all ranks of society ranging
from noblemen and commoners to pea-
sants of the surrounding area, their com-
mon sublime and religious aspirations.

The majority of the Trogir cathedral
was built in 13th c., at time of full growth
of Trogir commune. But it was still built
in 15th c., when the baptistery, St. Jero-
me's chapel, and sacristy were added;
stone vaults were completed, and chur-
ch-tower added. Such long time of con-
struction (there is an inscription in the
interior not before 1590) made possible
in this building to have the main mark
of the Romanesque style, organically
followed by Gothic, and Renaissance
and Mannerism. Thus this cathedral is a
sort of anthology of styles ranging from
construction to works of art.

The main western portal of the ca-
thedral is in the vestibule. The portal is
gradually recessed in the wall; there are

lions on the sides with the sculptures
representing Adam to the right and Eve
to the left. The entire portal lies on the
back of stooping bearers. Over the por-
tal, there is a gable with a niche and a
statue of St. Lawrence. The portal was
only later composed into a unique
whole; this is obvious out of ruptures of
relief presentations, alterations of ico-
nography and composition concepts.
Lions by the entrance most probably
symbolize the gatekeepers.

On the external doorjambs there are
apostles and saints. On door-jam sides,
there are fantastic creatures (centaurs,
sirens), beasts (such as bears) and exot-
ic animals (elephant, camel...). The in-
ternal doorjambs are covered with relief
presentations of months. On the left
doorjamb, under the Capricorn symbol,
there is December represented in figure
of a man slaughtering a wild boar; un-
der Aquarius symbol there is January
represented by an old man warming
himself by a fire and boiling sausages;
under it there is February recognized by
the zodiac sign of Pisces put in a fire by
a girl; March below is represented by a
farmer cutting grapevine. On the right
internal doorjamb, there is April recog-
nizable by Taurus, illustrated by a scene
of a shepherd shearing a sheep; under it
there is March marked with Aries and
the presentation of Mars, warrior under
which is the figure of a boy blowing the
trumpet (Aeolus – the ruler of the winds).

Portal of the cathedral, work of Master Radovan and 
his associates and followers (13th c.)

View of the historical heart of Trogir from the air

Interior of the cathedral

Greek relief, Woman at work (3rd c. B.C.),
Trogir Museum



ne, separated with cornices, is articulated with nich-
es with statues of apostles and saints. Above the sar-
cophagus in this layer there is Christ, with the Virgin
Mary and St. John the Evangelist by his side. Above
this zone there is a sequence of round openings; they
were originally the only windows as the current four
large windows were made later instead of old niches.
In the arch under the vault, above the altar, the Corona-

tion of the Virgin Mary is presented. The
vault is decorated with cases with seraph
heads inside, and the figure of God-Father
with the globe in his hand in the centre.
On the floor of the chapel there was ori-
ginally the sepulchral plate with the fig-
ure of the bishop Jakov Turlon (transfer-
red along the wall to the left of the cha-
pel entrance). There is also the crypt of
Trogir bishops. Two great baroque angels
on the altar along the sarcophagus were
added later. Thus, the chapel was conce-
ived as a sepulchral monument of the
town's patron but also of its bishops.

On the sarcophagus exhibited above
there is the figure of St. John lying asleep
over his grave. The figure of the sleeping
bishop as well as the sarcophagus as a
whole are recognized as work of the Vene-
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The upper part of the portal, a lunette and two
arcs, are covered with relief Gospel themes. In the
centre of the upper arc, there is a crucifix as probably
most symbolic landmark: salvation of the sinful
mankind. Christ's life from Annunciation to Nativity
(lunette) to Passion and Resurrection is presented in
the upper part of the portal.

Under the internal arc and under the lunette, there
is a Latin inscription meaning:
This door is raised by Radovan,
best of all in this art, as evi-
dent in statues and relief, in
1240 A.D., at time of bishop of
Treguano of Florence, Toscana.

The baptistery was built
in 1467. In the vestibule, the-
re is luxurious Renaissance
door decorated with cornice.
Above them there is a relief
of the Baptism of Christ, work
of Master Andrija Alesi; the
largest relief composition in
the Dalmatian art in general.
The composition of the relief
with the figure of St. John the
Baptist and Christ, angels,
Dove, God-Father, Jordan
river, and background land-
scape point to direct influ-
ence of the Italian Renais-
sance painting.

On the interior side of the
door, above the threshold,
there is a Latin inscription reading: This Baptistery
was built by Andrija Alesi of Durrës, at time of bish-
op Jakov Turlon and Prince Carlo Capello in 1467.

The chapel of the beatified Ivan Trogirski was
added on the north, in the axis of the southern cathe-
dral door. The chapel is of rectangular ground plan
with semi-barrel vault. It was built by Nikola Firen-
tinac together with Andrija Alesi based on a contract
of 1468. In second half of 15th c. it was already built
and almost completely filled with statues. However, in
1508 Ivan Duknovi} still carved the statue of St. Thomas.

The chapel was built as the architectural frame for
the sarcophagus of the beatified Ivan that is raised on
the altar. The statues and relief presentations (of hu-
man and angel faces – one hundred sixty approxima-
tely) are arranged in a consistent manner. The lower
zone symbolizes the Underworld with angel figures,
which are actually genies holding torches and stand-
ing at entrances to the world of death. The upper zo-

tian work-shop De Sanctis.
In any case, the chapel is a unique sculptural and

architectural whole in the world and is without equal
in the European art of the second half of the 15th c.

The sacristy, built near the end of the first half of
the 15 c., has a folded Gothic vault. There is a large
wooden closet inside with intarsia and coloured carv-
ings in Gothic style.

In closets and glass cabinets there are many valu-
able objects of the Trogir cathedral: reliquaries, litur-
gy objects, clothes... The silver Gothic seal of 1383
was gift by Queen Elisabeth and its daughter Mary to
Trogir chapter.

Capitals on the cathedral pulpit (13th c.) Ivan Duknovi}: Angel with a coat of arms and a torch 
(15th c.), Trogir Museum stone fragments

Master Radovan: a detail of the column on cathedral portal

Chapel of the beatified Ivan Trogirski (15th c.), cathedral

Bla` Jurjev: Polyptych (15th c.), church gallery
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dense impenetrable mist surrounding you. Nothing in
the weather reminds you of the mild, warm and fair
Mediterranean climate!

That is exactly what the area of Vidova gora looks
like. For its specific nature and incomparable beauty
it was pronounced a protected landscape. It is grown
with woods of indigenous Dalmatian black pine. This
is the area of the central plateau of Bra~ and also the
highest peak of all Adriatic islands. Local people on Vi-
dova gora still breed cattle in the traditional way, pro-
viding an idyllic, Arcadian atmosphere in the surroun-
dings. It is interesting to see great old pine trees, with
still visible old cuts that left scars in their bark. They
are silent witnesses of the traditional, and now
extinct, activity of local people – resin collecting.

People used to cut into the trees, which then relea-
sed resin on such wounded spots, and the resin was
collected in specially placed containers. Today, that

The islands of central Dalmatia provide abun-
dance of unique natural phenomena, beautiful land-
scapes and idyllic atmosphere. Although a separate
whole in relation to other parts of Dalmatia, there are
great differences among these islands. Some of them
are quite spacious and high, and have many geo-
graphical features of the nearby mainland. 

The most prominent in that aspect is the island of
Bra~. On its central plateau, due to its distance from
the sea and high altitude, an uninformed visitor might
get impression he was somewhere far away on the
continent. Nights and days are cool, even in the midst
of summer, and in winter, at bad weather, the entire
peak of the island is sometimes encircled in low
clouds. If you're there at that time, you can see only

would be considered destroying the environment, but
it is obvious that people in the old times know what
they may do and to what extent, so this valuable and
unique forest has been preserved all until today.

Vidova gora gives you a breathtaking view of the
sea and the island of Hvar towards the south, as well
as Bol and its famous beach, Zlatni rat. There, on a ve-
ry slight distance from the highest Bra~ peak, on its
foot, there is again the Mediterranean known from
postcards – the sea, the sun, and the summer. As if you
go down from Kilimanjaro covered with eternal snow
to hot equatorial jungles of central Africa.

Zlatni rat is a unique geomorphologic phenome-
non. It is a long gravel promontory stretching for 400
meters into the sea. It is surrounded with strong sea
streams changing its peak depending on wind chan-
ges, so that sometimes it is turned to one side and
sometimes to the other. Zlatni rat, with its large beach

and pinewood in its centre, is a very popular
summer resort.

Black pine on the roof of St. Peter church
in Nere`i{}a on the island of Bol is an unusu-
al natural phenomenon, estimated to be 100
years old. The tree grew through the stone
boards of the church roof, and unfavourable

Pearls of central Dalmatia

The islands of central Dalmatia provide abundance of unique natural phenomena, beautiful landscapes and idyllic
atmosphere. Although a separate whole in relation to other parts of Dalmatia, there are great differences among
these islands.

Gvido Piasevoli Photo: Ivo Pervan

Island of Hvar

Island of Jabuka

Green Cave

Black Lizard
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conditions left it stunted and small, so it looks like a
natural bonsai.

There is another natural as well as cultural and
historical sight of Bra~ still waiting to be discovered
and evaluated. That is Pustinja Blaca, a unique mona-
stery complex with a great estate. It was established
by Glagolitic priests fleeing from the mainland for
Turks' invasion. With time, it became a very prosper-
ous agricultural estate, employing a great number of
people and had its ships for trade across the Adriatic.
As new times arrived and the way of life and earning
completely changed, Pustinja Blaca gradually faded
away. The entire valley is now deserted and left to
natural vegetative succession. The reconstructed esta-
te of Pustinja Blaca would today represent a unique
monument of wise and functional use of natural
resources, simultaneously healthy for people and har-
monised with the natural order of things.

To the west of Bra~, there is the island of [olta. In
a channel dividing these two islands there is the islet
of Mrduja. Nothing special about it, still the islet
became famous in a way. The legend says that long
ago the inhabitants of Bra~ and those of [olta were in
dispute about the title to the islet. The dispute
allegedly had such proportions that both sides tied
the islet with thick ropes and started pulling it
towards themselves. The dispute has not been
resolved yet, and Mrduja still stands at its place, wel-
coming and sending off each and every ship sailing
between Split and central Dalmatian islands.

Pakleni otoci are a beautiful small green archipel-
ago scattered around the blue of the sea near the town
of Hvar. The largest among them has a tourist mari-
na, a beautiful sandy beach and several restaurants as
well a many houses, most of them not permanently
inhabited. Although a very popular destination of
excursionists, swimmers and boaters, majority of is-
lands are preserved in their original natural form.

The island of [}edro, to the south of Hvar, is by
its basic natural and landscape features similar to
Pakleni otoci, primarily for its typically Mediter-
ranean vegetable communities of forests and shrubs,
and its well-indented coasts. So far the island is
spared of teeming of tourists and modern buildings.

In the cloister of the Franciscans' Monastery in
Hvar, there is a cypress tree some 500 years old,
which is exceptionally high age for the species. It is
specific for its branches, with elliptical instead of
round cross section. For old age, its branches are sup-
ported with special structure to avoid cracking.

Very interesting are many caves, mostly on pelag-
ic islands, with entrance by the sea or even subma-
rine entrance. The most famous is the Blue Cave on
the island of Bi{evo near Vis. It has interesting geo-
morphology, with typical karst abrasion form, and its
special attractiveness and beauty are provided by
specific light effects created by sunrays refraction.

On the other end of Bi{evo there is Medvidina ca-
ve. It is not as attractive as the Blue Cave but it is im-
portant as former – and maybe future – habitat of Me-

diterranean monk seal. The entrance is very large, di-
minishing towards the inside, but at the end the cave
is low, narrowing and ending in a beach on which
Mediterranean monk seals used to rear their young.

Another protected and interesting cave in the region
is the Green Cave on the islet of Ravnik near Vis. It
is quite spacious and has two large entrances. Due to
the size of entrance and its interior, the cave was used
in World War II as a shelter for small war ships.

The cove of Stiniva on the southern part of the
island of Vis was probably once in geological histo-
ry also a cave, but its ceiling later crumbled down.
Thus this unusual cove was formed. It is entered
through a very narrow entrance, from which it then
spreads and ends in a beautiful beach. Fortunately,
Striniva cannot be accessed by cars, so its beauty has
not been disrupted with modern buildings.

We must mention the island of Svetac, some 14
miles away from Komi`a on Vis. The island is now
only temporarily inhabited, although it used to have
60–70 permanent inhabitants. There are no beautiful
beaches or natural ports on the island, which is the
reason for its recent depopulation. But lovers of
intact, wild, and savage nature of pelagic islands and
calm and tranquil vacations will enjoy here. Of
course provided they are ready to give up comforts of
civilisation and leave their watch, calendar and
mobile phone at home. Svetac is the place where you
can't hear the engine humming and blasting music.
People take shower by scooping up water out of
water tank and splash themselves all over. You can't
rent a deck chair on the beach, as there is actually no
real beach. But it is possible still to find genuine – but
truly genuine – wine from vineyards cultivated by
elderly people. It is possible to find old wine cellars

with genuine wooden casks, you can pick wild
capers and put them in homemade vinegar, you can
collect salt from cracks by the sea, as the nature gave
it. If you find some onions and tomatoes in the gar-
den, and some fish, you have a fish stew from "your
own yard". Svetac also has remains of a Byzantine
fortress that was part of the former navigation con-
trol system on the Adriatic. There is an interesting
local legend about it. Local people call the fortress
and the peak where it is situated, Krajicino, meaning
"Queen's". It was named after the queen – the Illyrian
queen Teuta – as, according to the legend, it was her
fortress. The legend says that Teuta's rapid pirates'
ships attached and plundered other ships in the area.
According to the legend, Teuta would choose the
most handsome among the captured sailors to spend
a night with them. In the morning, she would have
them thrown from the fortress walls down in the
abyss. Maybe history says otherwise, but legends
like this one still stir up the imagination and are
handed forward.

Palagru`a archipelago is the most distant group of
Croatian islands. One island of the group – Galijula
- is the southernmost point of the Croatian territory.
Palagru`a is much different than all the other
Croatian islands for its markedly pelagic character, if
we can call them pelagic at all in a small sea such as
Adriatic. Only to Palagru`a can you travel by ship
for hours and not see the mainland at all. Distance
from the mainland and isolation, which make
Palagru`a so different from Bra~, for instance, with

Island of Palagru`aLobster holes on BrusnikMedvidina Cave

Pakleni otoci
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rounding beach with ease, and they were used by
fishermen to preserve caught lobsters on life for long
time. Lobster holes blend in the natural environment
as a monument of ancient way of life and coexistence
of the local population and nature.

Jabuka is a very distant and steep cone, far away
on open sea, with completely inaccessible shore. It
can be accessed by ship only while the weather is
very fair and calm, as it has no natural coves, ports,
where a ship would find a shelter from bad weather.
As its shores are steeply precipitating towards the
sea, the anchoring is difficult, as the sea is very deep
even along the island. Besides its distance, inaccessi-
bility and steepness, arrival to Jabuka and moving
around is difficult also for its loose and fragile rocks.
Brave adventurers who nevertheless decide to climb
to the peak of Jabuka must be very careful, watch
every step and check the hardness of rock they want
to step on or catch hold of. Namely, rock can easily
yield and draw the climber down in the abyss.

On the island, there was a special endemic species
of wild carnation that according to the recent rese-
arch is not there any more. Jabuka was the only place
in the world where this flower used to grow. By some
strange game and irony of fate, despite the island's
total inaccessibility, it seems that fishermen – chance
guests picked and exterminated this unique species.

Curiosities of the animal world

The animal world of central Dalmatian islands is
interesting and diverse just as the islands themselves.
There you can find many endemic species or sub-
species. Some of them inhabit limited, exceptionally
small areas. The creation of endemic species is caused
by several factors, the most important being their iso-
lation. Thus practically each, even the smallest island,
has its own specific sub-species of lizard. These island
sub-species were formed by sea level rising in the geo-
logical history, which led to formation of numerous

its specific climate and strong influence of the sea
have caused many specific features of its living
world. The most significant climate singularity of
Palagru`a is that it has very little precipitations. For
that reason, the living world is adjusted to it. It is
most vividly seen in the example of Euphorbia den-
droides (Tree spurge) that, as opposed to majority of
other plant species, throws away leaves in summer
while it is in full vegetation in winter. Winters on
Palagru`a are mild and not disturbing for the growth
of plants, but summer is unfavourable season for
scarce precipitation. Spurges are therefore inactive in
this unfavourable season. Tree spurge is very rare and
endangered species. Besides Palagru`a, it grows on
some other places in Croatia, but only on Palagru`a
it is so numerous and dominant in the landscape that
it forms a separate vegetable community. The sea
around Palagru`a is abundant in fish. Fishermen of
Komi`a (Vis) used to fish pilchards here long time
ago, and Komi`a lived of that for centuries. The
regattas of Komi`a fishermen to Palagru`a have
become a legend. They used to race on this "regatta
course" of 40 nautical miles to arrive to Palagru`a as
soon as possible and get the best position on the
beach to pull out their ships and dry the fishnets. That
was a real race for life and it depended, we must say
that, on rows and sails, if the wind was favourable.

Brusnik and Jabuka, geological monuments of
nature are two small pelagic islands in wider area of
the island of Vis. Their specific feature, compared to
the Adriatic coast and other islands, is their geology.
They are the sole volcanic islands on the Adriatic.
There is a beach on Brusnik made of huge black vol-
canic round stones. Their size, different than any-
where else, is a testimony of the enormous strength
of waves that created them for thousands of years,
rolling and eroding rocks. On the same island there
are so called lobster holes, small pools excavated
long ago in the beach by fishermen. The sea con-
stantly flows through them and through the sur-

islands that used to be peaks of the mountains. Lizards
were isolated on the islands from other lizards, as the
sea was an insurmountable barrier. With time, several
thousands years later, the living world on some
islands, developing in isolation, started differing from
the living world on the other islands.

On pelagic islands, there are some unique pelagic
bird species, the most interesting among them Eleo-
nora's Falcon, inhabiting only a few central Dalmatian
islands. The specific and restricted range of this spe-
cies is witnessed by the fact that only the inhabitants
of Komi`a on Vis recognise it as a specific species.
Komi`a people are also the only with the indigenous
Croatian name for this species – hmanzá. Eleonora's
Falcon nests on almost inaccessible steep cliffs above
the sea and hunts small birds during their migration
over the island. Because of that, it nests very late, in
August or September, when other birds already com-
pleted their annual nesting cycle and are migrating to
the south. At that time, young Eleonora's Falcons have
most food at their disposal. This bird winters as distant
as on Madagascar, from where it returns in spring.

The islands were once the ideal habitat of the Me-
diterranean monk seal, the rarest mammal on the
world. Mediterranean monk seal was never very nu-
merous, as the Adriatic is small and heavily navigated
sea. But that fact alone would not be fatal for the
Mediterranean monk seal if the animal had not caused
great troubles to fishermen with its way of fishing.
Today, the problem is in numerous fast vessels coming
to each, even the most distant, corner of the Adriatic,
particularly in summer. For merciless pursuits and dis-
turbance, monk seals are today just temporary inhabi-
tants and passers-by in these areas. We should hope
that in the future a stable indigenous population would
be created. Hope is based on greater awareness in peo-
ple and their relation to the monk seal. Thus, there is a
group of enthusiasts active in Croatia working for
years to create conditions for return of the "sea man"
(as local people call it) to the Adriatic.

Island of Vis

Black Pine in Nere`i{}e

Zlatni rat beach in Bol on Bra~

Island of Vis – Stiniva Cove



At the end of the 20th century, at the time when bib-
lical messages appeared distant and questionable,
Dalmatia was visited by the Holly Father, John Paul
II. The significance of his visit and the greatness of
his blessing brought to life a beautiful idea and estab-
lished the Biblical Garden of Our Lady of Stomorija
in the still preserved western part of Ka{tela Field.

The unity of the space surrounding the small
medieval church on the slopes of Kozjak, a sanctuary
and a destination of pilgrims, seemed to offer itself in
its natural beauty of the full Mediterranean.

In the wider landscape of cypresses and olive-
trees, vineyards and fig-trees, … stone, both laying
free or forming man-made structures, and coasts with
palm-trees, the persuasive scenes of biblical themes
are created in a landscape similar to the Holly Land.
Thus, it is easy to understand why the Croatian bibli-
cal garden was created here, in the heart of Dalmatia.

As a special feature of the blessing endowing this
area, there is a brook flowing through the centre of
the garden with inexhaustible running hill water.
Unexpected in this rocky ground, it seems like a mir-
acle touched by the Moses' rod.

It seems as if the tradition of the people of Ka{teli
was developing the area of Our Lady of Stomorija
into a true biblical garden through centuries.

By including the Biblical Garden into the existing
and future sequence of values of this landscape, it beco-
mes an inevitable landmark and heritage for the future.

This space, keeping the continuity of life since
primeval times, draws its special value from history,
present in the nearby village of Bija~i, with St.
Martha's church, where in 852 the Trpimir's Deed of
Donation was made, as the oldest preserved written
document on which the name of Croats was men-
tioned for the first time.

On the eastern part of Ka{tela Field, there is an
early Croatian settlement of Putalj from 9th c., then
there is the ancient Salona, the largest and the oldest
monument of Christianity in Croats. Near it, there is
the oldest olive-tree at the Adriatic, 1500 years old,
as well as other protected monuments of natural and
cultural heritage of Ka{tela.

A biblical garden is conceived as an area covered
with herbs mentioned in the Bible. It is also a place
of cohabitation of spirituality and nature, place where
we can find peace of mind, but also repose from the
flurry of the city. There you can breathe healthily, lis-
ten to the birds, feel the leaves quivering in wind.

What should be emphasised is that the construc-
tion material for the Biblical Garden were stones of
old drystone walls of Ka{tela Field, collected from

the construction sites of new modern shopping malls.
Stones marked with time were preserved and built
into the walls of the Biblical Garden in memory of
labourers, olive growers, and winegrowers, whose
work determined the purpose of these stones.

The main idea in formation of the Biblical Garden
was taken from the basic biblical messages, its spiri-
tual, historical and literal dimensions being all equal-
ly inspirational. Such basic messages are located on
four lots forming the unity of the Biblical Garden –
Vestibule, Sanctuary of the Lady of Stomorija, Sail,
and Our Lady's Field.

Vestibule
Vestibule is the entrance to the Biblical Garden. A

visitor, arriving along the macadam road from the
direction of Ka{tel Novi, in the Vestibule gets the
first information on the place to which he arrived. On
a memorial tablet, a naturally formed monolith, there
is the following inscription: 

IN MEMORY OF THE SECOND VISIT
BY THE HOLY FATHER, JOHN PAUL II
TO CROATIA
WE ESTABLISHED THE BIBLICAL GARDEN
IN STOMORIJA ABOVE THE BAY
PEOPLE OF KA[TELA
27th SEPTEMBER 1998

Biblical Garden of Stomorija
Biblical Garden of Stomorija (in Ka{teli near Split) is the first biblical garden in Croatia. Today, there are only a few bibli-

cal gardens in the world, some of them in Israel, England, Wales, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Canada, and USA.

Sanctuary of Our Lady of Stomorija Weary white poplar-trees

Memorial stone Small stone bridge Ancient Judas tree "Snake" tree

Ivna Bu}an Photo: Ivna Bu}an, Dobrila Kralji} and Edo [egvi}
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The shallow relief portrays a branch of olive and
fig, biblical symbols and signs of this climate.

On the right side of the Vestibule, special attention
in terms of space was paid to the blessed olive-tree
brought from the altar in Split where, in front of a
multitude of worshippers, the Pope, John Paul II cel-
ebrated a Holly Mass. It is placed opposite the mem-
ory tablet along the axis of the procession towards
Our Lady's Field. It is enclosed with a low stonewall
suitable to sit on. The higher western wall is used for
a popular motive, a recess left in the wall. In their
humble homes across Dalmatia, people used such re-
cesses to keep an image of a saint, a wax-candle or a
bottle of oil made of the St. John's worth. The day
following the day when it was made, there was alrea-
dy a bunch of flowers in it. 

The recess may be approached with two stone sta-
irs under which is a stone tablet with the inscription:

POPE'S OLIVE-TREE
BLESSED BY THE HOLLY FATHER
JOHN PAUL II
IN SPLIT, ON @NJAN
4th OCTOBER 1998

ASSOCIATION OF THE BIBLICAL GARDEN OF
STOMORIJA

Our Lady's Brook drains the precipitations from
the wider area and is also enclosed in stone. Across
Our Lady's Brook, two small stone bridges are made
as an important part of communication through the
Biblical Garden, used for the traditional procession
from the Sanctuary to Our Lady's Field.

Sanctuary of Our Lady of Stomorija

The church of Our Lady of Stomorija in its origi-
nal form was built in 1189 by domestic noblemen
who established it as a benefice.

It is a centennial space of religion and spirituality,
a sanctuary and pilgrims' destination. Until the Tur-
kish invasions and ravages, it was a parish church of
the surrounding early Croatian settlement called [pi-
ljan on the slopes of Kozjak. Exposed to such perils,
its inhabitants moved to the coast and established
Ka{tel Novi, but continued to go on pilgrimage there
all through to today.

Beneath the altar of the small church, there is an
inexhaustible source of healthy potable water. People
call it Our Lady's water or Holly water. If you press
your ear to the altar, you can hear its quiet gurgling. Wa-
ter sinks beneath the churchyard and accumulates in
the well, passing along the southern side of the church
through a stone relief figure of a head "disgorging"

water that gives it the significance of a fountain. Since
ancient times, many travellers quenched their thirst
here and, according to a legend, a girl who washes her
face here will remain young and beautiful forever.

Our Lady's Field

This area was called so from ancient times and is the
largest part of the Biblical Garden. It is used as a meet-
ing point and rest area of pilgrims and visitors, and as
a centennial procession road on the Feast of Assumption.

According to the adopted projects, all the tradi-
tional values of this area will be kept, and new con-
tents will be added. Thus, Our Lady's Field will rep-
resent a historical presentation of the Bible with de-
tails such as Gethsemane and a mill-stone, Garden of
Eden and stone of knowledge, Mystical and Clear
Path, obelisk and stone symbols, etc. Plans are made
to build a set of stone houses after the fashion of the
traditional popular architecture. Special attention is
paid to planting and growing biblical plants and their
symbolism. The existing biblical plants such as olive,
fig, pomegranate, cypress and Judas tree, Jerusalem

pine-tree, white poplar, tamarind, laurel, mirth, lem-
prika (Viburnum tinus), ivy, and alike will be en-
riched with new plant species such as cedar of Leba-
non, white willow, carob, hyssop, and alike.

Sail

Sail is the part of the Biblical Garden with the ter-
rain formed like a sail, from where it derived its pop-
ular name. It consists of a sequence of terraces with
a low wall preserving soil as if with hands and pro-
tecting olive-trees and other Biblical plants. This part
of the Biblical Garden is suitable to stay, gather
around the stone tables, sit pleasantly on the small
stonewalls of terraces along the brook and in the
shade of olive-trees.

At the top of the Sail, along the memorial wall,
there is an interesting stone composition, a music
stone wall, the so called Biblical Bell, created by
composing three uneven natural stone blocks. The
upper block is loosely leaned on two horizontal
forms. The upper block has excellent acoustics. By
pounding on it, we can cause a whole scale of tones

Conceptual design of Biblical Garden Musical table – Biblical Bell

Pope's olive tree

1. Vestibule
2. Pope's olive-tree
3. Memorial tablet
4. Cascade stage
5. Weary poplar-trees
6. Small stone bridges
7. Entrance to the Mystical path
8. Entrance to the Clear path
9. Small stone house 
10. Crossroads
11. Dry-stone walls
12. Garden of Eden and stone of 

knowledge
13. Gethsemane and mill-stone
14. Resting places
15. Line of palm-trees
16. Biblical orchard
17. Obelisk
18. Apple-tree
19. Resting places
20. Vine grape
21. Wheat – field 
22. Biblical vegetables
23. Marshy biblical herbs
24. Cypress
25. Stone cross
26. Rockery
27. Cedar of Lebanon
28. Way of the Cross
29. Dressed stone
30. Biblical Bell
31. Lasting olive-trees
32. Memorial tablet to the greats
33. Memorial stone for the greats
34. Stone table

I. Church of Stomorija
II. Our Lady's field
III. Sail
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coast – Pag, Zadar, [ibenik, Split, Dubrovnik… His fa-
mous work, Sarcophagus of Arnirus, the Bishop of Split,
is currently kept in the parish church of Ka{tel Luk{i}.
– MARKO MARULI] – Split, 1450 – Split, 1524

Among his other works, he wrote Judith based on
biblical motives. It was the first printed work in Croa-
tian language (History of the Holy Widow of Judith in
Croatian Verses Made). He is considered to be the
father of the Croatian literature.
– BARTOL KA[I] – Pag, 1575 – Roma, 1650

He was the first to translate the Bible to Croatian.
For the needs of the Illyrian Academy in Roma, he
made the first Croatian grammar and is therefore
considered its father.
– IVAN ME[TROVI] – Vrpolje, 1883 – USA, 1962

The greatest modern world-renowned sculptor. His
most familiar technique is stone carving, and he work-
ed a lot in bronze and wood. His creation encom-
passes a wide range of topics, among which the bib-
lical motives have a significant post (From the Life
of Jesus, Moses, Annunciation, Nativity, Madonna
with Child, Evangelists John and Luke, etc.).

It must be said that for formation of the colonnade
of greats, large stone blocks were used that were
found at the south-eastern part of Salona and donat-
ed by the Archaeological Museum of Split to the

– that is a resonance box, a basis for reception and
emitting of sound waves and positive vibrations of
the spiritual world. The entire composition is made to
match the human measure, suitable to sit on and to
listen to the sounds of nature.

Terraces of the Sail created the platforms for stone
masses – megaliths, each of which marks one of the
Croatian greats who contributed with their writing,
sculptures or in another way to bring the Biblical
thought to our space and time. 

According to their time, the greats are arranged
from north to south:
– ST. JEROME OF DALMATIA – Stridon, 347 (Dal-
matia) – Bethlehem, 420 

He was the first to translate the Bible to Latin, na-
mely the Old Testament from the original Hebrew,
and the New Testament from Greek. His translation
of Bible is known as Vulgate. His well-known saying
was – Parce mihi, domine, quina Dalmata sum
(Pardon me, Lord, for I am a Dalmatian.).
– JURAJ DALMATINAC – Zadar, early 15th c.  – [i-
benik, 1473 

The greatest Croatian sculptor and constructor of
all times. The cathedral of [ibenik is his masterpiece.
He exercised crucial influence on all our constructors,
sculptors and stone-dressers and left trace all along the

Biblical Garden. The selection of large stone blocks
was not accidental, as the monumental megaliths
arranged separately or in a meaningful sequence have
their significance in the history of civilisation. Placed
without a practical purpose, they are materialized
symbols transferring to future generations some
important ideas of that time, travelling through time
with their permanence and preserving their memory
of exceptional works, events and ideas with their
mass. Individually placed at prominent places, they
dominate the space, spreading positive vibrations.

The concept of the Biblical Garden and its arran-
gement are a collective work and a gift by a number
of individuals, associations and companies. The lead-
ing force is indisputably the Association of the
Biblical Garden of Stomorija led by the Professor
Ivna Bu}an. 

The Biblical Garden of Stomorija is the first bib-
lical garden in Croatia. Today there are only few bib-
lical gardens in the world, namely in Israel, England,
Wales, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Cana-
da and USA.

Sightseeing of the Biblical Garden is organised by
the Tourist Board of the Town of Ka{teli (address:
Vitturi castle, Ka{tel Luk{i}, phone: 228-355, fax:
227-933, e-mail: tzg-kastela@st.hinet.hr).

Stone table Our Lady's brook

Memorial to the Croatian greats Restored bed of Our Lady's brook
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One flew over the tourists' nest

Gvido Piasevoli Photo: Gvido Piasevoli, Jörg and Hanni Raasch, FLPA

lovers, there are many elderly liking active stay out-
doors but also a great number of young people who
are intellectually more demanding tourists. Bird
watching tourist packages are based on small groups
of tourists. The reason for this is the character of bird
watching, namely it is impossible to work in large
groups that would excessively intimidate birds. As
organized groups consist of few members, there is
great flexibility of group formation in terms of de-
mands of their members based on bird species, level
of physical efforts, etc. 

Compared to majority of other countries of central
and western Europe, Croatia has a relatively well-
preserved environment. Besides small areas under
natural habitats, there are semi-natural habitats with
preserved major features of communities in natural
habitats. In majority of other European countries, sig-
nificantly changed habitats are prevailing, which
negatively influence biodiversity. According to inter-
national classification, today there are some 600
types of habitats in the world, some of which are
endemic.

Bird watching as a way of spending one's leisure
time outdoors is becoming increasingly popular in
the world. According to some information, there are
two million registered bird watchers organized in
clubs in Great Britain. Such massive scale and high
life standard in British society led to an infrastructure
supporting the hobby of bird watching. First of all,
there are very specialized tourist agencies leading
British tourists – bird watchers all around the world.

Great interest of hobbyists in bird watching is
encouraging for active protection of nature and
development of scientific observance of birds on the
basis of data collected in their natural habitats.
Besides scientists, this requires many associates -
field volunteers. A consequence of such great interest
in birds can be seen in efforts and investments in pro-
tection of birds and their habitats as well as in the
approach to tourist offer by some associations, agen-
cies, local environments, even regions, based exactly
on local curiosities from the world of birds.

What is the profile of an average bird watcher? 
It has been noticed that among this type of bird

Currently there are 371 bird species in Croatia,
out of which 226 nesting birds, for which Croatia is
at the thirteenth place in Europe. All higher-ranking
countries have larger surface area than Croatia,
which points to exceptional biodiversity. There are
bird species in Croatia inhabiting negligibly changed
and very diverse habitats, such as natural river cours-
es, swamps, flooding forests and meadows, sands,
islands on open sea, high mountains, and alike. There
are some markedly Mediterranean birds, not inhabit-
ing majority of European countries. The central
Adriatic is a quite frequent way by which birds from
central and north Europe migrate to Africa. During
migration, birds gather at certain points, where they
can be seen in large amounts in specific seasons.

Croatian nature is protected in a great number of
national parks, parks of nature, and reserves, but also
by other forms of protection. Some of these protect-
ed areas are of special importance for the abundance
of the bird world, but there are many interesting birds
out of them as well.

Bee-eater Rock Thrush Hoopoe
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Currently there are 371 bird species in Croatia, out of which 226 nesting birds, for which Croatia is at the thir-
teenth place in Europe. All higher-ranking countries have surface area larger than Croatia, which points to exceptional
biodiversity.
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Cetina River – Important Bird Area

The river of Cetina flows through the County of
Split and Dalmatia like its spine. Along its course,
many bird species may be observed that belong to
different habitats. In its upper part, there are still pre-
served flooding meadows. In time of low water,
when meadows are dry, various bird species are nest-
ing in this area and around it, such as Corncrake,
Redshank (its sole nesting place in Croatia), Stone
Curlew, and wagtails. The river of Cetina was pro-
nounced the Important Bird Area in Europe by
BirdLife International. The central part of Cetina
flows through a plane where, among other species,
there are colonies of Bee-eaters. The lower course
flows through the magnificent canyon and the nest-
ing area of Short-toed Eagle, Peregrines, Eagle Owl,
Crag Martin (a variety of swallow wintering in Eu-
rope), ravens, and many other species. Around the
mouth of the river, there are small swampy areas with
reeds, where you can find Great Reed Warbler,
Moustached Warbler and Cetti's Warbler.

Bird world of central Dalmatian mountains

Mountains of central Dalmatia are even up to
1800-meter high and there you can find some typical
bird species of high mountains. Besides Golden Eagle
and other birds of prey, there are also Shore Lark,
Black-eared Wheatear, Rock Thrush, Blue Rock
Thrush, Subalpine Warbler, Alpine Accentor, Sombre
Tit, Rock Nuthatch, Wallcreeper and Alpine Chough.

Bird world of central Dalmatian islands

Some islands, such as Bra~, are relatively large
and high, with evergreen woods, cliffs, canyons, and
plateaus, so the world of birds looks like that on
mainland. In lower areas, there are some typical Me-
diterranean species, same as on nearby mainland.
There you may find Rock Partridge, Sardinian
Warbler and Black-headed Bunting. 

Other islands are of expressly pelagic character,
with some specific species such as Cory's Shearwa-
ter, Yelkouan Shearwater, Shag, Eleonora's Falcon,
Yellow-legged Gull, Audouin's Gull, Alpine Swift
and Pallid Swift.

Palagru`a – birds' bottle-neck

During migration, the small pelagic archipelago of
Palagru`a is the main bottle-neck of many bird
species migrating from throughout Europe.

Pantan swamp – bird reserve

Pantan swamp is a typical Mediterranean swamp
with reeds, brackish lagoon, short river and gravel
sandbank closing the lagoon. It is located near the
ancient historical town of Trogir, by the very coast.

Although relatively small, Pantan swamp is home
for as much as 196 bird species, for as many have
been registered so far, and for that reason is pro-
claimed a special reserve. Here it is important to em-
phasize several varieties of herons and egrets,
waders and ducks, and sometimes it is possible to
see also Black-winged Stilt, Spoonbill, Pigmy Cor-
morant, Black Tern and White-winged Black Tern.

Besides the above mentioned species, many
other species may be found in central Dalmatia,
among which we must emphasize Kentish Plover,
Marsh Harrier, Scops Owl, Hoopoe, Crested Lark,
and Short-toed Lark, Red-rumped Swallow, Lesser
Grey Shrike, Red-backed Shrike, Woodchat
Shrike, Water Pipit, Olive-tree Warbler, Orphean
Warbler, Penduline Tit, Golden Oriole, Spanish
Sparrow, Serin, and many, many others.

At any time of year, a bird-watcher may find
something for himself in central Dalmatia. If you
are a tourist on a vacation of several weeks, you
may choose to spend one day on excursion in natu-
re and watch the birds. You will only need a guide
for bird recognition and binoculars. A more de-
manding bird watcher with telescopes, binoculars,
photo, video or other quality equipment may wan-
der for a week or two, observe, wait, and photo-
graph birds, some of which they cannot see in their
country. In time of bird migration, particularly in
autumn, if you are a lover of waterbirds, you may
enjoy observing great number of various birds on
Palagru`a or, for instance, in Pantan's swamp. In
spring you may observe different nesting birds all
around, some of which are markedly Mediterra-
nean species. If you love the sea and bathing, you
will have the chance in the most torrid part of sum-
mer, on those most distant and most romantic is-
lands, to observe some rare and exceptional species
– Eleonora's Falcon and Cory's Shearwater, which
are nesting at that time. If you like spending win-
ters in mild Mediterranean climate, although you
cannot imagine swallows in winter in your coun-
try, visit the beautiful natural monuments, Red and
Blue Lake near Imotski. Steep and deep craters, in
the depths of which seawater created beautiful
lakes, provide shelter to amiable Crag Martins
even at time of hardest northern winds.

When you wish to get yourself into the adven-
ture of bird watching, whom can you turn to? In
Croatia and in County of Split and Dalmatia, there
are two or three initiatives for this form of tourism
some on local level, and one on the strategic natio-
nal level. The last one is led by Falco Biodiversity
Association (www.angelfire.com/falcon/falcocro-
atia) of Split, also organizing bird watching tours
and leading groups of tourists – bird watchers.

young Eleonora's Falcon 

Golden Eagle

Black-winged Stilt

Crag Martin Redshank young Cory's Shearwater
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Before putting out to the sea, you must load suffi-
cient stocks of food and drinks, fruit and vegeta-
bles for salad and boiling, if there is a kitchen on
the vessel. There is nothing more delicious than fresh-
ly caught and boiled or fried fish – directly from the
sea into your pot or frying pan. Fire may be lit on-
ly on a grill attached at the outer side of the vessel
or on sites permitted for such purpose. Boiled fish
is spiced only with garlic, olive oil, and parsley,
pepper if you like, or lemon. A glass of red or whi-
te whine, again as you like it. But when you're on
the sea you drink what you have brought with you.

All must be carefully planned, tasks allocated,
and the schedule respected. You must wake up in ti-
me and take suitable clothes and accessories. The-
re is little space aboard and everything must be at pro-
per place. You must not exaggerate in anything.
When you arrive aboard you will learn the first ru-
le: always listen the shipmaster. He is the captain res-
ponsible for your life and lives of other passengers.

In no case may you forget to take personal doc-
uments or fishing permit. Your host will refer you
to the office in charge or personally go to take
your daily, weekly, monthly, or annual fishing per-
mit. If you're younger than 18 or older than 65,

you will obtain the permit with a special discount.

Sport fishing regulations

Due to the tradition and rich heritage, sport fishing
is widespread among the Adriatic population. Sport fi-
shermen are members of many sport associations. Al-
most any small town has its sport fishing association.

Sea fishing in Croatia is governed by the Law on
Sea Fishing (N.N. 46/97). The Law stipulated the
catching of fish and maritime organisms and their pro-
tection, but also the payment of fishing fee. Accord-
ing to the law, a sport fisherman may catch or collect
up to 5 kg fish or other maritime organisms daily,
excluding cartilaginous fish (various types of shark,
dogfish, rays, etc.) and trophy organisms of more
than 5 kg weight. Fish and maritime organisms
caught in sport fishing must not be in trade.

The Regulation on recreational and sport fishing
stipulated the types and quantities of tools and equip-
ment permitted in sport fishing. If you go fishing on
your own, get good information on tools you may use
and where you may fish, because ignorance of the laws
does not exculpate you from your liability, particular-
ly if you repeat the breach (see the Information section).

but the most important is to have good anchor and
enough ropes. You must have spare parts, tools, first
aid, signal rockets, lifebelt, and special belt for res-
cuing from the sea. The compulsory equipment is
also a hand lamp, matches, but also a fire extinguish-
er. Useful tool is also a boat hook or a hook on a long
rod. Fishing boats also have brankarel or a hook for
pick up large fish and spurtila or meredov, also used
to take fish out of the sea. To sail and fish, you will
need lights: side and top lights, depending on the ves-
sel size and type. It is good to have a radio, and a
mobile phone is useful as well. Coastal radio stations
(Rijeka, Split, and Dubrovnik) cover almost the
entire Adriatic with the network of their emitters.
Hydrometeorological reports broadcasted three times
a day will warn you in time of all meteorological
developments. Besides the weather forecast for
sailors, they also broadcast other information signifi-
cant for safety of navigation.

Navigation maps, compass, and GPS are also im-
portant for safe navigation. Finally, there are fishing
tools and baits. Fishnets and fish traps are used by pro-
fessional and recreational fishermen. Sport fishermen
use hooks, long-lines, trolls, spearfishing guns, fish spears,
and fishing lamps (called ferali) up to 1000 candelas. 

If your love for the sea or passion for fishing is
what leads you on vacations, you will definitely want
to come to the Croatian Adriatic, among thousands of
islands and rocks, some of which seem to be the lonely
guards of the open sea. The exuberant coast, islands,
and sea, blue open space, vast open sea! Call of the
sea and challenge of depths is difficult to resist.

Compared with other seas, the Adriatic is small,
but when you put to its open sea in a boat, you will
see for yourself that it is large and enormous. Pure
sea, diversity of fish and animal species, crabs, cepha-
lopods, planktons, and algae, miraculous and myste-
rious world worth experiencing. But the time is so
short, vacations are often not enough to sooth your curio-
sity. That's why you need to relax, and when you're re-
laxed enough, all your senses are in balance. Sounds
and fragrances reach you, sensations of light and
shadow, frenzy of colours and signs from the depths.

Fishing tradition on the Adriatic is old almost as
presence of the man on this coast. Fishing techniques,
know-how, and tools were forwarded for generations,
from father to son, inherited, but also exchanged with
the other Mediterranean nations. 

Special attention is paid to boat equipment. Of
course, its drive is important, engine, oars, or sails,

@eljko Kuluz

Fishing and fish stories
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Closed season and protected fish species

A sport fisherman must know the Order on Protec-
tion of Fish and Other Maritime Organisms dated 26th

August 2002. The Order determined the notion of not
fully grown fish, established the minimum size of
commercially important species below which they
must not be caught, and closed season for specific
species of fish and other maritime organisms (see the
Information section).

Those sailing, diving, or fishing should also be in-
formed on the Croatian Law on Nature Protection,
protecting particularly rare and endangered species of
shells, fish, and animals such as pen shell (Pina no-
bilis) – the largest and the most attractive Adriatic shell
– or Mediterranean monk seal (Monachinae monachi-
nae), which is still believed to inhabit distant pelagic
rocks and islands of the Adriatic.

Take a deep breath because we are going fishing.

Underwater fishing

Underwater fishing is permitted only on certain
locations and only with use of your own strength,
meaning by swimming and diving with the force of
your own legs, and keeping under water as long as
you can hold your breath. If you want to try under-
water fishing, it would be advisable to practice in
winter the holding of your breath under surface.
There is an unwritten diving rule – never dive alone,
and it is best if your company or assistant are in a
boat. The only permitted aids are fins. Of course,
means such as explosives or electric current are pro-
hibited in fishing.  

Fishing with use of troll, long-line, and fish-line

You can easily imagine a boat slowly sailing along
the coast in the morning or in early evening. It is impor-
tant to have sun behind you. You almost cannot feel the
summer heat due to the wind created by the boat in
move. At the same time we enjoy the absolute blue and
the green of the coast. Our eyes search the peaks of the
islands or mountain heights. The hand-troll line used to
catch pelagic fish, or those approaching the surface at a
specific season, is on top of your forefinger or on a rod.
So exalted, intoxicated with colours and fragrance of
the sea, we are in constant panic we'll be late for severe
blow of the fish, the adrenalin grows at each even the
slightest jerk. We plan in advance the turn or stop of the
boat to reduce the fish strength if an exceptionally large
one is on the hook. At the end of line, we tied a big plas-
tic bucket to be put down into the sea to wear out the
fish. The troll is used successfully for predators, such as
dentex (Dentex dentex), seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax),
amberjack (Seriola dumerili), but also tuna (Thunnus
thynnus). Trolls may have different lengths and weights.
My first troll for dentex was 130 m long, and along the
1-mm-thick line there were 44 leads arranged, average
weight 12–15 grams. The bait was a needlefish (Belone
belone gracilis), freshly caught, also with a troll. Today
artificial baits are used.

Fishing with a long-line, a special fishing tool with
100–150 hooks, used also by professional fishermen,
is also very interesting. Long-line is thrown in the sea
by night or during the day, and baits are usually parts
of pilchards, squid, or big worm, caught with special
grapple. Big worm is really big, sometimes more
than 1 me-ter long and wider than your little finger.
Common pandoras (Pagellus erytrynus), two-brand-
ed seabreams (Diplodus vulgaris), sharpsnout sea-
breams (Diplodus puntazzo), white breams (Diplodus
spp.), but also gilthead bream (Sparus aurata) love it.
Long-line is usually taken out of the sea after 1–2
hours. In the meantime, use the fish-line with heavy
led and 3 hooks above), in hand or on rod, to catch
fish living in the seabed, at depths up to 80 meters.
Fishing with such fish-line is successful for combers
(Serranus cabrilla), common pandoras, scorpionfish
(Scorpaena scrofa) and John dory (Zeus faber).
Fishing with longline by night is successful for hakes
(Merluccius merlucciu), when the moon is full, while
conger eels (Anguilla anguilla) are caught in moon-
less nights, at time of the fishing darkness.

Fishing by night is a particularly interesting and ex-
ceptional experience. But sailing by night or when
visibility is low, particularly on boats with no radar
equipment, may be difficult and dangerous. That is
why you should better go fishing by day and during
the day check whether there are any fish-
nets or longlines already at the place you
plan to fish at. The law bounds fishermen
to mark their sunken fishing tools with
buoys with a visible boat registration.

Fishing with fishnets

You may find accommodation in some
of the picturesque places on islands or on
the coast at professional fishermen or those
with the permit for recreational or small-
range fishing. Ask them to take you to fish-
ing with them. Be persistent. The experi-
ence of lowering nets in the sea is also a
chance to meet your hosts, their way of li-
fe. Taking of the nets out of the sea is a
true feast. Entangled in single or triple nets,
the inhabitants of the sea depths appear in
front of you: fish, starfish, crabs, squids,
but also seaweeds, particles of ceramics
or corals. You will hear a curse or two,
fishermen are angry mostly for their bad
luck, but the cause of their anger may be
also large mammals such as dolphins tear-
ing off and destroying their nets.

Fishing small oily fish by night is a
beautiful experience, and if they take you
for such fishing, be prepared to listen them
unreservedly and to spend a sleepless
night. Traditionally, oily fish is caught in
moonless nights, with the aid of large
fishing lamps of 2000 and more candelas.
Living on an island, I used to watch fish-
ermen for years. At twilight, they would

sail from the port. Large vessels with floating net and
a crew of some ten people would pull behind two
smaller boats (svicarice). Soon, as the night falls
down, several miles away from the coast, they used
to lit their lights. The light made the sea teeming.
Large shoals of oily fish would gather under the
boats. At the sign of men from the small boats, the
large boat would start lowering the net. It was done
carefully, not to scare large shoals of pilchards and
mackerels. For several hours they would pull out the
net and the fish on the main vessel. At dawn I used
to watch the fishing boats overloaded with the caught
of pilchards. Weary fishermen would be shine like
silver, covered with night dew and pilchard scales.

Only professional fishermen are going trawling
(trawl-net fishing). In summer, you may fish only on
open sea, so it takes several days.

Fishing with a spear

Fishing with a spear under the lamplight was
always interesting to me, but the most beautiful thing
was to watch the plankton dancing in the night be-
neath the fishermen's lamp while we would wait for
squids (Loligo vulgaris). The choreography makes
plankton move in round and spiral movements, like
dancing steps, which are actually the beginning of
the life cycle in the sea.
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After the Cross

ing, everything is decorated and lighted – all lights in
all houses and in front of them are on. The cross-
bearer's house is usually specially marked – there is
a large luminous cross on it.

The final part of the Maundy Thursday celebration
starts with the Mass celebrating the Lord's Supper,
during which the priest washes the feet of twelve of
the cross-bearer's attendants. After the supper, the
sacristan calls the worshippers: Those who will go,
go! Our cross has started!  At half past nine, they ap-
proach with two wide candles to the altar, where the
procession cross stands, and one of the sacristans
hands the cross to the priest. The latter carries the
cross through the church and hands it to the cross-

bearer, with the occasional speech and prayers for the
cross to protect and save the cross-bearer – both to-
night in the procession and for the rest of his life.

The sound of clappers is the sign of departure. Two
singers start singing: Today we all think of You, who
died on the Cross for us ... At leaving the church, one
of them intones: We bow to You, Jesus, and we bless
You, and the others respond: You, who redeemed the
whole world with Your Holly Cross.

Two large, heavy candlesticks start first. They are
carried by two strong men. Behind them are lanterns
on long rods (there are 18 of them in Vrbanj, for
instance, 30 in Vrisnik, and as much as 40 in Jelsa).
The cross-bearer's attendants are usually his friends

If you come on Maundy Thursday (this year, 17th

April) after 9 o'clock in the evening, to the door of
the parish church of the Assumption in Jelsa (if you
manage to approach the door at all), you will face an
unusual scene: you will see a cross covered with black
veil. Under the cross, there is a bench on which, face
turned to the cross and Jesus' tomb, three men kneel,
wearing white tunics. The one in the middle is the
cross-bearer, and the other two are his helpers. You
will notice the cross-bearer's feet with only white wo-
ollen socks on them. The other cross-bearer's atten-
dants also wear white tunics, carrying candlesticks
and two-meter lanterns in their hands. The priest will
soon hand the cross weighting 40 pounds to the
cross-bearer, talking to the gathered people about the
cross and the cross-bearer. He will give his last in-
structions prior to heading for the great night penitent
procession. During the night, the procession will pass
through 5 other places (first Pitve, then Vrisnik, Svir~e,
Vrbanj, and Vrboska) and visit the Lord's Tomb in
each parish church, decorated with flowers, new wheat,
and candles. The priest will not leave for the proces-
sion – throughout the night he will welcome and send
off the other processions, praying and singing. Name-
ly, simultaneously with the one from Jelsa, proces-
sions from the 5 mentioned villages will start as well.

That is how the Night of Passion looks like in the
central part of the island of Hvar for more than 500
(some say even more than 600) years. Six simultane-
ous penitent processions walk all night in circle, clock-
wise – from one place to another, from one church to
another. And they never meet. On Good Friday, around
7 o'clock in the morning, each of them returns to their
church of origin. There is no such a unique tradition in
the world (or at least, they are not preserved!), although
the one in Seville, Spain, looks similar to some extent.

Preparations for the event take months, but are
most intensive in the Lent and particularly in the first
days of the Holy Week. On Maundy Thursday even-

Smiljana [unde Photo: Jo{ko Pono{

Six simultaneous penitent processions walk all night in circle, clockwise – from one place to another, from one church
to another. And they never meet. / Being a cross-bearer is a special honour. Young men and boys wait for years to per-
form their or their fathers' vows to bear the cross. / The mystique of Stabat Mater, resounding in Hvar churches in the
Night of Passion, is experienced and remembered as hardly any other religious experience.
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and relatives, often members of ancient fellowships.
Along with them, other men follow in the procession
as well. Then the wide candles are carried. Then goes
the cross-bearer with the cross highly raised above
his head – wearing woollen socks. Behind him, there
are singers. Thus, the cross is usually in the middle.
Women go after it, with candles or small lamps in
their hands, and other worshippers and pilgrims fol-
low behind. The cross-bearer's parents are usually
also in the procession. The parents of this-year's
cross-bearer, Nik{a Bratani}, will be in the proces-
sion where their son is the cross-bearer for the third
time. Namely, Nik{a is their third son who will
remain recorded as a cross-bearer of Vrbanj.

The procession walks for some 20 miles – by road,
macadam road and paths, through olive-groves and
vineyards (that is not just the mileage from one place
to another, but also the tour of the churches in those
places). The participants sing the archaic religious
chants – penitent Lenten songs and say their rosary.
In the visit of each church, where the entire proces-
sion visits the Lord's Tomb, two singers sing several
stanzas of Stabat Mater Dolorosa, and the other two
respond. Stabat Mater differs from one place to
another. It is sung from the bottom of one's heart and
the depth of the past centuries.

The people of Hvar are very proud of their unique
penitent popular piety. They preserve their tradition
and pass it on to the young people. As any other
island, Hvar is also a small, closed environment,
where life is not at all easy. Therefore, the islanders
deeply experience the time of Lent, and the worship-
ping of the Passion is so deep-rooted. Scattered all
around the world, people of Hvar come to their island
in the Holy Week even from the most distant coun-
tries. But it is not only people of Hvar that come –
pilgrims and tourists from all sides come as well.
Ferries for Hvar are crowded at that time.

Being a cross-bearer is a special honour. Young men
and boys wait for years to perform their or their fat-
hers' vow to bear the cross. They wait for as long as 20
years. It happens that in the meantime a person mo-
ves away from Hvar, even overseas, but they still
come to perform their cross-bearing vows. The cross-
bearer of Vrbanj is one of them: as a boy, he moved
to Canada with his parents, and now he comes back
to bear the cross.

This year's cross-bearers are (by parish): 
Jelsa – Boris Hulji}, Pitve – Marino Radoni}, Vris-

nik – Vinko Grgi~evi}, Svir~e – Mario Plan~i}, Vrbanj
– Nik{a Bratani}, Vrboska – Dean Kuzma Beriti}.      

Same as the send-off, particularly solemn is the

morning reception of the procession. The parish priest
waits in front of the parish church with the multitude
of worshippers who did not go in the procession or
who went only for one stage. He prays and sings. The
cross-bearer of Jelsa runs across the last 50 meters to
the parish priest, they both fall on their knees, embra-
ce and kiss each other, and the cross-bearer hands the
cross to the priest. This dramatic and deeply moving
moment makes almost everyone misty-eyed.

Many things happened in the long history of the
island of Hvar, but no matter what happened, what
the life and political circumstances were like, this
ancient, centuries-long custom was never interrupt-
ed. Not even in 1944, when many of Hvar inhabitants
were in El Shatt refugees' camp in the Egyptian de-
sert on Sinai. The procession After the Cross was ad-
justed to the circumstances: tents were arranged as
churches, each with the decorated Lord's tomb. 

If you don't have your roots in the island of Hvar
and if you want to participate in the procession After

the Cross, be prepared for long walking (some 20
miles – from one place to another and around the
churches). However, walking in a procession is a
unique experience beyond words. If you are not in
good shape, you may stay in any of the parish
churches of the mentioned 6 villages to wait for the
crosses. The procession of Jelsa is the greatest, but
the other 5 have their special qualities as well.

If you choose to walk in a procession, you will
hear the Lenten chants (Stabat Mater in particular) of
only that particular procession, but on the other hand
you will see all the 6 churches with decorated Christ's
tomb. If you decide to meet the crosses in one of the
churches, you will see only that particular church, but
you will have the opportunity to see all the 6 proces-
sions and hear their specific chants, leaving a strong
impression on each person. The mystique of Stabat
Mater, resounding in the churches of Hvar in the
Night of Passion is experienced and remembered as
hardly any other religious experience.
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stone, in form of a round dome, with small
doors, serving as a shelter from rain and bad
weather in the field.

In 1420, Bra~ accepted the rule of Venice,
same as all other Dalmatian municipalities.
Because of medieval pirates, the coastal set-
tlements had been deserted, and the popula-
tion moved to the hinterland. Venice, which
guaranteed for peace, made a different way of
life possible to the local population. People
from the hinterland came down to the sea.
Houses and forts were built along the coast.
New settlements were made on old foundati-
ons: there is the sea connecting people, ship-
ping, fishing, trade and stone industry. As
Turks approached Bra~, a new danger occur-
red, so the inhabitants of coastal settlements
were forced to build stone fortresses for de-
fence of the new risk. In Pu~i{}a, thirteen for-
tresses were built that served to defend the
village. In 1571, Turks entered the port of Pu-
~i{}a with their navy, and attacked the villa-
ge, setting fires and killing people. But Pu~i{-
}a inhabitants managed to defend themselves
against Turk invasion from their fortresses.

In early 15th c., cathedrals and other build-
ings were made in Dalmatia on a large scale.
There was high demand for quality stone.
Masters came to Bra~ to old sources of qual-
ity stone and continued to excavate and take
out stone for new buildings, not only for
Dalmatian towns but also for exports to Italy.

According to a document dated 1455, the Master
Andrija Ale{i leased the land called Veselje (of Illy-
rian origin) from Toma{evi} brothers near the entry
to Pu~i{}a bay. He needed stone to build the cathedral
of [ibenik. In Pu~i{}e bay, not far from this quarry,
as early as one thousand year ago, local people built
the early Christian church of St. Stephen, protector of
stoneworkers. The church still exists as a permanent
monument to Pu~i{}a stone industry. In Pu~i{}a,
stone excavation and exports never stopped. Stone
from Bra~, particularly from Veselje, was in biggest

island, such as remains of Early Christian basilicas in
Sutivan, Supetar, Postire, Pu~i{}a, Povlja, etc. Many
Roman remains in fragments are kept in the Museum
of Bra~ in [krip. All that was made of Bra~ stone
taken out near the very buildings.

When Croats settled in these regions in the 7th c., they
accepted the way of life of the old indigenous popula-
tion. Along with their main occupation – cattle grow-
ing – they started cultivating land, fishing, and taking
out and processing stone. By accepting Christianity,
they started building their own
churches. Stone was excava-
ted at the very spots, and lar-
ge stones for altars and thre-
sholds or capitals were taken
from old quarries.

Churches were built in
plaster, so called "live" struc-
tures, and houses in dry sto-
ne, so called "dead" struc-
tures. Bra~ is famous for its
field houses called bunje,
made with no plaster, in dry

Bra~ in stone
When a stranger arrives by ship to the island of

Bra~ for the first time, he can see a green island with
beautiful Mediterranean villages. Only when he climbs
its heights, he will notice many stone piles one by the
other like white sheep grazing. In the old time, local
people lived of scant soil, of sea and stone. When
they needed to plant a grapevine or an olive-tree, they
had to clear land, collect the stones, and pile them up,
as land is not deep here.

Beneath a thin layer of soil, Bra~ seems to be built
of stone. Aware of that were ancient Romans, who in
their time built towns, amphitheatres, temples, pala-
ces and tombs all across Dalmatia. Bra~ was the lar-
gest source of quality white stone. We know about
their first quarries by the sea, near the modern [krip
or Pu~i{}e. There, in the first centuries of the first mil-
lennium A.D., slaves were digging, supervised by
Roman soldiers. In the quarries, the remains of which
are still visible, they took out and processed stone for
Diocletian's Palace, Salona buildings, and many mo-
numents and sarcophagi.

Some of Romans' buildings are still visible on the

Beneath a thin layer of soil, Bra~ seems to be built of stone. Aware
of that were ancient Romans, who in their time built towns, amphithe-
atres, temples, palaces and tombs all across Dalmatia. Bra~ was the
largest source of quality white stone.

Ivica  Eterovi} Photo:  Pero  Dragi~evi}

Stone like cheese
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demand. It is compact and white like cheese. It is
high quality stone: as you hit it along an imagined
line, so it cracks. It can be processed and is suitable
for the finest works. It rings like a bell, and rosettes
made of it are just like the lace of the island of Pag.

Backbreaking job
One of the most difficult works is excavating the

stone from the ground. First, a coherent stone com-
plex must be found. Then the ground and surface
must be cleared to reach the "live" stone. Then it
must be cut (harvested) in large blocks, rolled, drag-
ged, carried and loaded on ships. Often, stone blocks
were processed at the very spot. Tools used in doing
that were primitive and unsuitable. In "live" stone,
holes were made and wooden wedges were driven
into them. Wedges were watered to make the stone
split. Work in a quarry has always been difficult, all
through to our times. Only in early 20th c. did machi-
nes enter the quarries.

There are several trades related to stone excava-
tion and processing. So called kavaduri – they take
out or "harvest" stone, zbacaduri – they roughly pro-
cess the excavated stone, stonemasons – they process
the stone finely, manavali – clean, carry, and load
stones, and their work is most difficult.

Quarries were private and owners used to exploit
them and sell blocks or final products to their clients.
Masters, as well as other workers were rented and
paid. In Pu~i{}a, half of the population was employed
in quarries. After the World War II, all private quar-
ries were nationalised. A company "Jadrankamen"
was established. It encompassed all Bra~ quarries

and was managed by the state. Quarries were expan-
ded and modern machines and equipment started to
be used. Processing and excavation of stone was
improved. "Jadrankamen" became the most prof-
itable and the most important Bra~ company. Today,
after the homeland war, "Jadrankamen" was sold to a
private company, the number of employees was
reduced, as well as the scope of works. It sells more
blocks, and less final products. Still, majority of
Pu~i{}e inhabitants still lives of stone.

School
There is a high school for stonemasons, training

students for stone trades. Already in early 20th cen-
tury, masters taught their students in stone trades.
After a three-year study and work and after passing
the exam, students became masters. Current school in
Pu~i{}a trains students on a higher level so they may
enrol university studies. They are students from all
regions of Croatia, returning to their native regions
after they complete the studies, and opening their
workshops or quarries there.

Croatia and the world in Bra~ stone
Bra~ people are proud because parts of their

island are parts of buildings around the world. It is
difficult to name all buildings and monuments in
Croatia and world that are made of stone from Bra~.

First, there is Diocletian's Palace in Split standing
for 1700 years as a masterpiece of the Roman spirit.
Medieval church-towers and cathedrals: [ibenik and
Trogir, and many Dalmatian fortresses.

Recently, there is Me{trovi} Gallery in Split,
Banovina building, Our Lady of Health church, Main

Post Office and many houses and shops. In Zagreb:
Me{trovi} Pavilion, Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall,
Croatian National Bank, etc. In Dubrovnik: hotels
Argentina, Excelsior, Belvedere, Babin kuk, etc. In
Zadar: Forum Square, St. Mary monastery, many
hotels, etc. Numerous hotels in Dalmatia, quays,
churches, graveyards and tombstones...

In the world: White House in Washington,
Battery Park in New York, monument to Victims of
Fascism in Addis Ababa, promenade in Benghazi,
Parliament and New Court in Vienna, Parliament in
Budapest, Regent's Palace in Trieste, hotel complex
in Soci, Panorama Hotel in Prague, government
buildings and hotels and embassies in Belgrade,
many monuments and hotels in Montenegro, build-
ings and hotels in Novi Sad and Sarajevo, etc.

Stonemasonry tradition
Pu~i{}a is the place of origin of many families

that became famous for stonemasonry. They are
Brazzola, Bokani}, Radojkovi}, Orlandini, Ka~i},
etc. Pu~i{}e stone tradition produced the well known
sculptors Branko De{kovi}, Valerije Michieli, etc. Bra~
gave the famous sculptor Nikola Lazani} and Ivan
Rendi}, father of the modern Croatian sculpture.

In the old days, it was beautiful in Pu~i{}a, spe-
cially in the summer. From all sides you could hear
hammers beating on the stone dressed by the stone-
masons. The sound of stone was like the sound of
church-tower bells. Many beats of stonemasons on
thresholds melded with chirps of cicadas and created
an orchestra – a symphony remembered as the most
beautiful summer melody.
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385 International access code for Croatia
021 Area code for County of Split and Dalmatia
92 Police

307-111 Traffic police
93 Fire brigade
94 Ambulance
95 Accurate time
96 Telegrams

9100 Wake-up service
988, 981 Information

901 International calls
902 Phone numbers abroad
970 Radio taxi
987 Road assistance

484-355 Croatian Automobile Club Split
060 520 520 Weather forecast and road information

985 Information Centre and Mountain Rescue 
Service

9155 Sea Search and Rescue Service
407-311 Tourist Inspection Split
407-671 Sanitary Inspection 
310-113 Social Welfare Centre Split

062 777-777 Air services
203-506 Split Airport
524-116 Bra~ Airport

060 333-444 Railroad information
393-777 Customs authorities

Health:
556-111 Firule Hospital Split
557-111 Nova Hospital Split
357-883 Salus Private Hospital, Split
389-237 Kalaj`i} Private Hospital, Split
217-979 Institute for Addictions Solin
611-815 Biokovo Hotel Clinic, Makarska

Dialysis centres:
741-300 Hvar
671-100 Imotski
612-033 Makarska
821-700 Sinj
646-000 Supetar (Bra~)
881-461 Trogir

Do not dive alone! Closest decompression chambers are in Split:
354-511 Croatian Navy
343-980 Decompression Chamber at Dr. Go{evi}

Veterinary stations:
611-370 Makarska
841-405 Imotski
232-254 Ka{tela
821-079 Sinj
569-789 Split
881-429 Trogir

If calling from abroad, first dial the international access code for
Croatia (++385), then the area code for the County of Split and
Dalmatia (21), and then the desired number. If calling from
another county inside Croatia, first dial County of Split and
Dalmatia area code (021) and then the desired number.

AUSTRIA +43
BELGIUM +32
BOSNIA AND HERZEGO-
VINA +387
CZECH REPUBLIC +42
DENMARK +45
FRANCE +33
GREECE +30
ITALY +39
CANADA +1

HUNGARY +36
THE NETHERLANDS +31
GERMANY +49
POLAND +48
SLOVAK REPUBLIC +421
SLOVENIA +386
SWEDEN +46
SWITZERLAND +41
USA +1
GREAT BRITAIN +44

AUSTRIA 322-535
GREAT BRITAIN 346-007
DENMARK 358-488
FINLAND 344-048
SLOVENIA 389-224
ITALY 348-155

SPAIN 343-377
HUNGARY 480-019
GERMANY 362-995
THE NETHERLANDS 312-399
SWEDEN 302-602
CZECH REPUBLIC 330-277

COMPANY  TELEPHONE
City Express 457-000
DHL 371-622

371-020
Intereuropa 508-834

508-833
508-832

Overseas Express 660-153
660-154

Public telephones operate only with telephone cards available in
post offices or at kiosks.

You can exchange foreign currencies in banks, post offices or ex-
change offices, at their valid rates of exchange. Foreign curren-
cy is not accepted as a means of payment in shops, but only
kuna. Most frequently accepted credit cards are: American
Express, Diners Club, Eurocard/Master Card, Visa, JCB, Euro-
cheques.
Foreign persons can ask for the return of the tax for purchases
exceeding kn 500 at the latest within a year after the purchas-
ing date. On that occasion, they must present a filled in and cer-
tified form for tax return issued by the shop in which they bought
the goods. 

Foreign citizens in the Republic of Croatia personally pay the costs
of treatment except in case of emergency – FIRST AID (Makarska
Health Centre) and in case they have a patient's list. It may be obtain-
ed based on certificate on health care benefits filled in their own coun-
try before arrival to Croatia: in Germany: HR/D111 and HR/D112 form,
in Austria: A/HR3 and HR/A4, in Belgium: B/Y11, in Bosnia and Herze-
govina: BH/HR3 and HR/BH5, in Czech Republic: CZ/HR111, in France
(only Croatian citizens): SE-21-04A, in Italy: MOD7, in Luxembourg:
L/Y4, in Macedonia: RM/HR3, in the Netherlands: NL/HR111, in Slove-
nia: SLO/HR3, SLO/HR4, and SLO/HR7, and in Switzerland: CH/HR3.1.
Insured persons from Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and the
Great Britain need only their passports. The scope of health care ben-
efits is determined in the Medical Insurance Contract between the
Republic of Croatia and the beneficiary's country.

Local  Radio  Stations

Station

Radio Makarska rivijera (97,6 MHz) 615-976
Radio Bra~ (91,8/102,7MHz) 630-538
Nauti~ki radio Vis (90,5/93,4 MHz) 711-333
Radio Hvar (94,7/95,4) 742-722
Radio Dalmacija (87,8/106,9/107,3) 483-100

483-222
Radio Split (101/102/104,5) 366-666

MINISTRY  OF  TRAFFIC  AND  TELECOMMUNICATIONS    
VHF CHANNELS  FOR WEATHER FORECAST

(Croatian, English, German, Italian) 
PORT  CHANNEL TERRITORY
AUTHORITY
PULA 73 northern Adriatic – western coast of Istria
RIJEKA 69 northern Adriatic – eastern part
SPLIT 67 central Adriatic – eastern part
DUBROVNIK 73 southern Adriatic – eastern part
HARBOR  MASTER’S  OFFICES  OPERATIVE  VHF  CHANNEL 10
ACI  MARINAS  OPERATIVE  VHF  CHANNEL 17
Radio-stations broadcasting information on Safety of naviga-
tion, safety at sea, news, messages for sailors, weather fore-
cast and other for the central and southern Adriatic are coastal
radio-stations Split and Dubrovnik. They broadcast weather
forecasts and warnings for sailors in Croatian and English lan-
guage in the following terms:

RADIO TIME  (local) VHF TERRITORY
SPLIT  7:45, 14:45, 21:45 28 northern Adriatic
(021/389-190) 07 Kornati

21, 23, 81 central Adriatic
DUBROVNIK  8:25, 15:20, 23:20 04 Pelje{ac and
(020/ 422-595) Lastovo

07, 16 southern Adria-
tic

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS

DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS IN SPLIT

EXPRESS MAIL SERVICES

FOREIGN EXCHANGE, CREDIT CARDS, TAX FREE

PHONE CARDS

RADIO AND VHF

AREA CODES FOR FOREIGN COUNTRIES

HEALTH REGULATIONS

TOURIST FEE

The owner or operator of a boat over three meters in length
and with a motor over 4 kW must, immediately after entering
Croatian territorial waters, register their arrival and stay with
the next appropriate harbour master's office, in so far as they
intend on travelling along the coastline and to the islands.

Vessels arriving by land can be registered with any harbour
master's office to be issued the registration of arrival and stay
in Croatian territorial waters. On that occasion, they will pay
the fee for navigation safety.

The vessel operator is required to register all persons aboard.
Furthermore, the owner, or as the case may be, operator of the
vessel, must register all persons aboard with the appropriate
tourist office so that the compulsory residence fee can be levied.

Navigation  safety  fee (Order dated 29th October 2002)
I.

Navigation safety fee (valid for a year) paid by foreign
yachts and boats for recreation or sport (hereinafter referred to
as: foreign vessels) at issue of registration of arrival and stay
in the internal waters and territorial waters of the Republic of
Croatia, depending on length, amounts to:

1. For boats:
up to 3 m length with engine power exceeding  4 kW  – HRK 140

NAUTICAL REGULATIONS

Basic information on Croatia www.hr
www.findcroatia.com

Croatian National Tourist Board  www.croatia.hr
County of Split and Dalmatia  www.dalmacija.net
City of Split www.visitsplit.com
City Guides www.hej.hr
Croatian Automobile Club  www.hak.hr
Croatian Hydrometeorology Institute with
Weather Forecast www.prognoza.hr
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Croatia (visas) www.mvp.hr
Croatian National Bank – exchange rate www.hnb.hr
Nautical Information – On Line www.planetadria.com
Croatia Airlines air carrier www.croatiaairlines.hr
Jadrolinija shipping company www.jadrolinija.hr
Adriatica shipping company www.adriatica.it
Jadroagent shipping company www.jadroagent.hr
SEM-Marina shipping company www.sem-marina.hr
SNAV shipping company www.snavali.com

USEFUL WEB SITES

Owners of accommodation in areas with tourist activities are
required to register the stay of tourists with the local tourist board
of the respective village or city. The tourist board is then required
to issue a written residence permit for each registered guest.

Tourists pay a fee for each day of their stay. 
In the Republic of Croatia, the fee shall be paid by:
– domestic and foreign citizens who are outside of their pla-

ce of residence in a tourist facility (hotel, motel, pension, camp,
tourist apartment, sanatorium, rented room, climbers' lodging, berth
in a port, various vacation homes for children and the young),

– the owner of a house for renting in a tourist place for all
persons staying in his house (flat),

– the owner of a vessel in case he is staying aboard the ves-
sel in a port and all the persons aboard the vessel.

The tax is paid per person for each day of stay. The money
from the taxes is used for promotion of Croatian tourism, and
for improvement of the conditions of stay and the environment.

Tourist places are classified in 5 classes (A, B, C, D and
unclassified). Fees differ for each class and type of the season
(main season, early/late season, out of season).
Fees  are  not  paid  by:

– children until 12 years of age,
– persons with visual or hearing impairment, and disabled

persons,
– participants of school excursions,
– persons treated according to the instruction by a health

institution,
– long-year guests in a place who assisted the promotion of

tourism, according to a special decision by a tourist office,
– passengers on a ship in international traffic,
– owners of old family houses from inheritance, and mem-

bers of their immediate families.
For  children  aged  12  to  18,  50  %  of  the  tourist  tax  is  paid.

PPRRIICCEE  OOFF  TTOOUURRIISSTT  TTAAXX  PPEERR  CCLLAASSSSEESS
Class Tax per day in HRK

I. main  II. early and late III. out of  
season season season

AA 7,00 5,50 4,50
BB 6,00 4,50 3,50
CC 5,00 3,50 2,50
DD  and others 4,00 2,50 2,00

Stomorska ([olta) www.leomar-divingcentar.de
Ka{tel [tafili} www.venus-diving.com
Split www.scuba.diving.hr
Bol (Bra~) www.nautic-center-bol.com
Sumartin (Bra~) www.manjana.cz
Pisak www.inet.hr/~govlahov
Pu~i{}a (Bra~) www.cezar-diving.com
Supetar (Bra~) www.think-dive-company.de
Trogir i Okrug Donji (^iovo) www.let.hr/trogir-dc
Vis (Vis) www.dodoro-diving.com
Vis (Vis) www.anma.hr

DIVING CENTRES – WEB SITES

Komi`a (Vis) www.diving.hr/idc
Komi`a (Vis) www.manta-diving.com
Hvar (Hvar) www.wolf-divecenter.com
Hvar (Hvar) www.jurgovan.com
Jelsa (Hvar) www.tauchinjelsa.de
Bol (Bra~) www.big-blue-sport.hr
Brela www.ssi.hr
Makarska www.tel.hr/milan.runtic
Podgora www.podgora.com
Ba{ka Voda www.dalmatia-channel-of-brac.com/poseidon.htm
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Not fully grown fish and sea organisms are sexually imma-
ture development forms.

Fish, crabs, and seashells below the stipulated size (men-
tioned below) must not be processed, kept aboard, transferred
to another vessel, unloaded, transported, stored, or traded.
Instead, they must be immediately returned into the sea.  The
stipulated sizes are measured:

1. for fish – from head top to the end of stretched out tail fin;
2. for crustaceans – from the top of rostrum to the end of

stretched out tail fin, and for spider crab it is the maximum
carapace width;

3. for shells – their maximum diameter.

1. Fish (PISCES)
Common pandora (Pagellus erythrinus) 12 cm
Flat-head grey mullet (Mugil cephalus) 20 cm
Mullets (Liza sp., Chelon sp.) 16 cm

FISHING REGULATIONS

Sea bream (Diplodus spp.) 15 cm
Amberjack (Seriola dumerili) 45 cm
Angler (Lophius spp.) 30 cm
Spearfish (Tetrapturus belone) 120 cm
Swordfish (Xiphias gladius) 120 cm
Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) 9 cm
Black sea bream (Spondyliosoma cantharus) 18 cm
Brown meagre (Sciaena umbra) 30 cm
Grouper (Epinephelus spp.) 45 cm
Gilt-head sea bream (Sparus aurata) 20 cm
Common sole (Solea vulgaris) 20 cm
Seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax) 23 cm
Hake (Merluccius merluccius) 16 cm
Common sea bream (Pagrus pagrus) 30 cm
Atlantic bonito (Sarda sarda) 45 cm
Sprat (Sprattus phalericus) 8 cm
Mackarel (Scomber scombrus) 18 cm
Pilchard (Sardina pilchardus ) 10 cm
Red scorpionfish (Scorpaena scrofa) 25 cm
Stripped red mullet (Mullus spp.) 11 cm
Tuna (Thunnus thynnus) 70 cm (6,4 kg)
Dentex (Dentex dentex) 30 cm

2. For crustaceans (CRUSTACEA)
European lobster (Hommarus gammarus) 24 cm
Common spiny lobster (Palinurus elaphas) 24 cm
Spider crab (Maja squinado) 10 cm
Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus) 7 cm

3. For shellfish (BIVALVIA)
Great Mediterranean scallop (Pecten jacobaeus) 10 cm
Stripped Venus, Warty Venus (Venus spp.) 2,5 cm
Grooved carpet shell (Ruditapes decussatus) 2,5 cm
Noah's Ark (Arca noae) 5 cm

A special provision of the Law on Sea Fishing bans the tak-
ing out of European date mussel (Lithophaga lithophaga), so
they are not mentioned here. 

Closed season is determined according to species. Green
wrasse (Labrus viridis) is permanently protected, Brown mea-
ger (Sciena umbra) from 15th May to 15th July, Grouper (Epine-
phelus spp.) from 1st July to 31st August, White sea bream
(Diplodus sargus) from 15th March to 30th April, and Common
dentex (Dentex dentex) from 1st April to 15th June. Closed
season for crustaceans is also determined: from 1st September
to 31st May for European lobster, from 1st September to 30th

May for Common spiny lobster (Palinurus elaphas) and from
1st June to 30th November for Spider crab (Maja squinado).
Regardless of their size, caught female lobsters with external
eggs must be returned into the sea, as well as Spider crabs
with darkened external eggs. Closed season does not refer to
fish and crustaceans bred in fish farms. 

REGULATIONS ON SPORT FISHING AT SEA

Article 2
(1) Sea fishing for recreation and sport is permitted only

with use of the following types and quantities of fishing tools
and equipment:

1. – long-line
up to two (2) lines total, with three (3) hooks on each line

at most;
2. – line with lead weight
up to two (2) lines total, with three (3) hooks on each line

at most;

3. – troll,
up to two (2) trolls total, with three (3) hooks on each troll

at most;
4. – line with a hook for cephalopods,
two (2) lines total at most
5. – spear-fishing gun
two (2) guns total at most
6. – trap for big worm 
two (2) pieces total at most
(2) In fishing with the tools under 1, items 1, 2, 3, and 4, it

is prohibited to use fishing rod and coil.

Article 3
(1) Permit for fishing at sea for recreation and sport for the

Croatian or foreign citizens (hereinafter referred to as: the per-
mit) is issued for:

1. – one (1) day;
2. – three (3) days;
3. – seven (7) days;
4. – thirty (30) days
5. – for the current calendar year (annual permits).
(2) Permits for one (1), three (3), seven (7) and thirty (30)

days (hereinafter referred to as: daily and several-days per-
mits) are issued to Croatian and foreign citizens.

(3) Current calendar year permits are issued only:
1. to Croatian citizens – homeland war disabled veterans;
2. to Croatian or foreign citizens with permanent residence

in the Republic of Croatia, holders of membership card of the
Croatian Federation for Sea Sport Fishing or Croatian Diving
Association, issued by a member association thereof.

Article 4
Amount of the fee for daily and several days permits men-

tioned in Art. 3, Para. 1, Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this Regulation
is established at the amount of:

1. – HRK 60 for one (1) day permit;
2. – HRK 150 for three (3) days permit;
3. – HRK 300 for seven (7) days permit;
4. – HRK 700 for thirty (30) days permit.

Article 7
(1) For fishing TUNA (Thunnus thynnus), SWORDFISH (Xip-

hias gladius) and SPEARFISH (Tetrapturus belone) for recre-
ation and sport purposes, a special permit is required.

(2) The special permit under (1) is issued for one (1), three
(3), seven (7), or thirty (30) days.

(3) Fee for the special permit under (1) and (2) is deter-
mined at the amount of:

1. – HRK 100 for one (1) day permit
2. – HRK 200 for three (3) days permit
3. – HRK 400 for seven (7) days permit
4. – HRK 1,000 for thirty (30) days permit.

Article 8
(1) Holders of special permits for fishing tuna (Thunnus thyn-

nus), swordfish (Xiphias gladius) and spearfish (Tetrapturus
belone) are allowed to use only the following types and quan-
tities of fishing tools:

1. up to two (2) long-lines with at most one (1) hook on
each line;

2. up to two (2) trolls, with or without rod, and coils.
(2) A person fishing as under (1) may catch at most one

tuna or swordfish or spearfish daily.

TOWN/PLACE TOURIST   MUNICIPALITY FIRE POST ZIP BANK TAXI RENT-A-CAR HEALTH CENTER PHARMACY
BOARD BRIGADE OFFICE CODE   OR DOCTOR'S OFFICE

BA[KA VODA 620-713 620-244 620-088 620-125 21320 620-330 - Splitska 620-207 620-133 620-077
BOL (BRA^) 635-638 635-811 635-582 635-235 21420 635-155 - Splitska 098/207-022 635-966 635-112 635-987

635-763 - Zagreba~ka 635-693
BRELA 618-337 618-561 618-540 618-443 21322 618-311 619-019
DUGI RAT 734-900 734-900 734-099 734-611 21315 nema 734-635 734-666
GRADAC 697-511 697-601 nema 697-632 21330 697-542 - Splitska 697-346 697-616 697-666

HVAR (HVAR) 741-059 741-106 741-200 741-941 21450 743-033 - Split.-dalm. 742-743 743-103 741-002
742-955 - Privredna 742-250 741-300
741-947 - Splitska

IGRANE 627-801 625-299 627-800 21329 602-685
IMOTSKI 841-125 842-355 841-022 841-552 21560 841-200 - Zagreba~ka 843-011 671-100 842-994

842-150 841-876 - Dubrova~ka 671-125 841-127
851-777 - Privredna
841-235 - Splitska
843-500 - Croatia

JELSA (HVAR) 761-017 761-400 761-263 761-207 21465 761-050 - Splitska 761-194 761-108
761-674 - Zagreba~ka

KA[TELA
[TAFILI] 234-670 21217 895-319 - Splitska (airport) 895-237
NOVI 230-006 21216 230-200 - Splitska
STARI 230-333 230-428 21216 231-320 230-708 230-406
LUK[I] 227-933 228-289 21215 228-606 - Privredna
KAMBELOVAC 220-958 21214 220-942 221-133
GOMILICA 222-333 222-760 21213 223-279 220-030
SU]URAC 224-122 224-333 224-039 21212 224-124 - Splitska 225-070 224-216

GROHOTE ([OLTA) 654-151 654-123 654-666 654-124 21930 654-194 654-194

3 to 4 m length – HRK 210
4 to 5 m length – HRK 280
5 to 6 m length – HRK 350 
exceeding 6 m length – HRK 485

2. For yachts:
up to 7 m length – HRK 525
7 to 8 m length – HRK 630
8 to 9 m length – HRK 735 
9 to 10 m length – HRK 840 
10 to 11 m length – HRK 945 
11 to 12 m length – HRK 1,050 
12 to 15 m length – HRK 1,225 
15 to 20 m length – HRK 1,400 
20 to 30 m length – HRK 1,575 
exceeding 30 m length – HRK 1,750 

II.
Amounts under I above are reduced by 10 % for each sub-

sequent registration, at most up to 50 % for the sixth and each
subsequent registration.

For reduction of the fee amount under the preceding para-
graph, the subsequent registration of the owner or subsequent
registration of the vessel shall be recognized.

Article I of this Order does not refer to foreign vessels char-
tered by Croatian legal or natural persons.

Crew  change  fee
III.

On foreign vessels it is permitted to have unlimited number
of crew changes, provided that the vessel owner or member of
his family (spouse, children, and parents) are aboard, and that
any change of crewmembers is reported to the harbour mas-
ter's office or local office.

IV.
If a foreign vessel under III. is owned by a foreign legal enti-

ty, the commander must be aboard if authorized by the vessel
owner and registered as skipper in the list of vessel crew.

Fee amount payable by the foreign vessel captain under
preceding paragraph at each registration of crew change, for
all crewmembers except the commander amounts to HRK 200
per person.
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BA[KA VODA 620-230
BOL (BRA^) 635-119 7:00–20:00 7:00–12:00 8:00–12:00 closed

16:00–19:00
BRELA 098/1802-215
DUGI RAT
GRADAC 697-601 697-631 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00 7:00–19:00 7:00–19:00

HVAR (HVAR) 741-911 - Atlas 741-132 - Jadrolinija 741-007 744-995 - ACI Palmi- 741-060 7:00–21:00 7:00–21:00 8:00–16:00 8:00–12:00
744-980   `ana

IMOTSKI 841-268 841-210 - Bleiburška 6:00–22:00 6:00–13:00 6:00–20:00 closed
841-748 - Magistrala non stop non stop non stop non stop

JELSA (HVAR) 761-605 - Atlas Jelsa 761-148 7:00–21:00 7:00–21:00 7:30–13:30 i 8:00–12:00
17:00–19:00

KA[TELA
[TAFILI] 203-305 - Croatia
NOVI
STARI 227-400 - south 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00

227-944 - north non stop non stop non stop non stop

GROHOTE ([OLTA)

TOWN/PLACE TOURIST   MUNICIPALITY FIRE POST ZIP BANK TAXI RENT-A-CAR HEALTH CENTER PHARMACY
BOARD BRIGADE OFFICE CODE   OR DOCTOR'S OFFICE

KLIS 240-578 240-445 240-181 21231 240-005
KOMI@A (VIS) 713-455 713-644 713-713 713-020 21485 713-288 - Splitska 098/666-003 713-122 713-445
MAKARSKA 612-002 612-222 616-482 616-863 21300 615-455 - Splitska 611-366 604-300 612-033 611-227

616-288 615-888 695-150 - Zagreba~ka 613-700 612-288
612-278 - Privredna 612-166 611-609
616-231 - Dubrova~ka 613-567 616-491

MARINA 889-015 889-088 889-761 889-089 21222 889-094 889-011
MILNA (BRA^) 636-233 636-212 636-201 21405 636-440 - Splitska 636-499 636-109
OKRUG (^IOVO) 887-311 887-477 886-178 21223 796-370
OMI[ 861-350 862-360 861-055 861-234 21310 864-155 - Splitska 864-523 862-311 861-519

863-482 862-066 - Privredna 862-035 863-120
861-367 862-782

PODGORA 625-560 625-299 625-603 625-041 21327 625-211 - Splitska 625-007 625-222
PODSTRANA 333-844 330-545 21312
POSTIRA (BRA^) 632-966 632-133 632-105 21410 632-699 - Splitska 632-209
PU^I[]A (BRA^) 633-555 633-290 633-200 21412 633-433 - Splitska 633-104 633-690
SEGET 880-559 880-037 880-624 880-220
SELCA (BRA^) 622-292 622-663 622-008 21425 622-600 - Splitska 622-010 622-728
SINJ 826-352 821-601 821-110 824-190 21230 821-400 - Splitska 098/264-913 821-700 660-094

826-520 - Zagreba~ka 700-818 660-055
826-101 - Privredna 826-866
824-455 - Credo 660-056

SOLIN 210-048 211-336 217-333 211-000 21210 210-772 - Splitska 212-412 210-671 210-551
260-866 - Privredna 211-200

212-486
SPLIT 348-600 310-111 480-515 383-365 21000 547-643 - Splitska 360-555 358-711 556-111 - Firule 348-074

356-990 352-204 - Zagreba~ka 481-100 512-366 577-111 - Kri`ine 533-188
338-541 401-407 - Privredna 347-777 342-976 358-883 - Salus 508-434
539-776 466-000 - Hypo-Alpe-Adria 895-237 551-911 389-237 - Kalaj`i} 460-773
382-866 383-374 - Hrvatska po{tanska 345-700 480-680 - Split 533-188
386-955 467-002 - Convest 360-455 382-971
480-165 380-655 - Credo 343-070 322-035
530-534 360-733 - Sonic 361-435 547-560
370-736 345-794 - Hrvatska narodna 321-502
398-506 357-015 - Imex 543-740
507-416 345-366 - Podravska 398-499
474-930 540-280 - Splitsko-dalmatinska 370-745
377-722 486-932 - Turisti~ka ...
374-631 482-600 - HVD Croatia
355-256 393-222 - Nova

STOBRE^ 324-016 324-122 326-364 21311
SU]URAJ (HVAR) 773-203 773-229 773-314 21469 773-209 773-210
SUPETAR (BRA^) 630-551 631-262 630-919 630-053 21400 631-333 - Splitska 098/207-446 630-709 640-000 640-025

630-385 - Privredna 098/264-619 631-714
SUTIVAN (BRA^) 638-134 638-366 638-018 21403
GROHOTE ([OLTA) 654-151 654-123 654-666 654-124 21930 654-194 654-194
TRILJ 832-510 831-090 832-293 831-180 21240 831-055 - Splitska 831-148 832-023

832-328 - Hypo 831-130
TROGIR 881-412 881-468 882-792 881-456 21220 881-977 - Splitska 881-277 885-464 882-922 881-535

881-454 881-936 - Zagreba~ka 881-461 884-247
885-771 - Privredna 885-541

TU^EPI 623-100 623-585 623-303 623-302 21325 623-222 - Splitska 623-169
VIS (VIS) 717-017 711-125 711-177 711-050 21480 711-061 - Splitska 711-544 711-117 711-434

711-899 - Splitsko-dalm.
VRBOSKA (HVAR) 774-137 774-074 21453

774-228

STARI GRAD (HVAR) 765-763 765-022 765-126 765-164 21460 765-551 765-122 765-061
765-455

VRGORAC 675-110 674-128 674-093 674-254 21276 674-033 - Splitska 674-131 674-021
674-400 - Dubrova~ka
674-006 - Neretvansko-gosp.

VRLIKA 827-460 827-207 827-035 827-018 21236 827-044 - Splitska 827-211 827-010
@IVOGO[]E 627-055 627-077 627-015 21329

TOWN/PLACE BUS  AIR MARITIME HARBOUR MARINA GAS SUMMER WINTER
TRAFFIC TRAFFIC MASTER'S STATION  1.6.–30.9. 1.10.–31.5.
(tickets) (tickets) OFFICE (INA) Mon-Sat Sun/Holliday Mon-Sat Sun/Holliday
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STARI GRAD (HVAR) 765-911 765-060
SU]URAJ (HVAR) 773-228
SUPETAR (BRA^) 631-357 - Jadrolinija 631-137 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 7:00–13:00 7:00–12:00

14:00–19:00
([OLTA) 654-180 - Uvala Roga~ 7:30–12:00 closed 7:30–11:00 closed

16:00–19:30
17.07.–31.08.

7:00–21:00 7:00–21:00
TRILJ 831-020 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00
TROGIR 881-405 884-279 - Atlas Trogir 881-508 881-544 - ACI Trogir 881-417 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00

885-458 - ACI (marina) 8:00–20:00 8:00–12:00 8:00–15:00 closed
16:00–19:00

TU^EPI 623-350
VIS (VIS) 711-176 7:00–21:00 8:00–12:00 7:00–12:00 closed

17:00–19:00
VRBOSKA (HVAR) 774-018 - ACI 774-220 - ACI (marina) 8:00–15:00 8:00–15:00 8:00–15:00 closed
VRGORAC 674-025 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00 7:00–18:00 8:00–14:00
VRLIKA
ZADVARJE 729-072 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–19:00 closed
TOWN/PLACE TOURIST AGENCY HOTEL CAMP SPORT RENT-A-BOAT 
BA[KA VODA 620-704 - AS Adria Service 612-088 - Alem 612-329 - AC Ba{ko Polje 620-263 - Diving Club Posejdon

620-527 - Ba{ka Travel Service 612-419 - Ba{ko Polje 620-683 - Niko
620-400 - Bonavia 604-555 - Horizont 
620-207 - Duga 620-003 - Hoteli B. Voda d.d.
620-389 - Kamis 611-302 - Hrvatska
621-227 - Mariva turist 620-399 - Milenij 
621-435 - Pluto turizam 604-888 - Slavija

620-576 - Urania

KLIS 098/264-029 
KOMI@A (VIS) 713-085
MAKARSKA 612-333 612-248 - Delfintours 611-977 610-105 - Dugiš 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 6:00–20:00 6:00–20:00

615-411 - Kompas 612-660 - Obala 8:00–20:00 8:00–20:00 8:00–15:00 closed
611-688 - Turistbiro 612-566 - Ratac non stop non stop non stop non stop

MILNA (BRA^) 636-205 636-306- ACI Milna 636-340 - Marina 8:00–13:00 8:00–13:00 8:00–12:00 closed
17:00–20:00

17.7.–31.8.
7:00–21:00 7:00–21:00

OMI[ 864-210 863-015 - Active Holidays 865-113 non stop non stop 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00
PODGORA 625-030 7:00–11:00  closed 8:00–12:00 closed

17:00–20:30 
SINJ 821-566 821-112 non stop non stop 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00

SOLIN 213-316 - Meterize 6:00–23:00 6:00–23:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00
210-685 - Sveti Kajo 7:00–11:30 closed 7:00–19:30 closed

SPLIT 338-483 362-997- Croatia 338-227 - Adriatica 355-488 398-563 - ACI Split 569-983 - Kman-south 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00
338-486 338-446 - Adria 338-335 - Jadroagent 362-436 384-744 - Mornar 383-662 - Kman-north 6:00–23:00 6:00–23:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00

343-422 - Czech 338-333 - Jadrolinija 386-813 - [pinut 383-737 - Kopilica-south 6:00–22:00 6:00–12:00 6:00–19:00 7:00–12:00
338-445 - Air Dal. 338-219 - SEM-Marina 388-996 - Zenta 383-592 - Kopilica-north 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00

322-252 - SNAV 399-484 - Obala 6:00–23:00 6:00–23:00 6:00–20:00 6:00–20:00
549-017 - Poji{an non stop non stop non stop non stop 
374-525 - Smokovik non stop non stop non stop non stop
538-703 - Su}idar 6:00–22:00 6:00–22:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00
386-705 - [pinut 6:00–22:00 7:00–12:00 6:00–21:00 6:00–21:00
374-578 - Visoka-north non stop non stop non stop non stop

TOWN/PLACE BUS  AIR MARITIME HARBOUR MARINA GAS SUMMER WINTER
TRAFFIC TRAFFIC MASTER'S STATION  1.6.–30.9. 1.10.–31.5.
(tickets) (tickets) OFFICE (INA) Mon-Sat Sun/Holliday Mon-Sat Sun/Holliday

BOL (BRA^) 635-966 - Adria Tours 635-144 - Bijela Ku}a 778-000 - Dominik 098/212-419 - Diving School Big Blue WATER SPORTS
635-233 - Atlas 306-269 - Bonaca 635-293 - Kanun 091/2761-111 - Bol Bike Center 091/5237-180 - Croatia Gugy
635-693 - Bol Tours 306-202 - Borak 635-424 - Kito 635-288 - Tennis Center Zlatni Rat 098/264-837 - Kapar

740-140 - Club Hotel Bretanide 635-028 - Mario 635-650 - Tennis Center Orca Sport 098/361-651 - Nautic Centar Bol
306-200 - Elaphusa 635-630 - Meteor 098/222-842 - Mateo
306-200 - Elaphusa app. 091/5223-764 - Njiva 091/5170-552 - Danpinc Comm.
635-996 - Ka{til 098/609-175 - Tenis NAUTICAL TOURISM
635-210 - Zlatni Rat d.d. 635-635 - Ran~ 635-289 - Frane

635-749 - Veli
635-239 - Veritas
635-136 - Zlatni Rat

BRELA 618-393 - AS Adria Service 603-207 - Berulia 618-664 - Diving Club Aquanaut
619-019 - Bonavia 603-222 - Brela d.d. 603-222 - Tennis Center
618-311 - Maraska 603-671 - Maestral
618-122 - Mariva turist 603-680 - Marina

618-433 - Pelegrin
603-207 - Soline 

DUGI RAT 734-577 - Adria Tours, Du}e 735-075 - Pension Bonduelle 734-280 - B 734-454 - Diving Club Jadran NAUTICAL TOURISM, EXCURSIONS
508-887 - Plavi horizont, Du}e 734-393 - Darko 734-229 - Watersports, Du}e 734-900 - Information

734-821 - Dijana 734-313 - Hunters' Association 862-855 - Omi{
734-782 - Du}e 098/702-161 - Pino
735-339 - Ivan (Vavlje) 734-430 - Toni 
734-966 - Ivo, Du}e
734-229 - Ivo (Roga~)
734-130 - Luka
734-805 - Ljubica
734-430 - Mira
734-593 - Miroslav
734-233 - More, Du}e
734-098 - Orij
734-722 - Raj
864-777 - Studenac
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MARINA 889-073 - Ka{til 

MILNA (BRA^) 636-116 - Milna 

OMI[ 863-015 - Active Hollidays 861-054 - Brzet 870-101 - Artina 091/5389-766 - Free Climbing   EXCURSIONS
862-550 - Adriaturist 879-311 - Mala Luka 871-400 - Danijel Malduk 862-455 - Bo`idar
862-730 - Canyon 871-395 - Ruskamen 864-458 - Galeb 863-161 - Paragliding Krila Dalmacije 862-849 - Kairos
879-047 - Esma Tours 871-444 - Linda 861-961 - Cetina 463-978 - Konkordia
757-336 - Slap 862-536 - Lisi~ina 862-413 - Diving Club Almissa 861-005 - Milna
879-321 - Turist Centar Agency 870-266 - Sirena 862-855 - Joskan

861-858 - Pino
861-005 - Princess Sissy
862-856 - Salvator

PODGORA 625-766 - Aurora 625-766 - Aurora 625-377 - Sutikla 625-134 - Diving Center Birgmaier Sub EXCURSION SHIPS
625-134 - Birgmaier Sub 625-009 - Mediteran 625-222 - Fishing Club Kanjac 098/851-337 - Dva brata
625-199 - Mariva turist 602-111 - Minerva 091/5619-027  - Germania
625-404 - Punta Tours 625-249 - Podgora d.d. 098/1754-499 - Otac Niko

601-777 - Podgorka 098/735-029 - Pli{ivac
625-144 - Primordia app. 098/602-588 - Triton

098/422-566 - Vittorio
EXCURSION BOATS
091/5901-170 - Calypso 3
091/5294-284 - Neptun
098/813-693 - Stipe

TOWN/PLACE TOURIST AGENCY HOTEL CAMP SPORT RENT-A-BOAT 

GRADAC 697-507 - Galebtours 020/679-152 - Jadran d.d., 629-300 - Dalmacija 697-370 - Diving Club Felun
699-297 - Lavatera, Podaca Plo~e 629-033 - Uvala borova,  020/601-555 - Tennis Center
629-018 - Mariva turist, Zaostrog 020/601-555 - Labineca Podaca
697-502 - Pa{kal 020/601-222 - Laguna 629-190 - Viter

020/601-888 - Morenija,  
Zaostrog

697-502 - Marko Polo
699-379 - Villa Lidus, Brist

HVAR (HVAR) 741-911 - Atlas 741-024 - Adriatic 745-775 - Lili, Sv. Nedilja 742-490 - Diving Club Jorgovan
741-132 - Jadrolinija 741-202 - Amfora 745-027 - Mala Milna 742-592 - Diving Club Lozna
742-099 - Mengola 741-744 - Bodul 741-792 - Diving Club Petri} Dinko
742-743 - Pelegrini Tours 742-400 - Croatia

741-120 - Dalmacija
741-168 - Delfin 
741-966 - Palace
741-028 - Pharos
741-899 - Podstine
741-144 - Sirena
741-820 - Slavija
741-956 - Sun~ani Hvar d.d.

IGRANE 627-799 - Dalmatina 604-222 - Punta 604-125 -Diving, Jurgen Krause
627-801 - Mariva turist

IMOTSKI 841-739 - Denibus 841-700 - Imota
091/5106-993 - Lozo 671-040 - Zdilar
670-232 - Perla Tours

JELSA (HVAR) 761-605 - Atlas 761-028 - Fontana 761-191 - Grebi{}e 
761-955 - Globustravel 761-026 - Jadran 761-210 - Mina
761-245 - Island Travel Agency 761-024 - Jelsa d.d.
761-611 - Lavanda Tours  761-122 - Mina

761-008 - Pinus app. 

KA[TELA 231-977 - Eridan 228-455 - Ka{tel 230-543 - Josip Bilu{
232-922 - Euro Trend 206-222 - Palace 234-408 - Koludrovac
224-085 - Ka{tela Tours 798-001 - Resnik 220-573 - Uvala Dragana
227-594 - Ostrog 220-333 - Tamaris
232-700 - Primal Tours 228-160 - Villa @arko

KOMI@A (VIS) 717-239 - Alternatura 713-095 - Bi{evo 091/2503-809 - Paragliding Club Kaleb 098/265-566 - Mate Mladineo  
713-760 - Darli} & Darli} 098/265-923 - Diving Center Manta (De- 098/863-108 - @eljko Vitalji}
713-668 - Srebrnatours compression chamber aboard a vessel) 

713-651 - Diving Center Issa

MAKARSKA 617-038 - Atlas 611-815 - Biokovka 617-044 - Tennis Center Posejdon EXCURSIONS
613-885 - Bakros Tours 615-244 - Biokovo 611-727 - Diving Club More Sub 098/225-878 - Ami~i 
615-352 - Biokovo Active Holidays 615-574 - Bonaca 616-323 - Sailing Club Bura 091/5210-744 - Calypso
602-685 - Croatiatours 615-777 - Dalmacija 611-611 - Free Flying Biokovo 099/477-623 - Jadran II
611-020 - Dalmadino 616-622 - Makarska 611-784 - Hunters' Association Sv. Hubert 098/781-359 - Joan
612-248 - Delfintours 615-344 - Meteor 613-550 - Fishing Club Arbun 617-038 - Krila Dalmacije
611-062 - Euro Tours 613-744 - Porin 616-455 - Mountaineering Association 617-038 - Krila Hvara
611-533 - La Stella Tours Biokovo 091/5209-419 - Lopar
615-050 - Kolping Globtour 611-177 - Town Sport Center 611-579 - Vruja
615-411 - Kompas 612-441 - Speleology and Alpinism 098/813-631 - Piter
611-077 - Makarios Ekstrem
678-147 - Marea 612-245 - Fitness Performance
616-010 - Mariva turist 602-200 - Fitness Biokovka
628-014 - Mirela
616-834 - Mornar-tours
611-727 - More-Sub
678-203 - Panturist
616-106 - Peca-tours
612-600 - Pla`a
610-403 - Prpolino
611-005 - SB-tours
612-505 - Sirena
616-967 - Tempet
611-688 - Turist biro
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SUPETAR (BRA^) 631-105 - Atlas 640-111 - Adria 630-088 - Supetar 630-421 - Diving Center Kaktus
757-316 - Bra~ Tours 542-835 - Herkules 631-092 -Sport Fishing Club Arbun
631-732 - Drpi} Veritas 630-200 - Kaktus 631-133 - Tennis Center Supetar
631-258 - Maestral 630-911 - Mandi}
630-066 - Planik Charter 631-133 - Olea & Slavia
630-824 - Start 640-111 - Palma
630-560 - Supetar Travel 630-200 - Supetar d.d. 

630-646 - Velaris
630-017 - Villa Britanida
630-200 - Villa Diana app.
630-894 - Villa Supetar

([OLTA) 568-494 - [oltatours 650-149 - Ne~ujam app. 658-011 - Mido 658-121 - Diving Center Leomar

SUTIVAN (BRA^) 638-476 - Likva 638-166 - Mlin 638-119 - Sport Centre Aldura 638-123 - Mali Jure

TOWN/PLACE TOURIST AGENCY HOTEL CAMP SPORT RENT-A-BOAT 

SINJ 824-488 - Alkar 821-542 - Chivalrous Alka Association
826-797 - Matanovi dvori
700-594 - Masle  

SPLIT 420-129 - Adriatic Travel 340-000 - Adriana 345-811 - Mountaineering Association 398-599 - ACI Split 
355-205 - Aquarelle 585-655 - Bellevue Mosor 361-712 - BAV Adria Yachting
338-220 - Arcobaleno Tours 486-080 - Consul 341-111 - Golf Club Alka 483-159 - Adria Coral Charter
363-333 - Atlas 481-111 - Globo 486-088 - Hunters' Association Split 389-800 - Gringo Nautica
317-350 - Belone Tours 398-622 - Jadran Koteks 389-576 - Tennis Club  Split 398-420 - Euromarine
483-700 - Condor Line 302-111 - Marjan 536-806 - Diving Center ISSA 543-117 - Maring
338-499 - Croatia Express 406-400 - Park 470-492 - Diving Center Podmorje  388-951 - Meridien Pen
338-503 - Croatia Tours 303-111 - Split 544-755 - Diving Center Manta 389-430 - Nautika Centar Nava
338-439 - Daluma 347-053 - Slavija 098/255-422 - Offshore Boote
482-746 - Elite Travel 389-005 - Zenta 569-834 - Orvas
344-842 - F Tours International 321-300 - Pivatus
345-183 - Generalturist 398-578 - Ultra
399-048 - Globtour
362-448 - Gloria Tours
317-215 - Gulliver
323-333 - IBCI
399-666 - Intertours
341-988 - Interturist
338-227 - Jadroagent
384-235 - Kvarner Express
470-944 - Maestral
339-025 - Magellan
465-480 - Mango
323-880 - Maranta
388-951 - Meridien Ten
346-617 - Palma turist
343-307 - San Diego Tours
338-219 - SEM Tours
360-674 - Sova Tours
346-100 - Split Tours
362-344 - ST-Spektar
399-000 - Sub Rosa
332-460 - Tarantela
347-100 - Turist biro
395-574 - Vagari

STARI GRAD (HVAR) 765-281 - Mistraltours 765-555 - Adriatic 765-555 - Jurjevac
765-555 - Arkada
765-555 - Jadran
765-864 - Helios d.d.
765-555 - Helios I, II, II i IV
765-555 - Helios bng.
765-843 - Jurjevac bng.
765-555 - Trim bng.

STOBRE^ 325-777 - Zvonimir 325-064 - Tennis School Stobre~

SU]URAJ (HVAR) 773-371 - Mlaska

PODSTRANA 330-655 - Neva 330-116 - Car 333-902 - Fishing Club Stro`anac 

POSTIRA (BRA^) 632-188 - Vrilo 

SEGET 894-475 - Jur~evi} 880-601 - Bavaria 880-394 - MORH Camping 886-299 - Diving Center Kairos 
880-588 - Medena 894-141 - Vranjica
880-015 - Medena app.
880-008 - Jadran
894-141 - Vranjica Belvedere app.

SELCA (BRA^) 338-220 - Arcobaleno Tours 639-145 - Galeb, Povlja 622-026 - Lu~ica EXCURSIONS
639-187 - Tony 639-199 - Punta app. 639-001 - Blaga

648-079 - Piter

TROGIR 881-374 - Atlas 885-400 - Concordia 891-065 - Domi} 884-466 - Sailing Centre Mosor 882-881 - Palma Charter
882-721 - Aventur 885-755 - Fontana 894-141 - Vranjica Belvedere
881-554 - Cipico 885-444 - Trogirski dvori
885-856 - Dalmatia Aurea 806-205 - Villa Fani

881-223 - Villa Sika
888-001 - Villa Tina

TRILJ 831-322 - Avanturist 832-072 - Manda
831-777 - Sv. Mihovil

TU^EPI 623-089 - Fin Tours 601-505 - Afrodita
615-644 - Mariva turist 601-505 - Afrodita app.
623-327 - More 601-202 - Alga
623-169 - RA Tours 601-707 - Jadran
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IMOTSKI 841-766 - Town Museum May - Central Dalmatia Wind Orchestras Show
May - Croatian Mandolin Festival  
May - Imotski Evenings
1–2 August - Our Lady of Angels, religious festivity, and the 

Municipality Day
15 August -Assumption of the Virgin Mary and popular festivity

JELSA (HVAR) July - Days of Wine
August - A. Dobroni} Evenings

KA[TELA 260-245 - Vitturi Castle 4 March - Day of Kasteli
23 May - Day of Dalmatian Mountaineers' Association, Mala~ka
July–August - Summer Festivalo

KLIS 240-578 - Klis Fort 16 August - St. Rocco, religious festivity and the Municipality Day
KOMI@A (VIS) July–August - Musical Evenings

August - Boccie Tournament
August - Fishermen's Evening
6 December - St. Nicholas, religious festivity and the Municipality Day

MAKARSKA 613-302 - Town Museum Grotta, [etali{te sv. Petra 25 April - St. Marco, religious festivity
611-256 - Malacological Museum Gaudeamus, Don M. Pavlinovi}a 1 May - Rowing Regatta
612-198 - A. Gojak Gallery 616-838 - Opera, [etali{te fra J. Radi}a bb 6 June - World Rugby Cup
612-068 - Gallery of Arts Pjer, Prvosvibanjska bb June–September - Summer Festival

615-344 - Tropicana, Hotel Meteor August - European Sport Fishing Championship
August -International Pepsi Cup Women's Volleyball Tournament 

(VEPRIC) 8 September - Nativity of Our Lady, religious festivity
18 September - Day of Croatian Navy
24 October -Municipality Day
21 November - St. Clement, patron of the town, religious and popular 
festivity

MARINA 25 July - St. Jacob, religious festivity and the Municipality Day

BA[KA VODA 091/5194-039 - Archaeological Museum June–September - Summer Festival
620-261 - Malacological Museum 13 June - St. Anton, religious festivity

4 August - Fishermen's Evening, Promajna
9–10 August - Folklore Evenings
8 September - Nativity of the Virgin Mary, religious festivity
5–6 December - St. Nicholas, popular festivity

BOL (BRA^) 635-410 - Faces Club Kaltenberg April–May -Ladies' Open Tennis Tour
July–August - Summer Festival
5 August - Our Lady of Snow, religious festivity

TOWN/PLACE MUSEUM, GALLERY, DISCO CLUB CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS, OR SPORT EVENTS
THEATRE

BRELA July - Music Evenings at Maestral Hotel
16 July - Our Lady of Carmel, religious festivity
August - Brela Meetings
3 August - St. Stephan, religious festivity
August - Fishermen's Evenings

DUGI RAT 3 March - Annual Anniversary of Dalmacija Club
16–19 March - St. Joseph Days
16 April -Municipality Day
July - Sumpetar Festivity
July - August - Summer Festival
16 August - St. Rocco, religious festivity, Krilo Jesenice
October - Days of Bread

GRADAC 23 April - St. George, religious festivity, Drvenik
July - Folklore Evenings
27 July - St. Margaret, religious festivity, Brist
2 August - Our Lady of Angels, religious festivity, Zaostrog
3 August - St. Stephan, religious festivity, Podaca
16 August - St. Rocco, religious festivity, Drvenik
29 September - St. Michael, religious festivity

HVAR (HVAR) 741-193 - Franciscan Monastery collection of art 742-620 - Tvr|ava 1 January - International New Year's Regatta 
741-009 - H. Luci} collection of art 742-660 - Veneranda March-April - Sun~ani Hvar Open Tennis Tour
742-620 - Hydroarcheological Collection Fortica April - May - International Festival of Documentary Radio Drama 
Dojmi Palace Gallery May - Days of Hvar Theatre 
741-009 - Arsenal Gallery May - Dalmatia Cup
098/781-300 - Treasure of Hvar Cathedral 21 June–23 September - Summer Festival
744-995 - Collection of amphorae of Juraj Tot Menghello 2 August - St. Stephan, religious festivity
741-052 - Benedictine Monastery

IGRANE July-September - Summer Festival

VIS (VIS) 711-532 - Ionos 711-350 - Issa 711-311 - Diving Center Do Doro
711-350 - Tamaris 711-367 - Diving Center Anima
711-138 - Vis

VRGORAC 674-872 - Prvan

VRBOSKA (HVAR) 774-174 - Bis Turist 774-128 - Adriatic 774-034 - Nudist FKK
774-098 - Mediterranean Motion 774-039 - Vrboska d.d.
774-137 - Turisti~ki biro

@IVOGO[]E 628-753 - Brajkovi} Travel 605-333 - Nimfa 628-749 - Dole
628-076 - @ivotours 605-076 - @ivogo{}e d.d.

VRLIKA 827-061 - Villa Barbara

TOWN/PLACE TOURIST AGENCY HOTEL CAMP SPORT RENT-A-BOAT 

TU^EPI (continued) 601-202 - Ka{telet
605-900 - Laurentum
623-500 - Marina
605-585 - Neptun
601-111 - Tu~epi d.d.
695-000 - Villa Marija
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OMI[ 861-847 - Town Museum May - Rafting Tour
868-210 - Poljica-Gata Museum 16 May - St. John, religious festivity
861-063 - Franciscan Monastery July–August - Summer Festival

July - Festival of Dalmatian Harmony Singing
7 August - Marathon Swimming Dalmatian Open
August - Beach Volleyball Tour
August - Fishermen's Evening
16 August - St. Rocco, religious festivity, Mimice

PODGORA June-September - Summer Festival
10 July - Fishermen's Evening
16-17 August - St. Vicenco, religious festivity and the Municipality Day

PODSTRANA 13 June - St. Anton of Padua, religious festivity
July–August - Summer Festival

POSTIRA (BRA^) May - Days of Vladimir Nazor
16 July - Our Lady of Carmel, religious festivity and the Municipality Day
June–August - Summer Festival

SEGET 7 October - Our Lady of Rosaries, religious festivity, and the 
Municipality Day

SELCA (BRA^) 622-386 - Hacienda April - Easter Concert
May - Povlje Evenings 
26 June - St. John, religious festivity, Povlja
June - Summer Sculpture School
16 July - Our Lady of Carmel, religious festivity
September - Summer Painting School

SINJ 707-010 - Franciscan Monastery collection May–June - Equestrian Tournament
821-949 - Cetina Region Museum July–August - Alka and Days of the Assumption

August, first Sunday - Alka
15 August - Festivity of the Assumption, religious festivity
13 September - Traditional equestrian tournament

SOLIN 212-900 - Salona-Tusculum 8 September - Nativity of the Virgin Mary, religious festivity
SPLIT 318-720 - Archaeological Museum 488-556 - Discovery December–January - Christmas Fair

480-149 - Gallery of Arts 587-173 - Forum February - Fashion Show
344-197 - Town Museum 305-110 - Metropolis April - Maruli} Days, Croatian Drama Festival
381-377 - Franciscan Monastery collection 536-983 - Masters April - Interstas, Tourism Fair
347-788 - Maritime Museum 467-487 - Night Club Paganini May - Flowers' Fair
358-450 - Me{trovi} Gallery 7 May - St. Dujam, town's patron, religious and popular festivity
342-599 - Milesi Palace May - International Regatta Dalmatia Cup
358-455 - Museum of Croatian Archaeological Monuments July - Melodies of Croatian Adriatic
343-108 - Ethnological Museum 15 July–15 August - Summer Festival
322-988 - Museum of Natural History July–August - Split Festival and Children's Festival
585-999 - Croatian National Theatre
395-958 - Municipal Puppet Theatre
356-347 - Municipal Youth Theatre 

STARI GRAD (HVAR) 15 June–15 September - Summer Festival
July–August - Faros, School of Archaeology, Restoration, Mosaics, 

and Classic Languages
July -Music Academy
16 August - St. Rocco, religious festivity, and the Municipality Day
29 August - Hvar Swimming Marathon Faros

STOBRE^ 10 August - St. Lawrence, religious festivity
SU]URAJ 23 April - St. George, religious festivity

MILNA (BRA^) June–September - Summer Festival
16 July - Our Lady of Carmel, religious festivity
August - Boccie Tournament
August - Angling Tournament
August -Doctors' Choir Concert

SUPETAR (BRA^) 630-088 - Town Museum June - Dalmatia Cup International Regatta 
630-551 - Museum of the Island of Bra~, [krip June-August - Summer Festival
091/5129-312 - Blaca 29 June - St. Peter and Paul, religious festivity, Day of Municipality, 

popular festivity
2. July - Our Lady of Mirca, religious festivity, Mirca
22 August - Organised excursion to Pustinja Blace
August - International ETA Women's Tennis Tour 

VRLIKA 7 October - Our Lady of Rosaries and the Municipality Day, religious 
and popular festivity

VRGORAC 29 June - St. Peter and Paul and the Municipality Day, religious and 
popular festivity

TOWN/PLACE MUSEUM, GALLERY, DISCO CLUB CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS, OR SPORT EVENTS
THEATRE

SUTIVAN July–August - Summer Festival
16 August - St. Rocco, religious festivity

([OLTA) July–August - Summer Festival
TRILJ April–May - ECO Challenge

27 September - Cross Country
28–29 September - Days of St. Michael and the Municipality Day, reli-

gious and popular festivity
TROGIR 881-406 - Town Museum July–August - Summer Festival

884-888 - All Saints Gallery of Arts 14 November - St. John of Trogir and the Municipality Day, religious and 
881-631 - Kairos Collection popular festivity
881-406 - Cata Duji{in-Ribar Collection
881-426 - Cathedral Treasure

TU^EPI June - Festival of Dalmatian Harmony-Singing Groups
13 June - St. Anton, religious festivity
10 July–30 August - Summer Festival

VIS (VIS) 711-729 - Archaeological Museum 23 April - St. George and the Municipality Day, religious and popular festivity
13 June - St. Anton, religious festivity
July–August - Musical Evenings
15 August - Assumption of the Virgin Mary, religious festivity
October - Vis Regatta
October - Competition of Volunteer Firemen

VRBOSKA (HVAR) July–August - Summer Festival
10 August - St. Lawrence, religious festivity
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ever, what came as a surprise even for me, who have
been following Maruli}'s destiny, was the translation
of Maruli}'s Judita (Judith), an epic written in the old
cakavian, the ancient Croatian language. That langu-
age is difficult to understand, even to the current
speakers of Croatian. Thus, such a complex poetical
text, an entire epic, has been translated in English,
Hungarian, French, and Italian, and large parts of
Judith are translated to Spanish and published in
Buenos Aires. In Madrid, two years ago, a selection
of Maruli}'s works was also published – with excerpts
from Judith and his Latin epic Davidias. 

Why was he named the Father of the Croatian lite-
rature?

That name appeared some hundred years ago, when
the 400th anniversary of Judith was celebrated in all
parts of the then Triune Kingdom – Croatia, Slavonia
and Dalmatia, and in Bosnia. Maruli} wrote Judith,
the first auctorial epic in Croatian, according to all the
standards of the European Humanist epic poetry. That
work was a model for writers of the 16th century. It was
a model to writers such as Hektorovi}, Zorani}, Bara-
kovi}... – it can be seen in their literary texts. On the
other hand, Judith encouraged that generation of Cro-
atian renaissance writers who doubted in which lan-
guage to write: whether in Italian that all of them
knew or Latin to gain the European fame. Or to write
in Croatian,
which was at
the time un-
recognised in
terms of lite-
rature. When
they saw that
Maruli}, who
was already a
reputable wri-
ter, wrote in
Croatian, it
was encoura-
gement to fol-
low his lead.
But, not only
Judith – Maru-
li} wrote also
Suzana (Su-
san) and some
other – we
could say –

religious poems. Important thing is that in 1501
Maruli} Europeanised the Croatian poetry by apply-
ing highly demanding Western European standard to
the Croatian language and versification. Therefore the
epic Judith is interesting as a work of poetry also to
experts from England, Hungary, Italy, Spain, not to
mention others.

Maruli} was the first in Croatia in many things.
Yes. He was the first to translate Dante and Pet-

rarch. He was the first who tried to explain his poeti-
cal procedure in the preface to Judith. Side by side
with Judith, there is a translation by Maruli} of a
mystical medieval work named De imitatione Christi
by Thomas A. Kampis – he translated it to Croatian
in 1500 and that is, we could almost say, exemplary
Croatian prose. Thus, he wrote Croatian prose as well
and was one of its founders. He translated in Latin
the so-called Croatian Chronicle, the only version of
Ljetopis popa Dukljanina (Chronicle of the Priest of
Duklja), and is therefore in a way the founder of his-
toriography as well. He was also engaged in archae-
ology– he listed the monuments of Solin (Salona).

Maruli} was also the first in Croatia who published
enigmatic texts. Four or five years ago, a collection
of his Latin epigrams was discovered. They show that
he was one of the liveliest poets of erotic poetry. 

He wrote also a few epistles to Katarina Obirti} in

When in 1552, St. Francis Xavier, a young mis-
sionary and the great apostle of India and Japan, died
on the island of Sancian, close to the Chinese coast,
besides the Breviary, only one another book was
found – Institution by the Croatian writer Marko
Maruli}. Moreover, the great missionary requested in
his Last Will that Jesuit brothers place the work of
Maruli} with him in his grave, and they did so.
Institution, written by Maruli}, where he provided a
number of practical morals, supported with examples
from saints' lives, was one of the most widely read
books throughout Europe in the 16th century. Ignatius
of Loyola himself, the founder of the Society of
Jesus, classified this book among the fundamental lit-
erature for education of Jesuits.

Marko Maruli} was born in 1450 in a noble Split fa-
mily. He was a very prolific writer. Many domestic and
foreign scholars examined his life and work, but defi-
nitely the most famous in this field is Mirko Tomaso-
vi}, Academy member whose origin is – same as that of
Maruli} – also from Split. Mr. Tomasovi}, Professor
of the Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb for many years
continues to research the life and work of Maruli},
scattered in archives and libraries around the world.

Maruli} was the Father of the Croatian literature,
and it is not a metaphor – claims Professor Toma-
sovi}. That great man was a world-renowned writer.
As early as 16th and 17th century, he was translated in
Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese, English,
Czech... and an excerpt from his best known work in
Latin, Institution, was translated in Japanese as well.
It was the first Latin book published in Japan in 1585.
One of his poems was probably translated in Chinese
as well. Some of his works in Latin, which are nu-
merous, had many editions – both in original and in
translations to the so-called world languages. Insti-
tution itself had 62 editions. Maruli}'s works were
published in centres of the printing industry of the
time – for instance, in Paris or Venice at most, then in
Bern, Lisbon, Madrid, Prague, ... in England, etc. No
other Croatian writer had such an international res-
ponse as he did. In the last decade of his life, he saw
some of his works published several times.

Then there was a pause and there was no interest in
him for a while. Maruli}'s works are of religious-phi-
losophical-ethical character and considering the de-
velopments in Europe it was understandable. Today,
however, the interest in Maruli} grows and his works
are being translated again, mostly those in Latin. How-

Maruli} – Father of the Croatian Literature

Photo: Jo{ko Pono{, Goran Morovi}

Maruli} is the Father of the Croatian Li-
terature. As early as 16th and 17th centu-
ry, he was translated in Italian, German, Spa-
nish, Portuguese, English, Czech... and an
excerpt from his most famous work in La-
tin, Institution, was translated in Japane-
se in 1585. / The important thing is that in
1501, Maruli} Europeanised the Croatian
poetry, by applying the highly demanding
Western European standard to the Croati-
an language and versification. / On Riva dei
Schiavoni in Venice, Maruli}, the landown-
er, was selling dry figs and wine from his
vineyards on Su}idar and Mertojak.

Interview: Mirko Tomasovi}, Academy member
By: Smiljana [unde
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Croatian. He was the first to write comic poetry,
such as Poklad i korizma (Carnival and Lent),
let alone his poem Molitva suprotiva Turkom
(Prayer against Turks), which was for centuries
a role model of patriotic poetry. It was first pub-
lished only in 19th century, but his younger col-
league Petar Zorani}, in his Planine (Mountains)
paraphrased Maruli}'s Prayer against Turks. It
means that the poem circulated in manuscript. It
is a shocking description of the Croatia's suffer-
ings under invasion of Ottoman Turks. In another
poem – Tu`ba grada Hierozolima (Complaint of
the Town of Hyerosolimus) – Maruli} described
all the atrocities suffered by the people and
appealed to Pope in Croatian verses, speaking
very angrily not to be lazy as later it will be too
late (Ne lin se ... – Do not be lazy). Maruli} was
thus the first Croatian who sent a public – today
we would say – "open" letter to the Pope Hadri-
an VI, in 1522. We could go on and on with this.  

Where did he get his education? 
First in Split, then in Papua. Split was flour-

ishing in Maruli}'s time. From Italy, Humanism
and Renaissance were spreading to other Mediter-
ranean countries. For their Humanist school, Split
engaged an excellent poet and pedagogue na-
med Tideo Acciarini. Maruli} was in his school
and already at the age of 16 or 17 he wrote Latin
epigrams, some of which are preserved. The
reputable Juraj [i`gori} published in 1477 a col-
lection of Latin poems, among which there is
the first text by Maruli}. It is an epistle by a
teenager, 17-year-old Marko Maruli}, praising
the famous poet [i`gori} in excellent Latin.

When did he start writing his major works?
According to the available data, Institution was

published in 1484 and there were some other
editions from the time of so-called incunabula.
However, those copies were not identified. But
they are found in a Vatican list of the works
owned by the Franciscans. However, his "best-
sellers" are dated from early 16th century. The
first known edition was from 1507 – it was Insti-
tution. His second most famous work – Evange-
listarium – we have a 1516 edition, but there are
documents and newly discovered Maruli}'s let-
ters witnessing that one edition of Evangelista-
rium was published in 1500.

Maruli} was a trilingual writer – he wrote in
Latin, Croatian, and Italian? 

Yes. He wrote much more in Latin than in
Croatian, but his Croatian works form or will
form – soon – 5 volumes of collected works.
Accordingly, he is one of the most prolific writ-
ers of the 16th century and in Croatian. 

How comes that he lived on the island of [ol-
ta for some time?

Oh, that... His godfather was Rev. Dujam
Balistrili}, leading singer in the Split cathedral
choir. This man, Balistrili}, following the exam-
ple of humanistic people, had his country house
in Ne~ujam on the island of [olta, today we
would say a weekend house. He invited Maru-
li}, who spent probably 2 years at his place.
There, according to all sources, he was engaged
in literature. That is probably when he translated
De imitatione Christi by Thomas A. Kampus.

Follow the Christ.
Yes, Follow the Christ. Or: Christ's Steps. But

his stay in Ne~ujam was very significant, as from
there he sent the most beautiful Latin elegy to his
friend Franjo Bo`i}evi} Natalis, describing what
he was doing on [olta. He wrote to his friends
that he would love to see them and listed what
they would eat and drink if they come. So, he
wrote the first menu as well. He precisely men-
tioned the types of fish – cool water and good wine,
bean, sea bass, etc. He provided a kind of vision
of the island idyll. He called his friends to visit him.
At that time it took 8 hours rowing from Split.

Did he travel to some more distant places?
Well, he travelled to Venice at least 3 times.

New documents have been found. You know what?
In Venice, on Riva dei Schiavoni, Quay of Croats, he
was selling dry figs and wine.

He was selling it by himself?
Well yes, from his vineyards, as he was a landown-

er. He had to support himself somehow. The patri-
cians of Split lived of their estates in the today non-
existent Split Valley. Maruli} had his estate on
Su}idar, Mertojak... and transported his produce to
Venice. He and his brother had a ship as well. It is pre-
cisely known what he reported, as there is a customs
declaration. He carried dry figs and wine and cloth
rolls for processing. His family was large and some
things went bad. Two of his brothers died young (he
described it in a letter) – one of them had a severe
fever, and the other was killed as a galley command-
er in a battle with Turks. The third brother also died
young, so Marko was a sort of head of the family. He
also had two sisters. Adriana probably died early, as
she is not mentioned as infant, and the other, Bira,
was a nun in a Benedictine monastery. She was
younger and Marko was very sensible towards her.
Thus, due to such a relationship towards his sister, he
wrote some works such as: Spovid koludrica (Con-
fession of Nuns), Sedam smrtni grihov (Seven Deadly
Sins), Poklad i korizma (Carnival and Lent).

Did anyone of his family establish their own family?
Yes, his brother Valerije. His descendants have

been living in Split all through to the 20th century.
His last descendant was Josip Maroli, who was

italianised. He posed to Ivan Me{trovi} for Marko
Maruli}'s monument. After him, the line of Maruli}
was extinguished. In his late years, Marko Maruli}
lived in common household with his brother's wife
Valerija, whose maiden name was Cindro. Namely,
his brother died young and had no children in mar-
riage, but he had children with his servant An|a
Maru{a and he supported all of them.

Maruli} had himself buried with conventuals at
St. Francis' church.

Yes, he precisely stated where to be buried. He had
good relations with the St. Francis' monastery on the
coast. It was a seat of humanism and literacy in
Croatian language. Bernardin Spli}anin, who pub-
lished his Lectionary in 1495 also lived there. I dis-
covered that Maruli} used that work while translating
Thomas A. Kampis – he literally accepted quotes
from the Lectionary. He "leaned" onto the Humanist
Circle of Split, mostly on writers who wrote in Latin,
but also those writing in Croatian, such as Rev.
Dujam Balistrili} – to whom he dedicated Judith, and
translated Kampis at his asking and at his expense.
Balistrili} was, therefore, his patron. 
How much do tourists nowadays know about Ma-
ruli}? 

When tourists arrive to Split, their programs lack
the tour of famous places related to Maruli}, such as
you have for example for Dante in Florence. Tourists
could visit the church of St. Francis, where Maruli}
was buried. They should go to Papali}a dvori where
he probably lived. There is a memorial tablet in that
house. By his monument, you should say: This is
Maruli}, the Father of the Croatian literature. You
probably haven't heard of him, but your ancestors did
read his works. If they are Italians – say how many of
his works were published in Italy, if they are Spanish
– the same. If they are Germans – say that Maruli}'s
Institution was translated in Germany in 16th c. and
had 8 editions, and his works were read by both
Catholics and Protestants. And remind them that a
monument to Maruli} was unveiled in Berlin in
2000. Americans could be told that a symposium on
Maruli} was held in the Congress Library in
Washington. Say something to each group. Let alone
that an excursion could be arranged to Ne~ujam, an
Arcadian landscape of the still preserved island of
[olta, where Maruli} stayed and worked on his trans-
lations. Then, they should be offered a menu record-
ed in Maruli}'s Latin writings. 
Professor Tomasovi}, thank You for this interview.

You're welcome. But please leave a copy of the
printed text of this interview for our department of
Maruli} studies.
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life have caused it falling in oblivion, and it is only
the town of Sinj that preserved, developed and im-
proved its Alka, which is now not only pride of Ce-
tina region, but also the national and global, both his-
torical and cultural value and entertainment.

Why Alka takes place in Sinj?

In their invasions, following the fall of Bosnia in
1463, Turks were tearing off one by one piece of the
Croatian territory and only "reliquiae reliquiarum – re-
mains of the remains of the once famous Croatian king-
dom" were left. Thus on 25th November 1536 they con-
quered Sinj as well. During 150 years of the Turkish
reign of terror, several attempts to liberate Cetina region
gave no results. It was only in 1686 that the Venetian
governor Cornaro managed to expel the Turkish force
out of Cetina region. Those were the moments of glo-
ry for the entire Croatian nation in Dalmatia, Bosnia,
and Herzegovina, as they announced the liberation of
the Croatian lands from the Osmanli reign of terror.

The word Alka provokes joy and pride in heart of
each Cetina man, whether living in his native region
or anywhere else, it is a source of good mood, warm-
ing the heart and soul. And for all those who heard of
it, it is a precious reality and national value. For for-
eigners and visitors, Alka is an interesting and excit-
ing traditional chivalric game.

What is alka? Alka consists of two iron concentric
rings connected with three diagonal arms between.
Contenders on horses at full gallop hit the central
smaller circle or any of the three portions of the larg-
er circle with their lances.

The game developed out of medieval chivalric
tournaments in Europe, and particularly in the Medi-
terranean. History tells us that it existed for long in
many of our towns: Buje, Krk, Rab, Zadar (until
1820), [ibenik, Split, Hvar, Makarska (until 1832),
Imotski and Dubrovnik. There are many folk songs
about it, for instance in Makarska dated 1782 (2000
revised edition). The modern age and the new way of

But Turks couldn't get over Sinj. After several un-
successful attempts, in July 1715, Mehmed-pasha
Celic and his 60000 soldiers from Livno broke into
Dalmatia. Some went for Drni{, had to go back
empty-handed and conquered Vrlika by deceit and
killed the entire crew, while the others first attacked
Otok and after a few days of bloody battles killed
more than 300 brave defenders led by the parish
priest, father Stipan Vu~emilovi}. After the slaughter
in Otok, they hit on Sinj, plundered and burnt a
newly erected church and besieged the Fortress.

All that happened in those days was recorded by
an officer in his Diary of the Siege of Sinj, which is
still kept in the archives of the Franciscan Monastery
in Sinj. The enormous Turkish army besieged the
Fortress with cannons and other weapons. There
were 700 brave defenders in the Fortress led by the
chevalier, Rev. Ivan Filipovi} Gr~i} and father Pavao
Vu~kovi}. Turks first asked them to surrender the
town. When the latter rejected, on the 8th of August

The word of Alka provokes joy and pride in heart of each Cetina man, whether living in his native
region or anywhere else, it is a source of good mood, warming the heart and soul. And for all those
who heard of it, it is a precious reality and national value. For foreigners and visitors, Alka is an inter-
esting and exciting traditional chivalric game.

Gabriel Juri{i} Photo:  Fedor  Vu~emilovi},  Tomislav  Rasti},  Ivo  Pervan,  TZ  Sinj

The Alka Tournament of Sinj

...Father Andrija Ka~i}, who was still a
young boy when the magnificent battle was
won, was singing of the knights of Sinj and
playing his folk instrument called gusle:

"The town of Sinj, you're glorious mace
a heroic combat of ancient days
on Cetina river, you're the falcon's nest  
on which the eye of a prince rests!

You're the home of the bravest knights 
heroic like falcons in their fights
their courage, their sword, their spear
made thousands of Turks trembling with fear!"
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they bombed the Fortress heavily, and in a few days
it was almost pulled down. Early morning on the
14th of August, the attackers stormed out and hoped
to conquer the town. It was a desperate, life-and-
death struggle. Before the noon, in the peak of
August heat, in the mist of fight, the Turks started
running back. There was riot and confusion ...

Under the walls of the half destroyed town they
left the abundant plunder of arms and food and
more than 10 000 killed Turkish solders, and only
39 fallen Croatian heroes. Unbelievable, but true!

It is impossible to describe joy, pride and happi-
ness poured by that magnificent victory into the
souls and hearts of brave defenders of Sinj and the
nation. So speaks the witness, writer of the Diary.
Then a beautiful sunny day came, the 15th of August,
Feast of the Assumption. All the officers and soldiers,
monks, and the people were convinced that the de-
fence of Sinj, defeat and rout of a far more superi-
or Turkish force was a gift from Heaven. Therefo-
re, Stjepan Cupilli, the archbishop of Split, arrived
to Sinj and thanked God and Virgin Mary for the
gift of victory, in a solemn mass. In sign of their
thankfulness to the Virgin Mary, Croatian officers
invested their first salaries to forge a golden crown
in Venice, by which they crowned the figure of Our
Lady of Mercy, which is since then worshipped as
Our Lady of Sinj. They also decided to celebrate
the unique victory every year by Alka tournament.

The victory resounded throughout Dalmatia, Bos-
nia and Herzegovina, and soon the word about it reach-
ed Venice and Roma, Zagreb, Budapest and Vienna.

Alka through centuries

The tradition tells us that Alka tournament was
held in Sinj immediately after the magnificent vic-
tory. The first written document was a letter by the
count of Turn of 10th February 1798, informing the
commissioner in Sinj that the Austrian authorities
wanted Alka to be continued as before. The French
authorities in their first years of rule even support-
ed the tournament financially. After the Napoleon
wars Alka was renewed, according to the 1833 Sta-
tute. Throughout the 19th c. it was developing and
improving. It must be said that the squires do not
accompany each their own Alkar, as a servant to a
master. At the head of the procession, there is
Arambasa (captain) followed by the squires in two
columns, the horse Edek and Alkars on horses led
by their Duke. In this hierarchical procession, the
people recognised themselves as active partici-
pants of Alka in the Duke, Alkars and squires. The
audience identified with the brave knights who
defended Sinj, won the battle, presented in the for-
mal procession of Alkars and their squires. The
audience felt as if they had been part of the proces-
sion that started as early in 1715 and still continues
forward persistently and proudly.

Crowns and the Alka

Since its beginnings, the Alka tournaments were
not just a source of pride of Sinj and Cetina region.
Many dignitaries showed particular interest in them.
In 1818, the Austrian emperor and the Croatian king
Franz I., visited Sinj on his journey through Dal-
matia. Local people arranged the tournament. The
emperor was so thrilled that he decided to award
100 florins out of state treasury each year, and pre-
sented the winner with a golden ring with pearls
and precious stones. Twenty years later (1838), the
Saxon king Friedrich August II. was so impressed
with the tournament that he presented the winner
with a golden watch with a chain. When the Austrian
Grand Duke Albrecht in 1842 watched the tourna-
ment, he also presented the winner with a golden
watch. The emperor Franz Joseph I. travelled Dalma-

tia in 1875 and visited Sinj. Then the Alka was held
in his honour. He presented the winner with 30 golden
coins and a golden ring. In 1908, the emperor celebra-
ted the 50th anniversary of his rule, and invited the
Alkars to the imperial Vienna to have their tournament
there. On the occasion of the King Alexander's wed-
ding in 1922, Alka was played in Belgrade. The king
gave a golden tobacco box decorated with pearls to
the winner. We should recall that in 1932 the Alkars
visited Split and held their tournament in the town on
the foothills of Marjan. After World War II, they visit-
ed Zagreb in 1946 and played Alka within the con-
gress of youth. The President Tito gave the Chival-
rous Alkar Society in 1959 a silver challenge cup,
and was present on the anniversary Alka in 1965. Dr.
Franjo Tudjman, the first President of the free Repub-
lic of Croatia in 1990 participated in Alka ceremonies.

Writers and artists on Alka

The first known poem on Alka was written in
Italian by Leonardo Dudan, who was afterwards the
mayor of Split. There is a number of works on Sinj
heroic and chivalric Alkars, ranging from poems by
Father Andrija Ka~i} to prose by Dinko [imunovi}
and other writers. In [imunovi}'s novel Alkar, the
hero throes the alka in the air and hits the central cir-
cle, becoming the winner. For his heroic deed, he
wins the young girl his son is in love with. We must
say that the 1932 edition of Alkar was illustrated by
Jozo Kljakovi}, Fran Kr{ini}, Vanja Radau{, Omer
Mujad`i}, etc. Alka symbolism and topics were
interesting for other artists as well, such as Virgil
Mene-ghello Din~i}, Vladimir Kirin, Vilko Gecan,
Zdenka Serti}, Frano [imunovi}, and others.  

Thus in mid 19th c., Antun Bara~ painted several
watercolour paintings presenting Alkars. Several wa-
tercolours of his younger contemporary, Vincent Poi-
ret, are also dedicated to Alka. The sculptor Franjo
Ba}e made a large silver shield in 1959, still pre-
served at the premises of the Chivalrous Alkars' As-
sociation. The sculptor Stipe Sikirica made a monu-
ment to Alkar, placed at Alka racecourse and in 1985
he made drawings for the series of golden and silver
coins for the 270th anniversary of Alka. The sculptor
Ante Jaki} made a silver frieze and candlesticks for
Our Lady's altar with Alka motifs. Alka was subject
of many scientific and popular articles and books and
in 20th c. of several monographs with colour photo-
graphs. It was neither neglected in film industry. Re-
cently a film was made on Alka (by J. Sedlar).

Alka today

The Duke, the commander, the standard bearer,
the Alkars, and their squires, beautiful uniforms dec-
orated with silver and gold, the alka ring, lances, old-
fashioned pistols, maces, drums, the flag awarded to
the winner, horses, keepers of mackula (a device pro-
ducing the sound of a shot without actually firing),
music, dignitaries and guests, many people not only
from Sinj and Cetina region, but also from through-
out Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and numerous
tourists from all around the world, staying at Adriatic
at that time, they all come to the chivalrous town
under the Fortress. On Days of Alka and the Feast of
the Assumption there are some 150 000 pilgrims and
tourists in Sinj. Whether led by religion or tourist
curiosity, they all want to feel the breath of ancient
chivalrous times, the joy of victory and defence of
one's native soil, a connection with brave heroes, de-
fending their freedom and independence, but also a
meeting with the miraculous reality, the beauty of
life of the modern Sinj whose customs are a blend of
glorious past, comforts of modern civilization, and a
serene look into a better future. It is quite all right to
say that no wonder Alka has been pronounced the
highest category Croatian cultural heritage, among
the top national cultural heritage.
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one of valuable prizes. You will enjoy the fish stories
and beauties of the sea, and learn how to throw the
fishing net and long line or fish with a hook.

In the evening, on the 15th of August, there are so-
me 50 ships along the great quay of Omi{. On each
of them, there is its owner well up in all secrets and
moods of the sea, and in all about fish and fishing.

Pick one of the boats, get aboard – the adventure
starts!

The boats will take you to Artina beach of Sirena
campsite in Lokva Rogoznica. On the beautiful grav-
el beach you will get baits. You will spend that even-
ing, and maybe even night, fishing on open sea, un-
der the sky. Only at dawn do boats return to the coast,
to Artina beach, which from that moment on beco-
mes the centre of the most important events. Namely,
that is where the caught fish is weighted. The one
who got the largest fish or the largest quantity of fish
will be awarded at the great celebration in the even-
ing. Once the fish is weighted, the fishermen and
their assistants may rest, they deserved it.

We recommend you to take good rest as at 7 p.m.
on Artina beach the wild all-night-long party starts
including entertainment and winner announcements.
Throughout the night, tourist may enjoy fried pilchards
and good wine, but also other fish and meat special-
ties as well. Among the fishermen's prizes an interest-
ing one is stay in Omi{ next season, as well as dinners
on terraces of Omi{ restaurants, wine pitchers, video-
tapes on beauties and peculiarities of Omi{, CDs...

Fishing, riding donkeys, rope pulling contests...

Lovers of the sea, fish, and good time should def-
initely come in August to the best fishing festivity in
central Dalmatia. 

At Omi{ Feast not only will you eat fish and lis-
ten to harmony singing, but also do the fishing, with as-
sistance of local people, of course, and you may win

But on Omi{ festival, everyone wins the main pri-
ze – good time on the illuminated Artina Beach, says
Milan Stani}, well-known fishing ceremony master.
This is a chance to meet popular customs, which
have been preserved on only few places.

Participants in the rope-pulling contest may be all
those that wish to check their strength with the oppo-
site team, loudly supported by the gathered audience.

Let alone what it's like to jump in a bag!? How
skilful one must be to do that? – you may ask your-
self while watching the contesters. But, don't hesitate
– join them.

However, the race of donkeys, an indigenous and
until recently typical animal of this region, is what
gives special charm to this party. The race takes place
on a 100-meters course, on three or four donkeys
(they have become rare in Dalmatia). Riders on small
tame donkeys will have the audience in stitches. 

How weird would this feast be without water
polo! It is there, but unusual one. The match takes 30
minutes at longest. It figures, because instead of a
ball they use – a watermelon.

Additional information can be obtained at the Tourist
Board of Omi{. Director of the Tourist Bureau, Dar-
ko Kova~i} told us that the feast has a long tradition,
it takes place since 1960ies. It was stopped during the
war, but thanks to the local enthusiasts of Lokva Ro-
goznica it was revived. After three years, it has great
support by the Tourist Board of Omi{ and is present-
ed as the most copious popular feast of Omi{.

Get to know central Dalmatia through its festivities
Janja Glu~ina

Photo: Milan Stani}

There are so many beaches and coves on the well-in-
dented Adriatic coast where you will truly repose and
enjoy the natural comforts of the Mediterranean climate
if you choose any place of central Dalmatia for your vaca-
tions. But your pleasure will be complete only if you get
to know well the living heart of Dalmatia – its people,
their history, culture, and customs, that wisdom of life
that helped them to survive in this region for centuries
and keep their joy and good spirit despite the painstaking
life. You can see and feel it all in each, even the small-
est, place in Dalmatia. The local people here and there
cherish the old customs and ways of entertainment, and
their modern varieties are offered to the modern visitors.

If you go on vacations to Dalmatia this summer, we
recommend: Makarska Summer Carnival (early August),
Omi{ Popular Feast (mid August), or Theatre Encounters
in Zagvozd (June to August), where you can enjoy not on-
ly the theatre shows but also in company of the Croatian
actors, people engaged in culture and celebrities, but
also in hospitality of local people and beauties of Biokovo
hinterland in summer evenings.

Many tourists coordinate the time of their vacations
with these events.

Maybe these stories from the festivities will depict the
atmosphere of Dalmatia you have not met yet.
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Your entire life you
have been told to be
what you are, but you
so desperately want to
be something comple-
tely different. So be
that, at least for a day!
Come to Makarska, and
be part of the greatest
theatre in open air. You
don't need an audition,
nothing but your good
will and good mood.
Everyone in Makarska
can be part of the Inter-
national Summer Car-
nival in early August,
celebrating St. Law-
rence's Day. With the
local people, who try to organise as crazy,
original, and attractive entertainment as
possible, all tourists may participate as
well. The only condition is desire to have
fun and good time. Don't miss it if you are
spending your holidays anywhere in Dal-
matia! 

It is not a standard carnival as those orga-
nised by many countries. It is actually a
great outdoor theatre, where everyone has
the leading role. Masked people, dressed or
undressed, disguised as the weirdest char-
acters of this planet or imagined ones from
another world, walking, dancing, singing
on the town quay, on squares, entering the
cafés, restaurants, inviting you to the quay
to the craziest play under the clear blue sky
torn apart by magical fireworks. If it
weren't for the nearby town port embraced
by two small peninsulas, Sv. Petar and
Osejava and, on opposite side, the peak of
the proud mountain of Biokovo, rising defi-
antly just above Makarska, you would not
have known where you were, in what time,
at which place, who you actually were?
While you move, masked and cheerful, in

the craziest group you chose, pressed between the
heights of Biokovo touching the sky and unimagin-
able sea depths, you don't recognise yourself either.
You only know one thing: this is the real stuff! This
is the night worth waiting for. On the quay of Ma-
karska, waiting for summer, for August – the Inter-
national Summer Carnival.

While the quay is overwhelmed with the folly of
the most beautiful creatures turned into the endemic
flowers of Biokovo, cats, Tahiti girls, fish, seashells,
and God knows what else, in the town port, just by
the quay where the craziest summer night goes on,
there are pirates waiting on the boats, cheerful as if
they got hold of the most valuable plunder.

"This is what our guests want and ask for, and that
is why we are trying to offer it in the best possible
way. Although the summer carnival is already a tradi-
tion, we try each year to surprise them with something
new, original, still inexperienced" says Slavomir Raf-
faneli. Many people believe he is the best carnival
organiser, an ability inherited from his father Ante,
who organised similar parties at carnival times in Ma-
karska some fifty years ago, which are still famous.

Carnival Association of Makarska heartily invites
you to join them this year, and next summer already
that will definitely be your decision.

In Makarska Carnival, a theatre in the street, everyone is invited from all
around the world. There are no conditions; you are offered a great time and
the most original product. Celebrating St. Lawrence's Day (early August), with
or without a mask, you can experience something special on the town quay.

International Summer Carnival in Makarska
Photo: Makarska Carnival Association's Archives
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No one can actually say which year, or even cen-
tury was the beginning of mass gatherings in some
Dalmatian places, along the coast and behind the
mountain of Biokovo in the course of year, always on
the same dates. We would not mistake to trace the
beginning of such traditions to the first days of Chris-
tianity in Croats, developing and spreading with the
construction of each sacral edifice. 

All these customs are related in calendar to spe-
cific saints titular of churches and parishes. Worship-
pers would take a vow to a saint to answer their pleas
and prayers, and would go to church on that saint's
day. Thus, on religious feasts, many people from all
the regions would gather in specific places. As so
many people had to eat and drink, that's how trade
was introduced. From father to son, stories of pil-
grimages, festivities, parish fetes, or fairs were trans-
ferred. The word dernek for a parish fete is a remnant
from Turkish times, meaning a gathering, enjoyment,
fair. Even today, after any such fete, people talk about
it for months. Such way of celebrating holidays and
saints was lost as a custom along the coast even befo-
re the mass tourism, in mid 1960-ies. But the customs
of their ancestors are more faithfully preserved by
villages behind Biokovo. 

There is an interesting old document by Father
Ivan Tonkovi} of 1887 on preparations for the As-
sumption of the Virgin Mary and atmosphere of its
ceebration in Vrljika near Imotski. It is one of the
largest fetes in Dalmatia, still preserved for signifi-
cance and presence of thousands of people. Accord-
ing to him, best harvest in the field and in the house
was saved for the Assumption. On that day, people
would bring out the most delicious things. In early
morning, women would dress up, comb their hairs,

and put on their best clothes, prepared the evening
before. You could feel the fragrance of quinces that
used to season in such clothes. The head of the fami-
ly would take his wallet, and his wife would take a
red decorated bag on her left shoulder. In the bag,
there was sweet bread with egg topping, doughnuts,
hard-boiled eggs and a piece of smoked ham. People
gathered for the mass, girls looking one another
weighting out whose clothes fit better. Each of them
would take out a mirror, thrust into her belt. The road
to Vrljika was crowded with people from all hamlets
and distant villages. They would meet, greet, and
start a conversation. After the mass, they commented
the words and messages of the priest's sermon, spe-
cially prepared for such occasions. Usually it was
very hot, so people would refresh at the cool spring
of Vrljika and find shelter in the shade of trees.
Traders would call them to stands to try roast meat,
to buy needles, safety pins, lamps. People would
crowd to see and greet their friends and acquaintanc-
es, until they all lie down under elms and poplars, on
a meadow grown with small aftermath. "In the mid-
dle of each group, on the red bag, there is lard, roast
and boiled meet. Wooden pitchers would circulate
with toasts, joy, fun and laugh", says friar Tonkovi}.

As time passed, life was changing. The village
and the customs have changed. The famous ethnolo-
gist who wrote a lot about history and customs of
Biokovo villages, Father Vjeko Vr~i} in Imotski Mo-
nastery remembers that the ancient custom of wife
selection on parish fetes has been lost. In old days it
was exactly on parish fetes that girls were selected
and often brought home to meet one's parents. He
described in details one of the major gatherings for
the Assumption on the spring of Vrljika in Prolo`ac

near Imotski. The customs originated from Benedic-
tines since 13th and 14th c. Even when their church was
destroyed during the two centuries of Turkish rule,
the people of Imotski region did not stop gathering at
the same place. The church was reconstructed only
after the arrival of Venice in 1718. There was a mass
every year on meadows traversed with the spring cal-
led Two Eyes, gathering as much as 20 thousand peo-
ple. That was the place of pilgrimage, and not trade,
so the fair was reduced to food and drinks. Father Vje-
ko Vr~i} emphasized the relations of Imotski with
Makarska region, and famous pilgrimages to Podgo-
ra on St. Vincent. In Imotski, Our Lady of Angels is
celebrated, and its mass character is similar to the
fete in Vrljika. On the eve of the fete, there is "wild
night" with concerts ranging from traditional to rock
music; people on the streets are celebrating the mem-
ory of liberation from the Turkish rule. A great fair on
St. Stephen's day (in old documents called "St. Step-
hen of Imota") was held in Gorica, previously part of
Imotski region, and nowadays in Herzegovina.

Parish fetes differ only slightly in duration and
customs of specific places. 

Namely, most of them preserve the tradition of gat-
hering on the eve of a fete. Wooden stands are placed
where goods for trade are displayed. Butchers with lambs
and spits also arrive the day before and place their
spits along the road or on the meadow or on another
place suitable for the fete, and the meat is turned on
live coals in the afternoon. Wine casks are brought, and
as the night falls down, the roast meat is cut and cha-
sed down with wine. Diligent women still bake bread
under the baking lid. It is eaten with lamb and famous
smoked ham called vlaski by people on the coast. 

Rev. Ivan Lendi}, a priest in Zadvarje, the place
closest to Makarska littoral and an intersection be-
tween Dalmatia and Imotski region, Omi{ hinterland,
and Bosnia, will tell you how the centuries-long tra-
dition of two-day celebration of St. Anthon, patron of
the parish has been preserved. Zadvarje, therefore,
remained famous as the greatest fair of goods and
cattle in the southern Croatia. Preparations for the

Photo: Velimir ]osi}

Parish  fetes  in  Biokovo  region

Ana  Dragi~evi} Significant religious feasts
St. Marco, 25 April, Zmijavci
St. Anthon, 13 June, Zadvarje, Vinjani Gornji
Holy Trinity, 15 June, Slivno
St. Peter and Paul, 29 June, Cista, Vrgorac
Our Lady of Carmel, 16 July, Runovi}i, Zagvozd
St. Elias, 20 July, Studenci
St. Ana, 26 July, Imotska Poljica
Our Lady of Angels, 2 August, Imotski 
St. Stephen, 3 August, Gorica 
Assumption of the Virgin Mary, 15 August,  

Prolo`ac – Vrljika, Veliki Prolog
St. Rocco, 16 August, Vinjani Donji
St. Vicenzo, 17 August, Podgora
St. Bartholomew, 24 August, Zadvarje
Nativity of the Virgin Mary, 8 September, 

Makarska – Vepric, Zavojane
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fair start even two days earlier, when
traders of all sort of things come from
everywhere. They find lodgings in ho-
mes of local families. Along the road, for
miles and miles, they place stands and
spits in front of the houses, you name it
they got it. Kid meat is locally bred, the
most famous cattle breeder being Ivan
^izmi} of Zadvarje, today having two
hundred goats, sheep, and cows. ^izmi}
family brings their homemade wine. Then there is
Rozarijo Ivanac, a cattle breeder of the neighbouring
Gornja Brela, Vicko Bekavac and Mate Sander with
his son Ivica. Well known blacksmiths Nogalo of
Slivno bring forged hoes, mattocks, baking lids, prun-
ing knives handmade on blacksmith bellows, long for-
gotten in the modern production. There is always
tobacco from Herzegovina, yellow, fragrant, and fine-

ly chopped. On an enclosed meadow, there are trucks
with cattle. Many people come on the very day of the
fete from the surrounding parishes, from more distant
Dalmatia and Herzegovina, to votive pilgrimage to
St. Anthon's church. After a solemn mass, usually
with a sermonizer from another region, there is a pro-
cession bearing the saint's statue. After the religious
festivities, people scatter around the fair, searching
for refreshment. Of course, some start singing the
famous ganga. 

Many Biokovo villages, always in poverty, emi-
grated and died out, same as their fetes and fairs. To
a smaller range, some fetes have been preserved gath-

ering some four to five thousand people. Thus, in
Zagvozd, Our Lady of Carmel is celebrated, same
as in Runovi}i, where it is also the Municipality
Day. In Slivno, Holly Trinity, a movable feast, is
celebrated in late May or early June, and in Krsta-
tice, there is Holy Heart. St. Peter, 29th June, in
Cista is not only the church patron but also munic-
ipality patron. In Studenci, people gather for a

small parish fete on St. Elias, same as in Kozica. In 
Imotska Poljica, St. Ana is celebrated. Local popula-
tion in Lovre} celebrates Our Lady of Snow on 5th

August, and Holy Heart in Krstatice, St. Lawrence in
Zmijavci, St. Peter in Drum, St. John in @upa Bio-
kovska, St. Rocco in Vinjani Donji, and Nativity of
the Virgin Mary in Zavojani. A great celebration is in
Veliki Prolog on the Assumption Day and takes two
days, 14th and 15th August. Besides the solemn mass
with obligatory procession, on that day the main road
towards Ljubu{ki is closed for multitude of people
and great number of stands. The parish priest, Rev.
Mladen Margeta says the old custom was restored in

1991, and many pilgrims arrive from
Herzegovina, Neretva, Makarska litoral.
On the fair, the most famous are home-
made baskets traded by Jure Ru`i}anin
and blacksmith Neven Marendi} of the
nearby village of Um~ani.

Ancient customs deeply rooted in lo-
cal people are becoming more and mo-
re attractive to tourists and should be
more systematically included in catalo-
gues of original Croatian tourist offer.Baptizing the wine

Bonfire on the fete

Photo: Jo{ko Pono{

Summer festivals
Jak{a Fiamengo

If central Dalmatia is called the nursery of the Croatian
statehood, the capital of Croatian national rulers and the soil
with an intensive culture concept from times immemorial in
architecture, art, music, and literacy, today it can be said that
it is exceptionally rich in tourism contents as well as cultural
events spreading out in summer into a fan leaving almost no
part of the coast and the islands abandoned. Croatian culture,
particularly its festivals, is in summer concentrated on the
Adriatic coast and is particularly live on open air of Dalma-
tian towns. Of course, it is accompanied with the stir of street
musicians, galleries and exhibitions, often with theatrical
groups (Histrioni, Teatar u gostima...) with prevailingly popu-
lar shows visiting all major coastal and island towns and
places leaving behind the blue wake of their ship, and a memo-
ry of life in the spotlight on town squares. Many other guest
appearances from continental Croatia and the world often
take the summer tour along the festival coast, blending their
appearance at one festival with that at another.

Participating in the overall sprit of Mediterranean, from
the time of early Croatian religious poets and the great Maru-
li}, or even earlier, this region lived in a sort of spontaneous
scenic life, mixing always reality and fiction, life and imagi-
nation, making theatre on the street and bringing the street in
the theatrical consecration. Local dialect always had its spe-
cific sound common people loved to listen, noblemen increas-
ingly accepted, and visitors listened as a music conquering
you with pleasure. In such atmosphere when life turned into a
festival in a spontaneous popular expression, in feasts and
carnivals, in popular miracle plays and songs, festivals were
a logical consequence of a committed continuation of such
specific way of living.

On the other hand, Adriatic festivals are definitely our
summer window on the world, an identity card of the country
and its culture, a portal adding picturesque culture to its pic-
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but also relevant cultural events going on: Trogir Sum-
mer Festival, Makarska Summer Festival, Vis Music
Evenings, Imotski Evenings, Harmony Singing Festi-
val in Omi{, Harmony Singing Evenings on Klis,
Dalmatian Song Festival in Ka{tel Kambelovac...
and many, many more. 

However, one of them definitely deserves special
attention – Dalmatian Harmony Singing Festival in Omi{
on the mouth of Cetina, at the point of contact of Bioko-
vo and the sea, the legend and the life, tradition and
modern sounds. These squares have been for decades
the place where best harmony singing groups – klapas
come, their vocal chords inheriting their ancestors' tu-
nes, the place where tenors, baritones, and bases come,
but also sopranos and alts, arriving not only from all
around Dalmatia but from other places, even from out-
side of Croatia, from wherever the Dalmatian harmo-
ny singing is respected and honoured with song. All
what rhapsodic whirlpools of Cetina and equally mu-
sical sea waves bring to their meeting point in Omi{,
it all meets here singing together the song recogniza-
ble as music specific of the region and spreading in
concentric cycles à capella or with instruments around
the country and the world, but best fit for Omi{.

The most intensive life is that of pop music festi-
vals. There are at least two in Split, fighting over pri-
ority. They are source of the most popular melodies
and greatest and most popular names of pop music
that marked this area and are popular in other areas
as well. These festivals are also joined by festivals of

children, absorbing the specific atmosphere since
earliest childhood, not only in music, whether solo,
in harmony singing, or in choir, but also instrumen-
tal, folklore and drama, listening to their ancestors'
voices in their specific way and bringing in the fea-
tures of their own time. 

To get the whole picture of the summer of culture
on the Dalmatian coast and islands, we must not for-
get poetry events such as Croatia rediviva in Selca on
the island of Bra~, Days of Tin Ujevi} in Vrgorac,
Dubrojutro more in Podstrana near Split, and the
newest Hanibal Luci} Sonnet Days in Hvar... The
festival of Croatian theatrical expression named
Days of Maruli} organized by the Croatian National
Theatre in Split has been herald of the summer sea-
son for years, with a symposium of the same name,
one of the three organized by the Literary Cycle of
Split (the other two are Hvar Theatre Days in Hvar
and the Mediterranean Book in Split in autumn).
Jazz evenings and events of alternative, video, and
tourist film are also events leaving an increasingly
deep trace in the culture of the area.

All in all, the global summer picture of the Split
and Dalmatia County could be imagined as a great
open air stage where nights turn into days. Here,
stone is not just a natural scenery of life but also an
active participant in numerous shows, reflecting such
life, in artists' performances, both exemplary profes-
sionals and fanatic amateurs, domestic and foreign
lovers of all-time word, music, or movement.

turesque geography. The Mediterranean inclination
to life on open and sleepless nights found its reasons
in evening drama performances and opera spectacles,
harmony signing, and soloist concerts, symphony
and histrionic workshop impulses. As if the life, ded-
icated to daily pleasures, in selected occasions by
night more intensively yields to spiritual ones. Of
course, unless tourist actions and "attractions" dictate
otherwise, and they sometimes do so instead of sup-
plementing its tourist supply the entire Croatian
coasts can turn into a cacophony of sounds disturbing
the peace of night, disturbing one another in wish to
be an uncontrolled valve to consumer mentality,
craving for all kinds of souvenirs.

At central Adriatic, the County of Split and Dal-
matia, the greatest and the oldest festival is the one in
Split – Split Summer Festival or as it was called at
the beginning, almost half a century ago, Split Sum-
mer Events. It is a festival of exceptional range, pre-
mieres, and many guest performances, recognizable
sign of the summer in Split, representing the most
important continuous cultural project of the town for
already half a century of its life. It all started on
Peristyle where the festival still lives its summer
evenings hosting shows in its unique antique premis-
es, which seem to be composed by the weary Salona
emperor not only for his resting-place and tomb but
also for a sublime permanent theatrical act, for spec-
tacular operas and antique tragedies.

But, as Verdi's Aida, Radames, Nabucco, and
other (not only Verdi's) heroes of stentorian voice on
Peristyle search for an answer to always new ques-
tions on fate, on the nearby Carrarina square, there is
"high-style popular theatre" where heroes of Goldoni,
Uvodi}, Smoje and other comedies search for their
excitements. Split Theatrical Summer is the peak of
theatrical season and here the festival spreads the cul-
tural limits of Split outside the core of the Diocletian's
Palace and the theatre building to the slopes of Mar-
jan and ancient outskirts, but also the neighbouring
regions such as Solin, Trogir, Hvar (!) and Biokovo vil-
lages, etc. The audience always has a great choice, and
sometimes visitors choose Split and Split Festival for
their most frequent Adriatic destination due to its sum-
mer events, along with Dubrovnik and its festival.

Other places in the county follow suit. All along
the Croatian Adriatic coast, there are some fifty sum-
mer festivals, significant number of them in central
Dalmatia. The audience gets entertainment, but is also
devoted to exceptional pleasures, which do not always
stop when spotlights are turned down. Hvar Summer
Festival is one of the oldest summer festivals on open.
Every summer, under is Renaissance cover it offers,
after the unique Dubrovnik, the most significant preser-
ved Renaissance atmosphere with the oldest municipal
theatre in Europe from 1612, preserved in original form.

Exceptional open-air cultural events are also in Tro-
gir and Makarska, Vis and Omi{, Jelsa and Imotski,
Stari Grad and Sinj, Klis and Ka{tela... It is impossi-
ble to list them all, each of them providing not only
the usual summer in bathing suits and life of leisure,

Most significant summer festivals

Dubrovnik Summer Festival
Split Summer Festival

International Children's Festival in [ibenik 
Music Evenings in Donat, Zadar 

Trogir Summer Festival
Makarska Summer Festival

Ston Summer Festival
Zadar Summer Festival
Hvar Summer Events
Vis Music Evenings
Days of Jazz in Split

Hic Pharos hic salta, Stari Grad
Hvar Theatre Days, Hvar

Days of Maruli}, Split
Book of Mediterranean Culture, Split

Melodies of the Croatian Adriatic
Pop Music Festival, Split

Zadarfest
Dalmatian Harmony Singing Festival, Omi{

Klis Harmony Singing Festival
Vela Luka Festivities

Skradin Harmony Singing
Ka{tela Dalmatian Chanson 
[ibenik Dalmatian Chanson

International Festival of Documentary 
Radio Drama, Hvar 

Festival of Dalmatian Harmony-Singing 
Groups, Tu~epi
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Zagvozd is, therefore, a place without theatres,
but despite that from late June to late August it is the
place of gathering of the crème of Croatian actors,
culture and public life. In this small area, the festival
of actors takes place, with more than 300 actors par-
ticipating. Shows are staged on open, at the square in
front of the local clubhouse called the Actors' Square.

Actors sleeping in homes of their audience

There is another fascinating thing about Zagvozd
– the audience! Young and old, they all come to the
shows. That is the time when all natives living on
other places temporarily return to their homes.
Everyone carefully watches the show, including chil-
dren, no matter whether they understand it or not as
they actually come to see what those actors, people
sleeping in their homes, actually do. Thus, actors
treat their hosts with the festival and free theatre

Theatre encounters "Actors in Zagvozd"

Some twenty theatrical shows, among which three
or four supreme theatre premieres, with gala opening
and closing of the festival of actors, take place in
summer in Zagvozd, a small place in Dalmatian hin-
terland where, due to the actors, tourism sprang up! 

Zagvozd is not on the sea, has no hotels, no tourist
board, but in summer, homes of the local hosts are
place of stay for several hundreds of visitors – actors!

Zagvozd has only 1650 inhabitants 5000 of them
emigrated to the area of Split and Dalmatia County, and
1000 of them to Germany, Switzerland, and other pla-
ces in the world. Of all the education and culture in-
stitutions, Zagvozd has only a primary school but for
five years already, thanks to the culture association
"Actors in Zagvozd", whose president is the head of
Zagvozd municipality, Bo`idar Dedi}, this is, believe
it or not, the centre of summer cultural events.

shows, and their hosts in return provide accommoda-
tion, food and bed in their houses. 

Theatre encounters "Actors in Zagvozd" provide
more and more tourism features to this place. There
are plans to establish a tourist board, to arrange some
fifteen or so apartments, as there are more and more vi-
sitors! So far, Zagvozd enjoys in its actors, and actors
enjoy good food, entertainment, as well as gala dinners
on popular feasts prepared by their hosts after each
show for actors and visitors in one of many hamlets.

Lovers of good cuisine will appreciate to know
that in Zagvozd only natural, truly healthy food is
enjoyed, best lamb from nearby meadows, but also
all sea delicacies. Tourists, particularly from Makar-
ska Riviera, after a day spent on a beach may "pop
over" to Zagvozd, only one hour drive away. One
show may gather even as much as two thousand peo-
ple! Every night, after the show, actors and their
friends are guests in local people's homes in many
picturesque hamlets!

Presentation of high culture in the backcountry of
Dalmatian karst was the idea of the Croatian actor
Vedran Mlikota, originating from Zagvozd, who ne-
ver suspected a success of such proportions. His idea
was accepted by actors with great enthusiasm. In
1998, first theatre encounters "Actors in Zagvozd"
took place. There were six shows. But from one sum-
mer to another, the interest in theatre shows grew, the
number of shows and actors grew as well, but also of
curious tourists. Enthusiasts were supported by all
competent institutions: municipality, county, Ministry
of Culture, sponsors...

Besides superior theatre shows, theatrical encoun-
ters "Actors in Zagvozd" are also an example of how
to attract, entertain and treat a guest, spontaneously,
with open soul and heart, and how it should actually
be everywhere.

More and more tourists of central Dalmatia are
inquiring about the theatre encounters.

Before each show (there are two or three per
week), the information point is placed at the entrance
to Zagvozd, says Frane Muci}, member of the cultur-
al association and program director. For more infor-
mation on creation, duration, and future of the actors'
festival, as majority of enthusiasts engaged in the
Association live abroad, find at: briljantin@st.tel.hr
or at phone: 847-080.

Photo: Ivo ^agalj

Actors in Zagvozd 

Janja Glu~ina
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When you want to discover the best Croatia has, you have a
long way to go to explore its natural beauties, to see through that
specific atmosphere of the country that is surprise even to those
who thought they know it long and well. The world of photo-
graphs of Ivo Pervan – who lives in Split, but has photographed
the beauties of the entire country – will show you a different
dimension of the same Croatia. Through his eyes and his cam-
era as a medium you will observe some landscapes you wrong-
fully passed by, cultural heritage that is the basis and ornament
of this land, and people you would pass by without noticing
them. And you should have stopped …  

Then you will discover a different Croatia and realize that it is
equally beautiful – or even more beautiful – with a veil of mist
and in clouds, that at such moments its atmosphere has some-
thing worth experiencing, something that will prompt you to
come in future in all seasons to see for yourself what Pervan dis-

covered in his photographs. Truly, it is a beautiful land at all times.
To present it in his peculiar and recognizable way means to discover details some other people will pass

by without noticing or recording them. That is not art, that is skill – says the photographer whose photographs,
no matter what region of Croatia or the world he presents, need no signature…

Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, Helsinki, Brussels, Buda-
pest... and many other European and other cities, are a
discovery of a new Croatia returning this roundabout
road to Croatia stronger than before – as no one is
prophet in their own country. And all those that know
it, live in it, or just visit it, discover it in a new way –
poetic and diverse, almost mythical and heartily warn.  

– In seventeen independent photo monographs,
beauties of many Croatian regions were written down,
primarily the sea and the coast, but also the continen-
tal part as well as the Croatian capital, Zagreb. The
completion of Zagreb photo monograph – for which I

feel great responsibility, as by it I present the capital of
a European country that is also the capital of my
homeland – is the beginning of work on the new,
Croatian photo monograph. When do I expect its com-
pletion? In two years, maybe. The principle of my
work is to record each region in all the seasons and
soon another year has passed for me. Then I need
another six months or a year to sort things out, prepare
them for printing and print them out.
If someone asks you to stress the common features
of your photographs, what would you single out?

No photograph is accidental, it must be worked

Having discovered the mysterious but so powerful
expression of photography while he was still in high
school, Ivo Pervan – economist by training – traded
the exact language of numbers and economic laws for
a camera. Twenty international awards – of which he
particularly emphasizes the first award for a poster on
the World EXPO Exhibition in Lisbon, which he won
together with the designer Boris Ljubi~i} – 17 inde-
pendent monographs and 60 where he was a co-author
and great number of exhibitions are part of his work,
constantly enlarged and enriched with new approach-
es of this 56-year old photographer. Exhibitions in

No need for signature

Photo: Ivo Pervan

Interview: Ivo Pervan, photographer
By: Silvana Jaku{
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out. If it is made by one hand and one mind, they all
must have one common feature. Photographs have
quality when a common thread is found in them,
recognition regardless of motives. That is so in paint-
ing and in sculpture as well. In painters and sculptors,
I call it art, and in photography I call it skill. Skill is
developed after long work, but it is learned, willing-
ness is required to master certain rules, while painter
and sculpturer use what God gave them.  
Does this mean that photography is a skill open to
everyone? If that is so, why the author is 'recog-
nized' in authors' photographs? 

Not to everyone. Photography shows the author's
personality, everyone gives it his or her personal
mark. That is what a person carries inside, that is
inclination, but not art. Only near the end of one's life
and professional road could that recognition be called
the beginning of art to a small percent. It is not false
modesty, I am sure of what I am saying as I really
want to be fair as to my work. I am very angry to see
many people engaging in photography and calling
themselves artists. I find them doomed to failure. It is
important in life to do something and stay normal. It
is often even more difficult to stay normal.   
If you were supposed to say to someone who has
not been to Croatia, what it's like, how would you
describe it?

Croatia is a beautiful country. Have you heard that
story I like to so much? When God created the Earth,

great nations had their turn first and God conferred
them what He had. When he conferred it all, he saw
a small group. "Who are you?" "We're Croats", they
said. "Why didn't you speak before" God asked them,
and they said: "We are a small nation, so we're quiet,
peaceful, humble... we'll take whatever You give us."
"When you're like that, I will give you the part I left
for myself." An excellent story, tells a lot of this count-
ry. This position is God-given; I believe that our land-
scapes can be photographed and presented far better
than any other on the Mediterranean. There is so much
vegetation, direct contact of the sea and the forests
you can't see anywhere else, this is the nursery of the
culture. One more thing, nowhere else on the Mediter-
ranean will you see such clouds. And we show them
so rarely, in fear that tourists wouldn't come if they
see them. I am now turning the story around, showing
Croatia in another way. With clouds and mist, it is beau-
tiful; my photographs show this is not just a story…  

Dalmatia is not just the islands, the coast and the
sea but also its inland. If you ask me, I would present
them in all the four seasons. We missed a lot for tak-
ing pictures of it only in summer. 
How do you create your photographs?

I travel a lot; I'm always on the move. While travel-
ling, I take photographs with my eyes and then evalu-
ate when it would be best to come and 'pick' that pic-
ture. After thinking it all over and arranging it, one
can just come and 'pick' it up. Only few photographs

are created accidentally, just by arriving in a certain
moment and taking the picture. I believe that a pho-
tograph is worked out, there is no coincidence. I wait
for some photographs 2 or 3 years. There is, for instan-
ce, a street in Split, long and winding. There are only
two days in a year when you can get a fantastic pic-
ture. That is on the 10th of February and the 10th of
October. On those days the sunrays are just as they
should be for me to obtain the desired photograph.
Then, I come on the 10th of October, but it's cloudy,
so I have to wait until the 10th of February.  
Do tourists watch Dalmatia in the real way; do
they discover all they should discover? If you were
coming to Croatia for vacations, in which season
would you come?

In spring or in autumn, especially in autumn. Then
it is most beautiful, I know it for sure because I know
each even the smallest part of this area. We are the
first on the Mediterranean to introduce photographs
other than 'summer' ones. I am sure that, primarily
with what we have, but also with photographs show-
ing Croatia in all seasons, we can extend the tourist
season and develop the coastal tourism even more. I
am thrilled by the fact that only fifteen minutes drive
from the sea it is already so cool that you have to use
blanket by night and you're so close by the sea.
Where else in the Mediterranean there are such land-
scapes, such a direct contact of the forest and the sea?
Croatia is truly a beautiful country…
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le of original significance goes back to the penumbra
of the Neolithic, which left, same as the Antiquity, an
enviable inventory of ceramic jugs and goblets, ritual
and cooking utensils. It was always open to various
influences and cooking techniques, all of which wrote
their unique messages into the great book of memo-
ry and oblivion, as part of our common heritage that
built Dalmatia. It particularly built its rich cuisine
that, unfortunately, was often subject to gastronomic
suspicions and denials.

According to such theses – only seemingly convinc-
ing in their erroneous starting point – due to being per-
manently exposed to various influences, the Dalmatian
cuisine cannot defend is originality. Fortunately, as Radi-
ca proves, they all circumvent the basis of the art of cui-
sine. First of all, there is the abundant variety of the Dal-
matian land, travelled by Dika Marjanovi} from islands
to the coast, from hinterland to the estuaries of our
large rivers. Then there are immense natural resources
inspiring the Dalmatian cuisine with their gastro-bio-
logical range. True, other nations and influences min-
gled but, as Radica proves, always interfused and were
carefully arranged ones close to the others or one onto
another, as a great menu in which tasteful dishes follow
one another according to their taste causality, as if each
new culinary surprise emerges from the preceding one.

The Dalmatian cuisine, for the first time clearly har-
monised and unified in Dika's book, thus appears as
a set of related influences that significantly determined
its character, identity, but only as spices of time, enrich-
ing an already rich cooking system, as required for
preparation of any good dish, arranged through epochs,
written down by Radica. If we would examine the histo-
ry hidden in the Dalmatian Cookbook, we would dis-
cover that its natural advantage, as a great market of
Mediterranean species and cultures, was equally praised
by Greek authors and gourmets, such as Atheneus Agath-
archidus, Teopompus or Aristotle, as well as the Roman
writers from Cato and Plinius to Opianus, from Varo
to Ostrogoth Vinidiariarius, who called himself the
lustrous artist, copying the most famous of the most
famous, Marcus Gavius Apicius. Medieval statutes of
the Dalmatian towns from the 13th to 15th century sti-
pulated where and how to store and sell the choice of
meat, fish, vegetables and fruit, unusually abundant
even for modern standards. Pilgrims travelling from
Venice, along our coast and islands, heading for the

Holly Land and back, whipped by distress, sea and
wind, such as Santo Brasca or the German knight Con-
rad von Grunenberg, praised excellent meals in the mo-
nasteries where they were met with welcome and cu-
linary attention. In the Renaissance, particularly dur-
ing the Venetian rule, when the Republic of Marco's
Lion was at the peak of its power, the Dalmatian cui-
sine was filled with new techniques and tastes, by mix-
ing olive oil and butter, cheese and macaroni, soon
also rice, with au gratin, battered and most of all re-
fined dishes. Just like meals out of Apulian pots and
kettles, they found their lost homeland in Dalmatia
and have taken root here, adjusted to its cuisine all
through to today. All this was noted in Dika's cook-
book, but its recipes remember also the times when
the fast Saracen ships, besides the fires and pillage,
brought also a few spices, such as cloves, vanished
with the Antiquity, nutmegs and, at that time extre-
mely expensive, pepper, crops such as aubergine, re-
newed Roman mixing of sweet and sour additions, so
much present in the ancient Dalmatian and Venetian
cuisine. Interpreting the ingredients of Radica's reci-
pes, we can discover a strong influence from Apulia
and southern Italy, from the times when the kings of
Naples, through three Medieval centuries, exempted
the Dalmatian municipalities, Split in particular,
from customs and taxes on foodstuffs that arrived to
their sophisticated tables, and at return brought the
new refinement back to the domestic kitchens.

Back at the time when Dika's book was being ma-
de, to our harbours arrived the ships and coasters of
Puglia, bringing and taking foodstuffs and mixing
kitchen utensils and new culinary techniques. Venice
was therefore only a crown that unified all such know-
ledge along its immense territories, but in its oli-
garchic-liberal mentality it had understanding for the
original Dalmatian gastronomic dialect. The dialect
spoken by Radica, which brought to the tables of Se-
renissima, salty and dried fish, Dalmatian cheese and
prosciutto, meat stews, original Dalmatian stew cal-
led pasticada, boiled cabbage and Swiss chard alla dal-
mata, strong red wine, maraschino, aromatic herbs and
honey. Alberto Fortis in his famous Journey through
Dalmatia, praised the agricultural crops, breeding of
bovine cattle and small stock and a large choice of fish.
After the fall of Venice and Dubrovnik, the French
introduced a whole lot of gastronomic knowledge,

The beauty and longevity of old Mediterranean
cookbooks is in inheriting. Nowhere else, recipes, so
prone to changes from one epoch to another, from
one geographical area to another, hide inside the
original and therefore immensely attractive message
of the past, as in old cookbooks, sometimes long ago
obsolete. Their pages are full of underlined text,
small marginal notes written by our grandmothers or
grand-grandmothers as their personal contribution to
a dish offered and chosen. The taste condensed in
those old but always attractive books, spices and
essences of the Mediterranean, from Portugal and
Spain, through Provence, Italy, Istria, Dalmatia,
Greece, and Asia Minor, have left their trace on their
worn out cover,  and the recipes smell of common
heritage, turning the letters into complete menus hid-
ing behind their curtains of smoke the silhouettes of
ancient cooks and gourmands vanished long ago. Each
Mediterranean country has several such cookbooks.
Still, rare is the country along the coasts of the Great
Sea of yore that gave birth to the Western civilisation,
which can pride itself, in layers of its cultural and ga-
stronomic archaeology and still living past, on an ori-
ginal old cookbook that has not lost its vitality, attrac-
tiveness, liveliness from its creation until today and,
as opposed to many similar books, has never gone out
of use. Dalmatia, and Croatia in general, is one of the
rare countries that can pride itself with such a gastro-
nomic work. Its name is Dalmatian Cookbook, and was
born of long-term adventure and search by Dika Marja-
novi} Radica, who researched, tasted, tested, and wrote
down the testimonies of our lost times and offered
them to our palate, as a fragrant and tasteful, but also
living memento of secrets and elixirs in cooper, cera-
mic, iron, tin, or aluminium pans, kettles and pots, at
ancient fireplaces and grills, all this almost forgotten
until her book. When Dika's epopee is finally com-
pleted, Dalmatia will obtain a keeper of its gastro-
nomic heritage, a significant testimony of its often-
disputed cultural and gastronomic identity. The book
is an inevitable dowry of each Dalmatian bride, bring-
ing to her new home and her new kitchen for decades
the deposited time revived and noted by Dika Marja-
novi} Radica. It goes back to the times when the first
fire danced on an early-Mediterranean fireplace, turn-
ing the bloodstained meat or freshly caught fish into
a delicious morsel. According to Radica, this fairy-ta-

The embodiment of the Dalmatian cuisine
...this masterpiece of our gastronomic literature shows that even if the Dalmatian cuisine has its equivalents in the

Croatian and Mediterranean area, it is definitely unrivalled. ...All these meals are an original libretto to a gastronomic
opera noted by Dika Marjanovi} Radica, as a lasting memento to a permanently emerging cuisine.

Radica's table to remember: Dalmatian Cuisine is an exceptional blend of
Mediterranean and Dalmatian influences, interfusion of taste and flavour

Dika Marjanovi} Radica in the national costume
of Vrlika

Fish that fed Dalmatia and Mediterranean: Radica paid great atten-
tion to common-people and poor-people dishes, such as pilchards in
variety of ways

Veljko Barbieri
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sautés leaning onto the original Dalmatian stews
called tingul and Radica's famous zgvacet, and were
amazed by the richness of the already complete Dal-
matian dishes that were reformed, and often of pure-
ly Dalmatian origin, arriving with caravans from the
Turkish hinterland to lazarettos, marketplaces and
kitchens. Such were stuffed cabbage rolls called sarma
turned into even more tasteful arambasici – stuffed
vine leaves, or various dolmas modelled on the Medi-
terranean and Dalmatian stuffed vegetables the prepa-
ration of which is carefully described by Dika Marja-
novi} Radica. Her fish meals also follow their Medi-
terranean models such as several varieties of brujet
of the Dalmatian Cuisine, finding their relatives in the
Italian burrida, brodetto, and zuppa di pesce, Pro-
vencal bouillabaisse, Spanish and Portuguese caldeira-
da, but only as cognate highlights in common scores,
where our gastronomy plays its authentic role. Radica
does sovereignly prove that in the bursts of time and
its own space, as well as in the capacity of adjusting
and inheriting, the taste was purified and the flavours
stood out that managed to surpass their own models

and sometimes to impose themselves as their prereq-
uisite. Thus this masterpiece of our culinary literature
shows that the Dalmatian cuisine, in the Croatian and
in the Mediterranean area, although it may have equiva-
lents, definitely remains unrivalled. It is a mixture of
the sea and submarine with the cuisine heritage of its
hinterland, special cuisine of mountains and rivers,
islands, towns and villages. Its pasticada, gnocchi, bru-
jet, and boiled fish and meat tie in with even more an-
cient sufiganci (meat or fish stewed in its own sauce),
meat baked in oven, under baking lid, or on fireplace,
pots with gregada, boiled meat and fish, legumes and
bean broth, cabbage and meat stews, dried meat and
castradina – dried mutton inherit the entire charm of co-
oking on trivets and open fire. The same order of things
is present in the great range of Dika's desserts and
sweets. All these meals are an original libretto to the
gastronomic opera noted by Dika Marjanovi} Radica,
as a lasting memento to a constantly emerging cuisine.
This woman, who lived in Split, was born in 1892, at
the very turn of the century, when it was still possible
to listen clearly for a moment the fragrant spirit of an-

cient kitchens. For fifty years, she collected recipes,
saving them from the oblivion of time and civilisation,
with a passion of a cook, ethnologist, and true anthro-
pologist of our heritage. When her Dalmatian Cuisine
was published in 1932, it became the true bestseller of
gastro literature and had ten editions through seven de-
cades. In the book, Dalmatia opened its dining rooms
and kitchens, as sanctuaries of its internal essence. When
dishes noted by Radica are spread on tables and her
guests and historical personalities set about their plates,
wondering at the clarity of the Dalmatian gastronomic
message, the confined time gushes forth out of plates,
trays and kettles. They are elixirs and concentrates of
voluptuous heritage, founding its Mediterranean model
in the work of Dika Marjanovi} Radica. We taste
them as well, while our palate recognises and singles
out all the tasteful and fragrant layers deposited in the
Dalmatian menus. Out of the kitchen, standing by a
large kettle pouring out the gastronomic history of
Dalmatia, Dika Marjanovi} Radica is waving to us,
as a permanent and always live embodiment of a Dal-
matian cook.

Brudetto (fish stew) of various fish: Best brudetto is made of several types
of fish such as: scorpionfish, angler, pieces of dentex, seabass, white
seabream, John dory, eel, conger and tuna. Bigger fish is cut into pieces,
and small fish left in one piece, such as comber, black scorpionfish, eels,
and alike. Such fish make a very tasty brodetto. For 1 kg of fish, pour 1/8
l oil and chop 1 onion in thin sheets. Add fish and sauté until the fish is
slightly yellowish. Add chopped garlic, parsley, salt and pepper, and a
spoonful of tomato concentrate, and if it is the season of tomatoes, put a
few pieces of tomatoes. Add water to cover the fish, stew for a while,
then add vinegar according to your taste and let it stew for 1 1/2 hour on
mild heat. While being stewed, brodetto must not be stirred, only shake
the container now and then so that everything remains as we arranged it.

Stuffed calamari: Arms of a large squid are cut off, the
entrails with the head are torn away and the long fin
removed. For 50 dkg calamari, the stuffing is made of: 4
spoonfuls of breadcrumbs, chopped squid arms previously
cut off, parsley, 4 chopped garlic gloves, salt and pepper,
and poured with 8 spoonfuls of oil. Mix all well, stuff the
squid trunk, and sew the opening at the end. Arrange it in a
roasting tin with some oil and roast from all sides in an
oven. They are even more tasteful if grilled. Serve with
boiled cauliflower or lettuce. Instead of breadcrumbs, 4
spoonfuls of scalded rice may be added in the stuffing. They
may be roasted on oil in an oven, wrapped in aluminium foil.

Various venison à la Dalmatia: Any type of venison
is cleaned and roasted in little fat or oil and salt.
When roasted, cut it in pieces. Place it in a contain-
er; add 3 spoonfuls of oil, 4 garlic gloves and some
parsley, all finely chopped, per each piece of veni-
son. Arrange the chopped meat in raw oil, add the
juice in which the venison was roasted, shake the
container and add some water or soup now and
then. Boil on mild heat. Before serving, squeeze out
juice of 1 lemon, and sauté all for 1/2 hour, add
some pepper and serve with small potato horns (or
gnocchi à la chausseur).

Rafioli à la Trogir: Make dough of 50 dkg flour, 6 yolks,
15 dkg butter, 2 bags of vanilla sugar, 10 dkg of regular
sugar, milk as needed to blend the dough. The dough is
made so as to be medium hard and smooth, placed to
rest for 15 minutes, rolled out thinly, cut in pieces and
filled with the following filling: 
56 dkg almonds, half of that shelled and ground and the
other half fried and battered, 50 dkg sugar, some vanil-
la sugar, lemon peel, 1 dl maraschino, 40 dkg butter,
and finally firmly whisked egg-white of 6 eggs and
some rum. Blend all well. On each piece of dough,
place a teaspoonful of filling, cover with dough, and
smear ends with egg white to blend better. Press rafi-
oli, arrange them in a greased tin and bake on strong
heat.

Makarska cake: Make dough of 40 dkg sifted flour
(both rough and smooth), 3 yokes, 20 dkg butter, 1
grated lemon peel, some maraschino and 2 spoonfuls
of sugar. Make smooth dough and roll out a very thin
sheet. Then cover a shallow wide greased form with
the sheet on all sides and pour in the filling slowly.
Filling: Grind 1 kg fried almonds, add 1 kg powdered
sugar, vanilla, beat 15 whole eggs, add almonds, grat-
ed peel of 1 lemon and 1 orange, 1 grated nutmeg,
and 2-3 glasses of maraschino and mix all well.
Roll out the residual dough and cut into bands, and
place them in a network on top of the filling. Bake the
cake for 3/4 on strong heat. When baked, sprinkle it
with maraschino well and strew with sugar.

Peaches: Sift 75 dkg flour, add 2 brimful spoons of fat, 3 spoonfuls of
sugar, 1 egg and 1 yoke. Add 1/2 baking powder, 1 bag of vanilla sugar,
some grated lemon peel, milk or cream as needed to make he dough.
Knead the dough with hands well, make a long form like a sausage, and
cut identical pieces out of it as if for potato rolls. Place dough into greased
walnut shells to obtain the form of peach half, form the top and place it in
a greased tin in such a way that the opening is on the tin. Bake at mild heat
in an oven. When half baked, take it out of shells and bake until finished,
when it has to be golden coloured. When cold, fill out with the filling.
Filling: Mix 25 dkg peach or apricot jam with 40 dkg ground walnuts, 2
spoonfuls of rum, and sugar if needed, smear the opening of the biscuits
with egg white, blend 2 together in form of a peach, and let it for a few
hours to dry. When tightly blended, colour the whole peaches first in yoke
and some rose colour, slightly red in the centre, and roll it in granulated
sugar. Arrange them tastefully in a bowl and decorate with peach leaves.
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@elimir Ba{i}

Along the Wine Roads of the Central Dalmatia

The most severe period in the history of Dalmatian
winegrowing was worsened by the so-called wine
clause, i.e. preferential imports of Italian wines. This
struck so much the inhabitants of central Dalmatia
that they emigrated overseas on large scale, search-
ing for better life. 

Since 1990-ies new foundations are made for fur-
ther development of winegrowing on a new basis,
first of all in family wine cellars that, along with
wineries, become its prime movers.

Dalmatian wines were enjoyed by the famous trav-
eller Marco Polo, the Hungarian king Bela IV, Croa-
tian kings Tomislav and Zvonimir, and Franz Joseph
I in Vienna, and more recently by the American pres-
ident Jimmy Carter, Pope John Paul II during his visit
to Croatia, Rainer II – Prince of Monaco, Belgian king,
and other crowns in many countries to which the wi-
nes were exported.

Wine-growing hills of Split and Dalmatia County
have preserved the groves of original varieties of

grapevine and with them also the tradition and iden-
tity of wine. The area of Split and Dalmatia County
expands over two winegrowing sub-regions – Dal-
matinska zagora, and central and southern Dalmatia
– with different climates and soil, reflected in wine-
growing and thereby also in wine properties. 
Zagora

The winegrowing sub-region of Dalmatinska zago-
ra is located in the Adriatic hinterland separated from
the sea by two mountains, Mosor and Biokovo. Freq-
uent images here are lonely vineyards in the middle of
stone wasteland. Along the slopes of Biokovo, grape-
vine grows in little Karst valleys, fighting with stone
in search of soil, for which it frequently climbs
around the rock, forming unusually picturesque vine-
yards. Descending down the step-like slopes of Bio-
kovo, we leave behind the Karst and stone. The eye
usually finds pleasure in the image of a beautiful
green carpet, Imotsko Polje valley, with mostly plan-
tation-like vineyards. The most prevalent variety is

Kujun|u{a, of unknown origin, but as it is
so frequently grown on Imotski wine-
growing hills, it is considered an indige-
nous variety of this region. Local people
call it "the queen and the saint". Wine of
this variety is harmonious, and its bouquet
has elements of both continental and
southern wines (bottled by Imota Imotski
and Grabovac Prolo`ac). New impulse for
the winegrowing in this region was provid-
ed by vineyards around Prolo`ac (seat of
Grabovac winery) with new plants of indi-
genous and European varieties of grapevine.

Through the mountainous vineyards
scattered in valleys between rocky slopes,
we arrive to Vrgora~ko Polje valley called
Jezero (Lake) as once it was partially under
water. Still nowadays, at times of abun-
dant rains, the valley is for the most part
flooded. Not once local people harvested
grape out of a boat. In the green scenery of
mostly plantation-like vineyards, traditio-
nal varieties are cultivated (Medna, Zlata-
rica, Blatina, Trnjak, Plavina, etc. are bot-
tled by Imota Imotski and Opa~ak Makar-
ska), and newly introduced varieties (Vra-
nac, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, etc. are
bottled by Vinoplod d.d., [ibenik).

The entire political, economic, and even artistic
history of Dalmatia is related to winegrowing. Since
prehistory, grapevine, along with olives and fishing
determined the destiny of the inhabitants of the cen-
tral Dalmatia.

The most recent research has shown that Illyrians
who lived in these regions knew grapevine already in
Bronze Age and Iron Age. However, the true develop-
ment of winegrowing in central Dalmatia is related to
the first Greek settlements on islands. We still have a
record from that time (Scholars' Feast) evidencing
that in the former colony of Issa, today the island of
Vis, wine was produced that compared to other wines
proved to be the best in the Antiquity. With the arrival
of Romans to these regions, the winegrowing signif-
icantly improved. Wine was exported from Dalmatia
to all regions of the powerful Roman Empire. Accord-
ing to wine-related motives carved in Diocletian's Pa-
lace in Split, it is assumed that even the emperor Dio-
cletian not only enjoyed wine, but also grew vegeta-
bles and grapevine. 

As Croats arrived and settled in Dalma-
tia, they accepted winegrowing and soon
caught up with their teachers, Romans. Ac-
cording to written documents, special atten-
tion at the Croatian court in Middle Ages
was paid to wine. This is shown by the fact
that there was a court officer called royal
wine procurer, who was in charge of pro-
duction and procurement of wine for the
royal court in the period from Prince Muti-
mir to King Petar Kre{imir IV. Develop-
ment of winegrowing in central Dalmatia
in late Middle Ages was under great influ-
ence of independent town-states (Split, Tro-
gir, Hvar, Omi{, etc.). Free towns adopted
fundamental legal standards, statutes on
winegrowing and protected it accordingly.

With appearance of phylloxera, a haz-
ardous grapevine pest, in European vine-
yards, the interest in Dalmatian wines grew
and large exports to France and other coun-
tries started, providing great benefits to lo-
cal population. However, when the disease
attacked the grapevine in central Dalmatia
as well, vineyards were ruined on massive
scale and many families living of wine tra-
de were brought to the edge of subsistence.

According to an ancient legend, when God distributed benefits, Dalmatians got grapevine... because, at a place
where sun burns the rocks, where soil is thirsty, where rocky ground prevails, hardly any crop may survive. That is
exactly Dalmatia and that is where grapevine found its homeland.

Photo: Boris Kragi}, @elimir Ba{i}, archives



Coast
Parallel with Zagora wine road, there are vi-

neyards growing along the coast, intersected
with shrubs and abandoned vineyards. Around
the villages of Pisak, Mimice and Maru{i}i, vi-
neyards steeply descend towards the sea, ensur-
ing maximum insolation of grapevine. Most
frequent varieties here are Plavac Mali and Ma-
ra{tina. From among dark grapes varieties in
Split and Dalmatia County (and Dalmatia in ge-
neral), Plavac Mali is the most frequent one. It
is an indigenous Dalmatian variety that seems
to have adjusted its features to the climate and
soil of the Karst Dalmatia. In arid areas where
almost no other crop can grow, Plavac Mali
found its habitat. It is content with very little
moisture but on the other hand it requires a lot
of sun warmth, which are exactly the condi-
tions characteristic for central Dalmatia. Due to
difference in soil and microclimates, there are
differences among varieties of Plavac. The most
recent genetic studies in the origin of Plavac
Mali have shown certain connection between
this variety and the famous American grapevi-
ne Zinfandel.

Island of Bra~
The most impressive vineyards of the island

of Bra~ are along its southern slopes, above
Bol. Vineyards found their shelter on the small
sloping valleys and terraces, and part of them
is pressed between the cliffs steeply descend-
ing towards the beautiful beaches. For their
steepness, vineyards are in perfect position
towards sun. Looking at the steep vineyards
from the tourist centre of Bol, with a glass of
dark red, dense Plavac of pleasant dryness and
special bouquet, you may enjoy the specialties
of the island. Top-quality wine from grapes
growing on these positions is bottled by PZ
Bol, Hrvoje Bakovi} and Jakov Carevi}.

Island of Hvar
The island of Hvar is excellent for wine-

growing due to its mild Mediterranean climate
with the greatest insolence in Croatia of 2697
sunny hours per year. Winegrowing of Hvar
may be divided by soil and varieties in two
different parts: winegrowing along the south-
ern slopes of the island and in the valley of
Stari Grad – Jelsa. Walking among the vine
plants in the valley takes you back to the his-
tory, as first vineyards were here planted, in
years before Christ, by inhabitants of the Greek
settlement of Pharos, remains of which are at
the edge of the valley. Today, the indigenous
white varieties are prevalent: Bogdanu{a, Ce-
tinka, Mekuja, etc. that are rare in other areas,
as well as Mara{tina, Trbljan, etc. According
to a legend, the wine called Bogdanu{a (bot-
tled by Dalmacijavino Hvarske vinarije Sta-
rigrad and Plan~i} Svir~e) for its exceptional
quality was usually consumed for religious ho-
lidays, from where it derived its name. Wine
of this variety is of greenish-yellow colour,
full, harmonious, with a pleasant slightly bit-
ter taste. Mara{tina is of specific yellow to
gold-yellow colour, fine aroma, full and very
harmonious taste.

Completely different, much more savage
and picturesque, are wine-growing areas on
the southern side of the island. They may be
reached from the valley only by a narrow tun-
nel near the vineyard in Pitve. To experience
this winegrowing heaven completely, it should
be seen from the sea, as along the craggy hill-
side, the vineyards are precipitately diving
towards the sea. Many vineyards are difficult
to reach, let alone cultivate them manually,
which is the only option here. These savage
positions are refined and encircled by the pic-
turesque villages of Ivan Dolac and Sveta Nedje-
lja, where you can enjoy in ruby, ardent Pla-
vac, of harmonious taste with a slight dose of
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bitter. Top quality wine obtained from grapes
on these positions is bottled by Dalmacijavino
Hvarske vinarije under the label Faros, Zlatan
Plenkovi} under the label Zlatan Plavac and PZ
Svir~e labelled as Ivan Dolac. On the southern
side of the island, but more towards the west,
there is Milna, a winegrowing oasis of white
varieties, mostly Mara{tina and Trbljan (bot-
tled by Luviji-Bracanovi} and A. Tudor). The
largest town on the island, Hvar, is also locat-
ed on the edge of pearl vineyards. One of the
town attractions is an artistic painting present-
ing pitchers and glasses full of dark, red wine,
creating impression in a spectator that an un-
known painter was inspired exactly by the
wines produced in Hvar vineyards. 

Pakleni otoci
Pakleni otoci, scattered along the sea, across

the town of Hvar, are the new groves of Po{ip
(wine bottled by Luviji-Bracanovi}). Thus this
natural pearl obtained the winegrowing
"wealth".  

Island of Vis
Far away at sea, like a lonely ship dragged

away, defying winds and waves, there is the
island of Vis. Numerous archaeological find-
ings show that grapevine has been grown here
continuously for more than 2000 years. Vine-
yards on Vis are scattered around the island.
They are along the steep slopes towards Komi-
`a, but also in the valley, former army airport.
White varieties are predominant on the island,
out of which mostly Trbljan, Vugava, Kurtela{-
ka, Mara{tina, etc. According to some opini-
ons, the oldest variety in this area is Vugava
that allegedly originates from the time of Greek
colonisation, before Christ, when such vine was
grown on these areas. Vugava or Bugava, as
called by local population, is the winegrowing
symbol of Vis. It is marked by powerful gold
yellow colour, specific aroma, and, according
to many, luxuriant honey taste and fullness. It
is often said to be more of a food than of a
drink. Vugava can be particularly felt during
the vintage in Vis and Komi`a in autumn, when
wine cellars are open and wooden casks taken
out. That is when the entire villages smell of a
specific odour marking a new vintage and a
new life of Vugava. Vugava is an early matur-
ing variety and most frequently its harvesting
starts the vintage in Dalmatia. This wine is
produced by several producers on the island of
Vis (PZ Pod{pilje, Lipanovi}, Svili~i}, etc.)
under various labels. Among black varieties,
the most frequent on Vis is Plavac Mali (bot-
tled by Vinogradar, PZ Vis, Poduje etc.).  

Island of Bi{evo
A special experience is to visit the environ-

mentally completely preserved island of Bi{e-
vo (3 nautical miles southwest from Vis), known
for its natural phenomenon, the Blue Cave.
Bi{evo is, according to many, a winegrowing
heaven. Most vineyards are in the sandy val-
leys in the middle of the island. However,
vineyards of higher quality are those on the
slopes towards the sea. That is where Plavac
Mali is grown exclusively. Same as on Hvar,
Bra~ and Vis, Plavac is here of very rich
extract, dark ruby colour, full taste, high per-
centage of alcohol with prominent aroma fea-
tured with slight bitterness and luxuriant bou-
quet. Top quality wine obtained on these posi-
tions is produced by PZ Komi`a. 

We are not at the end of voyage along the
wine roads of the central Dalmatia. There is a
number of other picturesque and distinctive
vineyards on the island of [olta, in Ka{teli,
Cetina region and elsewhere, but we believe
that we managed to open slightly the doors to
our wine cellars and that we discovered part of
their treasure that was created for centuries in
the traditional manner.
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CRO Challenge offers you: canoe safari, sea kayak,
canyoning, climbing, and two-day excursion along
Cetina.

What should be specially emphasized is that all
these excursions are adjusted to beginners. So, to
enjoy them you don't need any experience or special
skills, just your good will and desire to meet Dal-
matia and the beautiful Cetina canyon in a particular
and – you will see – unforgettable way.

Particularly popular among these excursions is the
excursion to Cetina canyon. For thousands of years, the
river of Cetina was forming the canyon creating mar-
vellous forms in stone of the riverbed. Crystal clear
river with pleasant temperature for swimming, cliffs
up to 180 meters high, waterfalls, lakes, underground
tunnels and 40-meter high waterfall of Gubavica will
provide you a true experience of intact nature.

A guide will give you a vest, helmet, and neoprene
trousers and the small expedition will go on journey
into the unknown. While you're slowly descending
the canyon, the sound of river grows stronger and
some twenty minutes walking later you are already in
the depths of canyon. You're walking through the
river and rapids, passing through underground tun-

nels, swimming in natural pools, visiting waterfalls
and lakes.

If you however find such an excursion too strenu-
ous, or if you fear that for your bad physical shape
you wouldn't be able to endure all challenges, then
you are ideal person to tour the calmer parts of Cetina
in a canoe (canoe safari). (Although some more demand-
ing parts of the river may be visited if a group of
tourists asks their guide to do so). Visitors use unsink-
able two-seater canoes and first tour the lake and the
waterfall, where they stop for some time and swim.
To swim in Cetina, we emphasize, you don't need
special courage as in summer months its temperature
is almost same as the seawater. What follows after
the swimming is unforgettable five kilometers of
descending along the river and enjoying everything
Cetina has been creating in its bed for centuries.

If you're not attracted by the river and you're bored
by full beaches and unavoidable summer crowd on
the sea, your ideal excursion is sea kayak. Half an
hour of easy rowing will take you to deserted gravel
beaches that can be approached only by sea. At the
place where mountains dive directly to the sea, you
can swim and sunbath, without being distracted by

For centuries, intact natural beauties of Dalmatia,
including those along the river of Cetina, practically
enjoyed in themselves on their own. Intact, unexplo-
red, mysterious, except for rare inquisitives who
were brave enough centuries ago to step away from
the coast and get into the exploring of this part of
Dalmatia that was behind their backs. 

Many years had to pass until those more auda-
cious decided to explore more deeply what is within
their reach. Last years, with development of adven-
ture tourism and outdoor sports (many call them extre-
me sports), the canyon of Cetina and the town of
Omi{ have become a real mecca for admirers of un-
touched nature. Young adventurers from these regi-
ons, becoming aware of all the beauties of Cetina
canyon, founded Spirit Association for promotion of
outdoor sports and adventure tourism.

To all of you who don't want to spend your holi-
days only enjoying the sea and sun, we suggest to call
091/5012-913 or 091/5263-813, and the next day you
may already enjoy one of the CRO Challenge excursi-
ons. These agile boys and girls will have their profes-
sional eye vigilant on you and take care that you leave
the canyon of Cetina with unforgettable memories.

Cetina river challenges 
Sr|an Fabijanac Photo: Karlo Ru`i}
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not doubted that this type of entertainment also exists
on Cetina. You may organize it through Spirit or
through Tourist Board of Omi{ (phone: 861-350).

Rafting starts from Pen{i} village and takes four
hours on average. The course is very safe, adapted to
tourists, and again the assistance by professional
guides makes your adrenalin flowing. The course
ends in the favourite resort of many local people,
Radmanove mlinice.

We are aware that for many tourists their first
arrival on vacations in Dalmatia means the solution
of question where to spend their summer holidays for
the rest of their life. It is not only the sun and the sea
what Dalmatia offers you in summer.

Head for the adventure and you won't regret it…

hundreds of other visitors. With help and attendance
of your guide, you will visit the spring of a subterra-
nean river entering sea not far from that spot. At your
return, you will linger in a small place near Omi{,
from where you headed for the excursion. At your
request, it is possible to organize a kayak race. Ka-
yaks that are rented don't require any previous expe-
rience, they are made for beginners and unsinkable.

But that is not all. Those braver and more auda-
cious may go climbing the cliffs of Cetina canyon.
But only with experienced instructors, who will
explain you everything you need to know to make
your first steps successful, you will receive excep-
tional quality climbing equipment providing you
maximum safety. After you put on the climbing shoes

and pull tight your belt together with your instructor
you may start conquering the heights.

With all that we mentioned, we should also say
the following: excursion prices are very affordable,
depending on the number of excursionists and type of
excursion, they are between 200 and 250 Kuna, and
leave you with life-long memories. Members of Spi-
rit Association will provide you professional guides
and all required equipment, it is up to you only to
decide. If you want to get to know better the options
provided by Spirit Association for Adventure Tourism
Promotion, you may look for them on the internet at:
www.crochallenge. com, and contact them at spir-
it@crochallenge.com

We almost forgot – rafting! We believe you have

There are really so many ways to get to know Dal-
matia and all its beauties. Let your adventurous spir-
it heat up, relax and move a step further from the usu-
al vacations. Dalmatia has so many charms that even
its inhabitants are unable to get to know them all in
their lifetime. Why would you regret tomorrow that
you missed seeing and meeting places, people, and
their customs? You don't need to be a fanatic to come
all the way from your country to Dalmatia on two
wheels, although that may have its pleasures and we
believe that those more enduring wouldn't regret it.

Still, the real place for such a decision is Ma-
karska. The perfect place for a combination of clas-
sic vacations with one of daily bike excursions you
will remember for life. There are numerous options.
Excursions are organized on three levels, depending
on endurance and abilities of the participants, and
for those younger, particularly prone to adventurous
spirit, a special attraction is the seven-day mountain
bike program that will truly discover the numerous
attractions of Dalmatia.

Daily tours are divided, as we said, to three lev-

els – the first is intended to practically everyone,
ideal for families on vacation as it is adjusted to chil-
dren. Techniques needed for this level are bike rid-
ing on solid, not frequent roads and roads with min-
imum ascents, and numerous descends, carefulness
at descents and braking control. For each of these
excursions, which are organized every day except
Sunday, the departure and return by minibus is pro-
vided. Besides, the organizers will provide you all
the required equipment so that you have maximum
safety, and you will ride on high-quality Scott bikes

Sr|an Fabijanac Photo: Tip-extreme, Goran Morovi}

Vacations on bike
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that are regularly serviced. Excursion groups
consist of at most eight persons with a pro-
fessional guide accompanying them.

Level One
On level one you may choose – on Monday,

a ride along the Makarska Riviera and get-
ting to know picturesque fishermen's vil-
lages, pinewoods, and marvellous coves.

On Tuesday, there is a great descent from
Biokovo Mountain. The start is from the peak
of Vo{ac (1422 m) offering you a breathtak-
ing view of the central Dalmatian islands, and
the great descent along the asphalted road ends
on the very coast, in the village of Podgora.

Wednesday brings you the excursion to
the canyon of Cetina river, and on Thursday
there is a tour of the town of Imotski and its
rocky surroundings with its natural phenom-
ena, Blue and Red Lakes. On this tour, you
will ride across fertile fields and valleys of

the region, and you will
see five smaller lakes and
rest for a while with you
kind hosts in one of the
last watermills in the
region.

On Fridays you can
meet the Dalmatian hinter-
land and visit places where
local people still produce
famous Dalmatian special-
ties on their own: wine,
brandy, smoked ham, che-
ese and homemade bread.
Saturday brings you an ex-
cursion to the marvellous
valley of Neretva river
where your kind hosts will
make you enjoy in numer-
ous plantations of man-
darins and oranges.

Level Two
The level two of one-day bike excursions is some-

what more complex and you may join it if you fulfil
the following requirements: pedalling upright, keep-
ing the balance and passing across impediments,
anticipating and changing gears, careful behaviour at
descents, estimation and adjustment of braking on
the ground, controlled avoidance of impediments,
and also your age must be 16 at minimum. Level Two
excursions are organized Monday through Friday and
your hosts will provide whatever you need for safety,
because as opposed to the first level, you will mostly
ride along macadam roads.

On Mondays, excursions are anticipated along the
northern side of Makarska Riviera, on Tuesdays the de-
stination is the ravishing mountain of Biokovo. There,
from the highest peak of Sveti Jure (1762 m) down

the magnificent descent you will return to Makarska.
On Wednesdays, there are excursions to Cetina,

on Thursdays to Blue and Red Lake in Imotski re-
gion, and on Fridays to the southern side of Makar-
ska Riviera and Biokovo botanical garden.

Level Three

This level is only for those professionally engaged
in biking. You must know how to pedal with clip ped-
als SPD, negotiate the ascents up to 30 %, bunny hop
across small impediments, know various techniques in
curves, use front brake up to blockage limit, and keep
your balance upright.

The tour starts in Makarska. You will ride through
old fishermen's' villages, woods, and along beaches to
Brela, where you have the first ascent. The road then
takes you at the foot of Biokovo, where macadam and
goat tracks lead you through deserted villages to Gornji
Tu~epi. That is where you start ascending Biokovo,
followed by great descent to Podgora, where your bike
will be the only vehicle on the road. Return from Pod-
gora to Makarska across Osejava peninsula.

Seven-day excursions

And finally, something really extraordinary:
seven-day mountain bike excursions that will dis-
cover you numerous charms of Dalmatia – easy ride
along the Riviera, scaling the peak, going downhill
Biokovo, testing your strength on macadam roads on
the foothills of the mountain, following the flow of
Cetina, meeting the nearby islands, in short biking
will help you discover new worlds and bring home
memories for lifetime.

On day one of excursion, your kind hosts will
welcome you, give you the equipment and warn you
of what you may expect in the next seven day.

On day two, the first portion from Makarska to
Podgora starts. You will ascend Veliko Brdo, go down
to old villages Makar and Mlinice and again ascent
to Koti{ina, where there is the Biokovo botanical
garden. After some rest, passing through vineyards,
you will ride to Gornji Tu~epi, Gornja Podgora, and
again downhill to Podgora and back to Makarska.

Then you rest, settle your first impressions, go to
sleep and prepare for the next day, when you will
meet the north side of Makarska. Again uphill and
downhill, again meeting the intact nature, and so day
after day. On day four, you are on Cetina, on day five
on the already described Biokovo, on day six on Blue
and Red Lake. Seven days will pass in no time,
maybe you will sometimes feel slight fatigue, which
will definitely yield under beauty of the landscape
you will discover touring Dalmatia on bike.  

And you will be left with beautiful memories of
unforgettable, extraordinary vacations that you will
describe to those who were not lucky to come to cen-
tral Dalmatia. For detailed information look on the
internet at: www.tipextreme.de or contact Thomas
Mravi~i} at Tip-extreme, phone: 098/1979-177.
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On the peak

That day, we found two real mountaineers on Vickov
stup peak, those dressing according to mountaineers
code and always carrying everything in their rucksacks.

They mentioned Italy and looked in that direction
through their binoculars. For several times already I
came across supporters of that funny story that some-
times you can see Italy from the highest peak of
Mosor. But who would believe them!  From Vickov
stup (1325 m) you have a breathtaking view of Bra~,
[olta, Drvenik, Pelje{ac, Hvar, Vis... While climbing,
you constantly stop and turn around to enjoy the
coastal side, but all the while the mountain hides the
other side, preparing a great award for you. Only
those climbing to the peak will deserve a view deep
into the mainland. ^abulja, ^vrsnica, Vran, Ljubu{a,
Tu{nica, Cincar... distant Herzegovinian and Bosnian
mountains are covered with snow long after the
spring has come. Then there are Kame{nica, Dinara,
Svilaja... 

You are on the peak, you have been climbing for mo-
re than an hour from the climber's lodge, you're swe-
ating, breathing hard, slightly dizzy of the mountain
air, the silence is complete, you feel different than
usual and wish to thank to God for all this beauty... 

And Italy? Could even Italy be seen from here?
There are some thirty miles from Split to Vis and

more than one hundred to the Italian coast. High
mountains that could be seen are kilometres away
from the coast...

Climbing Mosor

Mosor is a "Split" mountain, as if made for Sun-
day walking. While I carefully descend from the rid-
ge stepping from one stone to the other (going down
is often more demanding for your knees than climb-
ing up), I feel sorry for those Split people spending
their Sundays walking the town quay thinking of it as
the utter pleasure.

Climbing Mosor most often starts in the village of
Sitno Gornje. Bus no. 28 (to Dubrava) on Sunday starts
from the town quay at 8:30 a.m. If you go by your own
car, after leaving Split, turn towards @rnovnica and
after some twenty minutes ride along the serpentines,
there you are on 600 m above sea. Houses of Sitno Gor-
nje are pressed along the mountain. There is something
healthy mountainous about the village and many ex-
cursionists stay there to taste lamb and play boccie.
Marked hiking trails, worn smooth by many excursi-
onists' feet lead you to the climbers' lodge of Professor
Umberto Girometto (approx. 45 min, 870 m). It was
built in 1931 and its name originates from the great pro-
moter of mountaineering in Dalmatia (died in 1939).
The lodge is open on weekends, you may sleep there,
and hosts are excellent cooks. I recommend sour cab-
bage. The cabin has its own water source. I specially
recommend that water. You will feel the difference
between Mosor water and the one in the city.

A walk on the mountain ridge

Many people spend a whole day there. The lodge
is in the wood, there is a meadow below, with small
lake Ljuva~ and a brook, surrounded with clearings
and groves. It all calls you to lie down in the grass
and repose in the sun (even in winter)… But climb at
least to Vickov stup!

Vickov stup (1325 m, approx. 1 hour and 15 minutes
climbing from the lodge) is actually name of the red
metal sheet cabin (which 9 persons may sit in) built
on the very ridge, modelled upon a similar lodge on
Triglav peak (Slovenia). You should definitely ask
for book of impressions. It is interesting what people
write down once they scale the peak. For strenuous
climbing, some wrote they would never ever climb
here again, but there is an old mountaineers' saying:
"Fatigue will go, but the pleasure will remain..." 

I definitely recommend a walk on the mountain
ridge. From Vickov stup you can go along the ridge

to the west, to Ljubljana peak and the climber's lodge
Lugarnica, to @rnovnica village or all the way down
to Klis. All these are trails of few hours walking.

My favourite trail leads from the lodge to the east,
to Kozik (1319 m). The other name of the peak, Sveti
Jure (St. George), is very frequent for Dalmatian
mountains. On Kozik, the saint even had his church,
only remains of which are left. Once a year, the vil-
lagers of the surroundings would climb there to per-
form their vows. There are so many goat droppings
on the peak that it is difficult to find a place to sit on. 

Back to Split

The track goes down to Gata village. Once there
were stories among mountaineers on great hospitali-
ty of local people. After going down, the climbers
would ask for some water, and the hosts would offer
wine. I don't know whether such customs still pre-
vail. But when you're in Gata, you're still nowhere:
you must arrive to the bus station in Omi{. The local
bus usually does not drive when you need it. Try to
hitchhike. Gata is the only place in Mosor area where
I have good experience with hitchhiking. If no one
stops however, you have an unpleasant hour of de-
scending down asphalted road. More far away from
Split you go, the problem of return is greater. Trails
crossing to the other side of the mountain and lead-
ing to villages Dolac or Dugopolje pass through
beautiful landscapes, but first check for scarce bus
lines. On local roads behind Biokovo there is almost
no traffic, you may walk from Dolac all the way to
Dugopolje (an hour of walk) without managing to
stop any car.

If you are "new" on Mosor

Mosor is quite a good-natured mountain, which
means that there probably won't be any unpleasant
surprises, such as for example beautiful fair weather
on your way up, and then suddenly you find yourself
in the middle of a storm, which you may expect even
in summer on Biokovo. Hiking trails are well mark-
ed. Some roads are however neglected and over-
grown, so don't use them. Never experiment; if you
lost your marks, you must find them by returning to
the last one you saw. Mountaineering clubs organise
mountaineering and speleological courses and free
climbing courses, so you may come across a large
groups of climbers in a rock. But Mosor cliffs are not
suitable to try alpinism on your own, without any
previous knowledge. There are snakes on Mosor.
You probably won't see them, but still be careful
what you lean onto or what you catch at, whether a
tree or a rock. Although I never saw hunting game on
Mosor, you can hear hunters shooting and hunting
dogs barking. You may come across shepherds with
goats. Somewhere you will be scared by flocks of
pigeons loudly flying out of rock holes once they
hear you approaching. It is obvious why local people
call the pit golubinka meaning "pigeons' cave". If
you are "new" on Mosor, ask more experienced
mountaineers whatever you want to know. Maybe
you will come across one of them who climbed
Himalayas...

Magda Kaliterna Photo: Mladen Katavi}, Marin Roje

Mosor for beginners
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The sea depths of the central Dalmatia preserve
the diving locations attractive due to the configura-
tion of the seabed and abundance of flora and fauna.
Some of them are especially attractive for the myste-
rious and romantic feeling of diving over the antique
shipwrecks on the seabed. The archaeological sites of
special natural significance are protected by laws.
Diving on such sites is permitted only if arranged by
specially authorised diving clubs. Protected areas are
the zones of the islands of Vis, Bi{evo, Svetac, Brus-
nik, Palagru`a and Jabuka. Diving in the sea of these
islands is arranged by Vis clubs Manta, Stiga, Rarog,
Vis, An-Ma and Dodoro. Diving in Croatia is permit-
ted only provided you have the diver's card of the
Croatian Diving Federation valid for one year, issued
by the diving clubs and centres, which also provide

all the required information on protected and prohib-
ited diving zones.

Diving in Croatia has a centennial tradition. As
early as late 19th c., sponge harvesters of the island of
Krapanj started using heavy diving equipment to har-
vest sponges from the seabed. The first diving course
was organized in 1943 on the island of Vis and in
1950 the first diving centre was established in Split.
Since then all through to today, due to improved and
simplified diving equipment, diving has developed
into an attractive sport for recreation purposes and
inevitable part of tourist offer.

There are some 60 diving centres and clubs in cen-
tral Dalmatia organizing diving excursions for all class-
es of divers. Exceptionally popular are several-days
diving cruises aboard a ship around the islands of cen-

The Adriatic, crystal clear and blue, framed with
green pine trees and shrubs, with so many islands and
islets, rocks, and sandbanks is known for its beauty.
A particularly strong is the impression of the sea
meeting the mountains steeply precipitating to its
depths in the very centre of the Adriatic – the central
Dalmatia. The northern border of the central Dalma-
tia is the cape Plo~a known as Diomedes's cape. It is
also the natural divide of the northern and southern
Adriatic. It is the place of collision of southern and
northern winds and streams. It was always a danger-
ous point for sailors. Ancient Greeks worshipped
their gods here (same as on Palagru`a, the southern-
most island of the central Dalmatia) to continue the
sailing under their aegis. But the sea was sometimes
more powerful than the gods.

Mysterious submarine world of
the central Dalmatia
Tea Katunari}

Photo: Miro Andri}Yellow Gorgonian (Eunicella cavolini) 

Aglaophenia sp.
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tral Dalmatia: Veliki and Mali Drvenik, [olta, Bra~,
Hvar and Vis. The submarine world of these islands,
particularly of Vis archipelago – the most distant islands
of the central Dalmatia – is abundant in flora and fauna.

The most beautiful diving into the living subma-
rine world is on banks and steep submarine cliffs
sinking into the sea depths. There you can see octo-
puses, groupers, giltheads, sea basses, scorpionfish,
lobsters, conger eel, shoals of pilchards and merry
damselfish or rare large fish (tuna, greater amberjack,
etc.). If you're lucky, you will be visited by a benev-
olent dolphin or a sea horse. Deep submarine rocks
are decorated by sponges, sea anemone, various
algae and serpulids and also by gorgoniae – soft
corals of yellow, red, or purple colour. Red corals can
be seen only on great depths, as they have been exter-
minated from shallow waters. All the central Adriatic
islands and the coast have interesting submarine
rocks and walls suitable for diving, for all divers'
classes. I will mention only some of the most visited.
A cliff on the island of Drvenik is 30 m deep. It is
known for being inhabited with lobsters and various
serpulids, and a small cave at its bottom. On the
northeast of the island of Bra~, the steep cliffs are
sinking to 45 m depth.

On the island of Hvar, the steep rocks of the cape
Kabal are descending down to 30 m depth, and on 25
m depth there is a submarine tunnel. Waters around
the cape are rich in various shoals of fish. The Bi{kup
rock near the same island goes down to 35 m depth.
One of the most beautiful diving sites is Vodnjak
bank on the southwest of Stambedar islet of Pakleni
otoci archipelago. The peak of the bank is at 6 m
depth and is several meters wide, and a good place
for anchoring. The bank goes down to 50 m depth
and its bottom is opened into a canyon covered with
green, brown and red algae, yellow corals, sponges
of all colours, and a forest of yellow, red, and purple
gorgoniae, up to 2 m high. Shoals of various fish are
swimming around it, inhabiting its submarine world
together with sea urchins, sea snails, and other sea

organisms. In the waters around Vis, there are numer-
ous submarine rocks, rich in flora and fauna. In the
depths of Bi{evo and Svetac, you can see red corals.
The rocks surrounding Komi`a are steeply descend-
ing to the sea to 20 m depth, and then mildly des-
cending even deeper. The submarine wall on the
island of Kamik descends to 42 m depth. The rock
Krava sinks to 40 m depth. It is inhabited by deep-sea
urchins and red starfish.  

In the coastal part of the central Dalmatia, the
most exciting diving for advanced divers is along the
rock of Vruja, between Pisak and Brela. The steep
slopes of Biokovo precipitate into the sea to 60 m
depth. Many underground water flows of this karst
area flow into the sea of Vruja, forming submarine
caves. Some of them are up to 90 m deep. Submarine
flows make the water brackish and favourable to
affluent flora and fauna.

A special charm of discovering the mysteries is in
cave diving. Real cave diving is very demanding and
requires a special course to be completed. The cours-
es of cave diving are organized by the clubs Pelegrin
of Hvar and [piljar of Split. They organize diving in
caves and pits around islands and the mainland. 

I will describe some caves where you may dive
safely without a course in cave diving. 

Advanced divers may enjoy discovering the sub-
marine pit in the cove of Lu~ice on Bra~. The cave
was known even in the antiquity. At the very entran-
ce, on 3 m depth, there are two openings leading to
the submarine cave. The cave has two rooms – one is
larger and 37 m deep, the other is smaller, but up to
47 m deep. From the cave floor, stalactites are rising
that were created much before the cave sank down.
There is a multitude of sponges, algae, serpulids, co-
rals and fish among them.

The islands of Vis archipelago are known for the
beauties of their caves suitable for all classes of di-
vers. The best known and the most visited is the Blue
Cave on the island of Bi{evo. It got its name for its
beautiful blue-silver reflection of light through sever-

al submarine openings and lighting its interior. Many
people think that the Blue Cave of Bi{evo is more
beautiful than the more famous one on Capri. The
cave of Bi{evo is in the Baluni cove, surrounded
with high rocks. You may enter through the main
entrance on a small boat, but you may also dive in.
You will get the real experience of the play of light if
you come up from the sea. To exit the cave, you may
choose two submarine passages. In the next cove,
there is the largest cave of the island of Bi{evo called
Medvidina (Monk Seal's Cave). Once it was inhabit-
ed by the Mediterranean monk seal or as Vis people
call it, "the sea man". Before, the monk seal used to
live in many caves of Vis islands, but today it does
not live in the Adriatic any more. The Monk Seal
Association is nowadays advocating its return. They
ask all divers to inform them if they find any monk
seal or any trace of it. And if they come across it by
any chance, they must not disturb it. The opening of
Medvidina cave rises high above the sea. Its spacious
interior can also be entered aboard a ship or simply
dived into. On its end, there is a small beach. West to
Medvidina, there is a 28-m deep picturesque cove of
Tre{njevac.

On the island of Vis, on the other side of the islet
of Ravnik, there is the Green Cave. It was named so
for the green reflection of sunrays getting inside
through a floor opening. The cave may be entered
aboard a boat or dived into. In its direct vicinity, on
25-m depth, there is a submarine cave where you can
see lobsters and various fish.

Besides its natural beauties, the Adriatic keeps the
traces of history in its depths. So far some 300 archa-
eological submarine sites have been registered and
they are all protected by laws, so diving on such
areas is possible only through authorized diving
clubs. Along the coast of the mainland or islands, on
vary small depths, there are remains of harbours or
commercial buildings (islands of Vis, Hvar and Bra~,
or around the towns of Trogir and Split). On such
depths, you can sea antique shipwrecks. Mostly only

Tethys fimbria Lobster (Homarus gammarus) Dwarf Cuttlefish (Sepiola rondeleti) 

John Dory (Zeus faber) Common Dentex (Dentex dentex) Red Scorpionfish (Scorpaena scrofa) 
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suitable for advanced divers.
By the cape Polivalo, on 65 to 72 m depth, there

are remains of a heavy bombardier B-17/G, crashed
in 1944.

Diving on all these sites is organized by local div-
ing clubs. They will provide you with all the informa-
tion you need on the submarine world of their area.
Some of them have their own very well arranged web
sites. I will mention only those diving centres that I
have not mentioned so far in the text. On Trogir area,
there are: Trogir dc,  Sepa co, Ecker Yacht and Jas-
tog; in Ka{tela: Ka{telanski biser, Venus, Galeb and
Ka{tela sub; on Split area: Issa, PIK Mornar, Kronmar,
Delfin, Mediteran-trading, Zenta, Hvidra, [pinut,
Sub, Split, Ocean, Dinautika,  Bios association, Gogo,
Hidra and Profunditas; in Dugi Rat: Jadran; in Omi{:
Almissa and Bexco; in Lokva Rogoznica: Ela; in Pi-
sak: Pisak; in Brela: Aquanaut; in Ba{ka Voda: Po-
seidon; in Makarska: More-sub; in Podgora: Birg-
maier sub; in Igrane: Petar; in Gradac: Jadran and in
Imotski, the town famous for its marvellous karst
lakes: Crveno jezero. On Bra~: in Bol: Nautic centar
and Big blue sport; in Pu~i{}a: Cezar dc; in Sumar-
tin: Lahor and Manjana and in Supetar: Numitor and
Arbun. On Hvar: in the town of Hvar there are diving
centres of the clubs Pelegrin, Hvar, Uvala Lozna and
Centar Krai}; in Jelsa: Val, Omfala centar and Atlas
Jelsa and in Vrboska: Odiseja.

The Adriatic still hides so many secrets of the past
and preserves some already declining Mediterranean
vegetal and animal species. Its cultural and subma-
rine treasure must not be touched, for risk of damage
even by touch. Shells must not be collected, as it
would disturb the natural balance and impair the
beauty of the site. It is not recommended to feed the

fish to avoid disturbance of their natural rhythm. The
archaeological monuments must not moved or taken
from their site. Any damage or new discovery must
be reported to the conservation department, harbour-
master's office or police station in charge.

amphorae are preserved, as the wooden structures of
ships decayed with time. 

The island of Vis gives you also the joy of diving
around shipwrecks. The Italian merchant ship Teti, on
10 to 30 m depth, is a good site for the first shipwreck
diving experience. The ship was built in 1883, and ran
aground in 1930 on the islet of Mali Barjak. Its stern
and warehouse are preserved, loaded with granite
blocks it was transporting. Today, the shipwreck is the
home of three large conger eels. They are used to the
divers' presence and always in the mood for playing. 

The Greek cargo ship Vasilios was built in 1920.
It hit the coast and sank by the cape Stupi{}e in 1939.
The ship is well preserved. Lying on its left side, its
size is fascinating. It is some 100 m long. Its remains
are at the depth of 20 to 50 m so diving is suitable for
all divers' classes. 

The Austrian passenger ship Brijuni was built in
1909 and sank near the Green Cave by the island of Rav-
nik on Easter 1932. It is a well-preserved vessel, lying
on its left side at 38 to 60 m depth. Diving on this loca-
tion is an unforgettable experience for advanced divers.

Near the islet of Greben, a sailing ship sank in 18th

c. Its remains are at 40 to 50 m depth. It is accessed by
a plunge along the submarine wall to 35 m depth. The
plunge is suitable for advanced divers. There are 8 pairs
of iron canons and ship anchors on the oozy sea bottom. 

Near the cape Ston~ica, on 45 to 55 m depth, there
is a very well preserved tugboat Ursus of the Italian
navy, which sank in 1941. The ship is covered with
sponges and corals, and surrounded with shoals of
fish. A plunge to the ship, along a rope, is very
demanding and suitable only for advanced divers. 

Near Tvrdo Zalu~je cape, a Croatian fishing ship
sank in 1995 on 40 to 50 m depth. The plunge is more

Noble Pen Shell (Pinna nobilis) 
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ACI Palmi`ana (VHF channel 17)
(43° 09,8' N 16° 23,8' E)
HR-21450 Hvar, Pakleni otoci
Tel.: 744-995, Fax: 744-985
Position: southern Adriatic – Pakleni otoci.
ACI Marina Palmi`ana is located in the cove bearing the same
name on the southeast coast of the island of Sv. Klement. 
Sailing in: Marina Palmi`ana on Sv. Klement island (Pakleni
otoci archipelago) is some 2.4 nautical miles away from Hvar.
The cove mostly provides safety from winds and waves. At
strong southwestern or western winds, there may however be
flooding. On the north, in front of the entrance, there is the rock
Baba visible at low tide. It features a black-red-black column
with two balls. By night is marked with a lighthouse (B Bl (2)
10s 7m 4M) at the position 43° 10,1' N 16° 23,8' E. Because of

the rock's width, it should be kept away from. The entrance to
the marina is marked with the letters "ACI". If we arrive from
the cape Pelegrin, we may freely take the course towards the
rock Baba. If arriving from the town of Hvar, we will use the
same landmark, taking care not to sail too close to the island of
Gojca. If we want to sail into ACI Marina Palmi`ana from the
south, the course will take us between the islands of Borovac
and Sv. Klement, where sea is less than 5 m deep. The passage
is not marked with lighthouses.
Open: mid March to late October.
Berths: Marina has 160 berths with water and power supply.
Facilities: Reception desk, exchange office, restaurant, toilettes
and showers, grocery shop. The closest gas station (2.5 nm) is
in the port of the town of Hvar (Kri`na luka).

ACI Trogir (VHF channel 17)
(43° 30,8' N 16° 15,2' E)
HR-21220 Trogir
Tel.: 881-544, Fax: 881-258
Position: southern Adriatic – Trogir Channel.
ACI Marina Trogir is located on the northern coast of the island
of ^iovo, between the Trogir bridge and cape ^ubrijan, across
the town of Trogir.
Sailing in: The town of Trogir is situated on a small island
between the mainland and the island of ^iovo. Sea depth in the
channel north of the town is only 2 m, and even less inside (1
m). The town is connected to the mainland with a solid bridge
across the channel. With the island of ^iovo, on which ACI
marina is located, the town is connected with a swing bridge

(2.40 m height) not being opened any more. Ships unable to
pass under the bridge sail in from the west side, between ^iovo
and ^elica rock. A visible landmark for navigation is the green
lighthouse on cape ^ubrijan (Z Bl 2s 8m 4M), with the exact
position 43° 30,7' N 16° 14,6' E. For those coming from the
eastern side, the navigation course is marked with red and green
marks. Sea depth in the passage beneath the bridge is 4.5 m.
Open: all year round.
Berths: There are 180 berths and 60 boat places on land avail-
able. All berths have power and water supply.
Facilities: Reception, exchange office, restaurant, toilets and
showers, grocery shop, repair shop, 10 t crane, parking lot for
passenger vehicles. Gas station is at the western end of the mari-
na.

ACI Split (VHF channel 17)
(43° 30,1' N 16° 26,0' E)
HR-21000 Split, Uvala baluni bb
Tel.: 398-548, 398-599, Fax: 398-556
Position: southern Adriatic – administrative, cultural and trade
centre of Dalmatia.
ACI Marina Split is situated in the southwestern part of the city
port, north of Sustipan peninsula. A long breakwater provides
good protection from southern winds.
Sailing in: When sailing in the city port, landmarks are the
prominent church-tower of St. Duje Cathedral, cape Sustipan,
and Marjan hill on the west. The wide entrance to the city port
is between the main breakwater the head of which is marked
with a green lighthouse (Z Bl 6s 11m 10M). The exact position
of the green lighthouse on the main breakwater is 43° 30,1' N
16° 25,5' E. Inside the harbour, ACI marina is protected with
another breakwater, on the head of which there is a red light-

house (C Bl 2s 6m 3M). Going around the head of this break-
water, we enter in the ACI marina. Closer to the coast, there are
rocks marked with a green buoy.
Open: all year round.
Berths: Marina has 360 berths and 120 boat places on land. All
berths have water and power supply.
Facilities: Reception, exchange office, restaurant, snack bar,
toilettes and showers, grocery shop and nautical equipment
shop, repair shop, 10 t crane, slipway (35 t), mast dismantling
equipment, parking lot for passenger cars. All year round border
crossing in the city port. Gas station in front of Marjan Hotel
(100 m). Within the Marina, there is one of the main ADAC
information service points for boaters.
Having satisfied the strictest ecological criteria regarding safety
and purity of water and environment, ACI Marina Split is one of
10 ACI system marinas that have been awarded the European
Blue Flag.

ACI Milna (VHF channel 17)
(43° 19,6' N 16° 27,0' E)
HR-21405 Milna
Tel.: 636-306, 636-366, Fax: 636-272
Position: southern Adriatic – western coast of the island of Bra~
ACI Marina Milna is located on the south-eastern part of the
cove of Milna, opposite to the town.
Sailing in: The town of Milna is located at the end of the deeply
cut-in bay on the western coast of the island of Bra~. The land-
mark for sailing in may be the islet of Mrdulja 2.5 miles to the
west of Milna. It features a green lighthouse (Z Bl 3s 14m 4M)
and may be sailed around. The exact position of the lighthouse
of Mrdulja is 43° 20,3' N 16° 24,9' E. Sailing from the islet to
Milna is possible along the cape Bijaka with a red lighthouse (C
Bl 3s 8m 3M). The church tower on the end of bay leads us to
the entrance to ACI Marina Milna. On the quay in front of the

town (eastern side of the bay) there is a red lighthouse (C Bl (2)
5s 7m 4M).
Open: all year round.
Berths: Marina has 170 berths and 20 boat places on land. All
piers have been completely refurbished, and berths have new
water and power supply.
Facilities: Reception desk, exchange office, restaurant, café,
toilettes and showers, repair shop, 10 t crane, slipway (120 t).
The gas station is to the west of shipyard specialised for repair
of wooden ships (500 m). Along the town quay, there are super-
markets, a grocery shop and a butcher's shop.
ACI Marina Milna has been awarded the European Blue Flag.  

ACI Vrboska (VHF channel 17)
(43° 10,8' N 16° 41,0' E)
HR-21463 Vrboska
Tel.: 774-018, Fax: 774-144
Position: southern Adriatic – northern coast of the island of Hvar
ACI Marina Vrboska is located on the southern side of the
external part of Vrboska cove.
Sailing in: Vrboska is the settlement and cove on the northern
coast of the island of Hvar, located at the end of a deep and nar-
row bay. If we  arrive from north, a good landmark for naviga-
tion will be the island of Ze~evo with a lighthouse (B Bl 5s 11m
5M). The exact position of the lighthouse is 43° 11,5' N 16°
42,1' E. We sail to ACI Marina Vrboska by going around
Glavica peninsula, and by night we will steer the ship towards
the red lighthouse marking the entrance to Jelsa (C Bl 3s 6m
5M). Once we observe the lighthouse on the cape Kri` (B Bl 2s

5m 5M) we will also see the lights of the marina. Those arriv-
ing from south will arrive to the marina sailing along the east-
ern coast of Hvar. By night, they may see all the three light-
houses described above. Besides, on the head of the eastern part
of Jelsa quay, behind the ACI Marina, there is a constant red
light. ACI marina piers are lighted. The Marina provides good
protection of all winds.
Open: all year round.
Berths: Marina has 85 berths and 30 boat places on land. Berths
have water and power supply. 
Facilities: Reception desk, exchange office, restaurant, toilettes
and showers, repair shop, 5 t crane, parking lot for passenger
cars. There is a gas station by the crane. Shopping is possible in
the town (300 m).
ACI Marina Vrboska has been awarded the European Blue
Flag.



Paklenica, Zadar

After all that, you
can take a car and dri-
ve westward, to Zadar
and County of Zadar,
with Paklenica Natio-
nal Park. The oldest
Croatian national park
is the paradise for alpi-
nists, who will not re-
sist climbing 400 m
high rock Ani}a Kuk.
For those less adven-
turous, a sufficient chal-
lenge would be to walk
Mala and Velika Pakle-
nica. Don't miss to
visit Manita Pe}, one
of the greatest and
most beautiful caves
on Velebit Mountain,
where you can arrive by stone hairpin turns after
some 40 minutes walk. After all that, cool down your
feet in a stream with potable water. On your return
from the Park, you can rest in Starigrad, a pictur-
esque town with a multitude of hotels with conven-
ient accommodation prices. If you prefer hostels, go
through to Zadar, an old Mediterranean town with
numerous cultural and historical monuments, its his-
tory dating back to Antiquity. From Zadar, you can
visit Kornati Islands by boat. It is a national park said
to have as many islands as there are days in a year.

Dubrovnik, Ba}ina, Neretva

From the County of Split and Dalmatia, you can
go to an excursion towards the south, towards
Dubrovnik, UNESCO's town of unique atmosphere.
However, the road to it is tortuous, with 5-hour drive
to take. On your way, you will pass by Neretva delta,
providing in its lower course a multitude of chances
for rest and fun. If you are attracted by calm of lakes,
stop by in the protected landscape, Ba}ina, and take
a boat trip along small round lakes grown in reeds
and mutually connected by channels, where some
rare and protected bird species are still nesting. In the
lower course of Neretva, where pirates were hiding
in ancient times, you can take a trip in a local boat
along this marshy area protected with Ramsar
Convention, and taste some of their specialties such
as eel, frog, or coot stews. This peculiar landscape
hides underground caves, the most interesting of
which is Predolac with its 15 m deep lake. If you are
into history, visit the village of Vid, 4 km to the

Vedrana Ivani{evi} Foto: NP Krka, NP Paklenica, TZ D-N `upanije
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northwest from Metkovi}, located at the place of
antique Narona. It is known for a fact that Greek
traders visited this area to purchase the famous Na-
rona iris (Iris ilirica), of which high-quality perfumes
and cosmetics were made for distinguished Greek
women at the time. In the lower course of Neretva,
called Croatian California for its mild climate and
fertile ground, you can attend a tourist attraction, a
marathon race of Neretva boats. However, if you are
more drawn to heights, climb Snje`nica, 1234 m
high, the highest peak of the County of Dubrovnik
and Neretva, with the St. Elias chapel.

Calm of Me|ugorje

For a trip to Me|ugorje, destination of pilgrims,
visited daily by thousands of worshippers from even
the most distant parts of the world, by car or by orga-
nised transport, you will need some three hours. If
you intend to go in that direction from Split or Ma-
karska, it is most simple to drive by Vrgorac and Lju-
bu{ki to Me|ugorje. In scant landscape of the severe
karst of Herzegovina, you will find kind people and
much needed spiritual invigoration. Go on a pilgrim-
age to the Mount of Our Lady of Peace Appearance
– Kri`evac, and if by chance you come to Me|ugorje
in June, join the celebration of the anniversary of the
Appearance, on 25 June. In July, there is a seminar
for internal healing in Me|ugorje from 8 to 12 July,
and so far some 450 cases of healing have been re-
ported. Me|ugorje is a place of facing the spiritual
source, a place where natural beauties would not dis-
tract you, but instead direct you to your inside self.

We hope we provided you with some more ideas
to complete your vacations in our country. It is up to
you to choose. 

Krka, Visovac, Ro{ki Waterfall 

If you wish to go on an excursion outside the
County of Split and Dalmatia, there are numerous
options depending, of course, on your time. You may
choose a one-day excursion to the County of [ibenik
and Knin, to southwest, with two national parks -
Krka River and Kornati Islands. If you choose to visit
Krka National Park, the fastest roadway from Split
takes you through Mu} and Otavice. In Otavice, you
can pause and visit a mausoleum of the great
Croatian sculptor, Ivan Me{trovi}, and then continue
towards Drni{, a town famous for its prosciutto that
was enjoyed even by the British Queen Elisabeth II.
From Drni{, where you arrive after an hour and half
drive from Split, the road takes you to Krka National
Park. Krka, the beauty of karst, wild and unrestrained
in its upper course, calm and tame in its lower course,
attracts tourists mostly with its waterfalls. The most
water-abundant fall on Krka is Skradinski Buk, with
seventeen steps, between 200 and 400 m wide, and
some 800 m long. Upstream from Skradinski Buk,
before Ro{ki Waterfall, Krka spreads into Visova~ko
Lake. This greatest widening on Krka was named
after the islet of Visovac in its middle. On the island,
you may visit a Franciscan Monastery and a church
and walk through a garden abundant in various
Mediterranean herbs. There you can see a unique
water well with its crown, i.e. above-ground part,
made of earth and 20 thousand egg whites used at the
time as construction material, but no one knows what
20 thousand yolks were spent for. Going upstream
you may come to Ro{ki Waterfall, where there are
still old mills that used to grind corn and wheat. At
Ro{ki Waterfall, there is also a small restaurant with
grilled specialties and homemade prosciutto for your
refreshment after enjoying the natural beauties.

Skradin 

Going upstream Krka, you will arrive to the
southern entrance to the national park, Skradin, a
town pronounced protected cultural monument, cre-
ated in a safe natural cove. For its position, it became
a nautical centre and destination of boaters from the
entire Europe. Today, this 2000-year old town, which
had water supply as early as in Antiquity, attracts
tourist with various festivities, lawn bowling con-
tests, carnival feasts, and beside all that always offer-
ing good lamb, sea-food specialties, and thick local
wine. As Skradin is close to [ibenik, those eager for
adrenalin shock may join the jumpers from [ibenik
Bridge during the summer. We mean bungee jump-
ing, of course.

What else to visit, see, remember...

NP Paklenica Ba}inska jezera Dubrovnik

http://www.danielis-yachting.com



